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ABSTRACT 

The scale is a fundamental yet controversial concept in human geography. Among 
diverse views over scale, this thesis draws insights from the process-based approach 
of scale jumping. It is a key notion to understand scale as a process, yet few 
explorations have been made on making use of its methodological values. Thus this 
thesis seeks to elaborate the notion by redeveloping it as an analytical framework. 
Four key elements are therefore concerned: (a) actors and their purposes; (b) 
directions; (c) approaches; and (d) outcomes. These elements form a framework to 
investigate the rescaling process of economic space in China. Conventional studies 
suggest that in the context of global competition, the role of state in scale 
(re)production has changed from a passive to an active actor. In China, where the 
state plays an active role in facilitating the economy, different levels of state actors, 
such as government officials and institutions, are involved in the (re)production of 
scale. Using the production of Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone (SSCZ) as a 
case study, the abovementioned four elements are investigated. Specifically, there 
are three research questions: (a) why do local governments rescale their economy? 
(b) How do local governments build SSCZ? And (c) what is the outcome of 
rescaling through SSCZ? The qualitative research method is used to collect data 
and other information for this research. This includes desktop searches and 
interviews of businessmen, planners, government officials, and local residents. 
Through a detailed investigation of the production of SSCZ, this research reveals 
the role of local governments, their intentions for rescaling, the approaches they 
used, and the outcomes of the rescaling. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Being both fundamental and controversial in human geography (Papanastasiou, 

2017), the scale theory has been accepted, rejected, and transformed in recent 

decades. Initially, understandings of the concept share close relationships with 

physical geography. In ancient periods, scale in cartography was developed with 

the mapping technology. This is vividly shown in the history of conquering the 

world of many western countries. Earlier in the 14th century in the Mediterranean 

for trade and colonization to 15th for overseas exploration and expansion, 

cartography won its honor from simple map-image to state power representation 

(Escolar, 1997), with the ruling classes’ purposes of better cognizing, dividing and 

regulating either within a single country or even globe. Since then, the essence of 

scale cannot be reduced to a formalistic measurement of the geography space, and 

never can it be separated with state power. From the 1980s, attention on the scale 

was gradually aroused from human geography, by connecting it to concepts like 

place and region (Herod, 2003; Paasi, 2004), by establishing a dominant, somewhat 

taken-for-granted and vertically-ordered hierarchy, and the construction of space as 

a political-economic approach (MacKinnon, 2011; Papanastasiou, 2017). Such 

understandings of scale were inherited and further redeveloped (Hakli, 2017; 

Papanastasiou, 2017) as socially constructed and as an epistemological ordering 

frame (Jones, 1998;). Intensive debates were also generated on comprehension of 

the social and political process (Howitt, 2007) in the 1990s. While in the 21st 

century, there are strong critiques aroused on the former understanding of scale as 

a given ontology from the perspective of post-structuralism (Brenner, Jessop, Jones, 

& Macleod, 2008; Jones, 1998; Marston, 2000; Papanastasiou, 2017), and the linear 

metaphor from some sociologists (Urry, 2003). Particularly, the post-structuralists 

criticized the overemphasis on the vertical, hierarchical, and fixed terms on the 

scale (Allen & Cochrane, 2007; Amin, 2002; Marston, Jones III, & Woodward, 

2005; Massey, 2005; Moore, 2008). Later in recent decades, researches show two 

shifts (Jones, Leitner, Marston, & Sheppard, 2017), one as a continuous 

disagreement among approaches of political-economic (MacKinnon, 2011) and 

post-structural (Shaw, 2010; Woodward, Jones III, & Marston, 2010), the other as 

decentering scale’s role among spatialities like place, assemblage, networks and so 
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on (Jessop, Brenner, & Jones, 2008; Leitner, Sheppard, & Sziarto, 2008). And 

besides, scholars have developed integrated methods, such as a TPSN framework 

combining four spatial lexicons, including territory, place, scale, and network 

(Jessop et al., 2008).  

During this process, in terms of the (re)production of scale, scholars like Smith 

have made significant efforts, based on which the scale evolved from his earlier 

work as a product of uneven development of capitalism (Smith, 2010), then to the 

scope of political construction (Kurtz, 2003; Leitner & Miller, 2007; Smith, 1992a), 

and to be integrated into the social and cultural realms (Smith, 1992b). This is also 

supported by Marston (2000), who has pointed out that the (re)production shouldn’t 

be restricted within the priorities of capital, labor, and state, and called for more 

foci on the social reproduction and consumption in the social construction of scale.  

These discussions have well proved the vitality of scale and worth of further 

explorations. This thesis takes state (re)production of scale as the research focus. 

This idea has already been explored by many scholars (Brenner, 2004a, 2004b; 

Pemberton, 2016; Smith, 1992a), among whom Brenner argues that the current 

work has already set relatively solid theoretical foundations as a ‘first wave’, and 

he suggests calling for a ‘second wave’ on method as “mediations linking abstract 

concepts to concrete, contextually specific investigations”(Brenner, 2009, p. 123). 

While much of this work is done in the context of western countries, where the 

power of the state is somewhat co-balanced by other powers like capital. It may 

necessitate more supplementary researches in other countries. China, for example, 

is the one that distinct from others by its powerful state. There have been many 

scholars adapted the scale theory to empirical studies in this context, by terms like 

‘scalar restructuring’ (Ngo, Yin & Tang, 2017), ‘shift of urban scale and change of 

scale relations’ (Chung, 2007), ‘state rescaling’ (Chen, Zhang, Li, & Zhang, 2014; 

Li, Xu & Yeh, 2014), ‘scaling-up’ (Lin, 2009), etc. However, with the rapid 

development of Chinese economy, more work is called for in further 

contextualizing the scale theory and developing analytical methods for specific 

investigations. 
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1.1 Research objective 

Theoretically, this research aims to enrich the process-based approach of scale 

jumping and reinvent it as an analytical framework for state (re)production of scale. 

Empirically, it seeks to present an ongoing institutional test on the ‘enclave 

economic development model’ through the Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone 

(SSCZ), including its major creators-the state actors, driving forces, process and 

outcomes till present. After incorporating the scale jumping framework into the 

empirical analysis, it is hoped to achieve some implications for both theory and 

practice, like emphasizing contextual elements in the understanding of the scale and 

its (re)production, such as the administrative structure, state actors and their power 

differences; and significant factors in establishing similar cooperation zones, such 

as matching resources, cooperation mechanism, and powerful actors.   

1.2 Significance of the research 

In response to Brenner’s (2009) highlight that there is a necessity to pay more 

attention to the method instead of the theory itself. This thesis puts more emphasis 

on scale from a methodological perspective. Indeed, many scholars concluded that 

the scale should be regarded as a process-determined category. While scale jumping 

has been stressed as a process-based lens, detailed explorations of it, as an analytical 

method, is missing. To fill this gap, this thesis tries to develop a research framework 

by this concept. Using SSCZ as a case, which showcases a pilot institutional test on 

developing the ‘enclave economic development model’ for regional cooperation in 

China, this thesis seeks to make some contributions in uncovering the mechanism 

of this model, for which fewer in-depth explorations were made at present.  

1.3 Research questions and structure 

The main research question of this thesis is: how does the Chinese state (re)produce 

the scale through the lens of scale jumping? This is followed by a sequence of three 

questions: (a) why do local governments rescale their economy? (b) How do local 

governments build SSCZ? And (c) what is the outcome of rescaling through SSCZ? 

Firstly, local governments, including Guangdong, Shenzhen, Shanwei, Haifeng, 

and the four towns (now sub-districts) are driven by divergent purposes, such as 

moving a step ahead in achieving the common prosperity of Guangdong. Secondly, 
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SSCZ is built by these local governments to achieve their purposes, approaches like 

(Shenzhen) institutionalizing SSCZ into Shenzhen’s regulation system have been 

adopted. Thirdly, after building SSCZ, there are outcomes (up to present) in power 

relations among actors as well as tangible and material effects. These contents are 

organized by a structure shown in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1. 1 Research structure of the empirical case 

 

Source: the author. 

1.4 Research methods 

Qualitative methods are mainly adopted through this research, including desk 

researches, empirical studies, and data analysis. Respectively, desktop researches 

involve lots of literature reviews, archival readings, and web searches, aiming at 

getting a better understanding of the scale theory and state (re)production of scale 

in China. Books and papers on scale and state are reviewed to set a starting basis, 

the former includes four pieces: (a) Uneven Development: Nature, Capital, and the 

Production of Space (Smith, 2010), (b) State / Space: A Reader (Brenner, Jessop, 

Jones, & Macleod, 2008), (c) State, Space, World: Selected Essays (Lefebvre, 2009), 

and (d) Bureaucracy, Politics, and Decision Making in Post-Mao China (Lieberthal 

& Lampton, 1992), and the latter involves about 400 articles. When it comes to 
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empirical analysis, archival readings and web searches work as sources for basic 

information of SSCZ, such as official documents, policies, and key speeches of 

cadres, the official websites (http://www.szss.gov.cn/), WeChat official account 

(Shenshan shidian), and so on. Particularly, based on the latter two, there is 

abundant up-to-date information collected in word documents, amounting to around 

one million words. Empirical studies involve both interviews and observations. For 

interviews (Table 1.1), firstly, interviewees are selected according to their 

backgrounds, including 1 governmental official, 4 urban planners, 2 people in a 

business company (including 1 manager and his subordinate), and 3 residents in 

SSCZ. The governmental official works in the land management department in 

SSCZ, and helps to provide official information. Urban planners are working on 

various plans for SSCZ, who have frequent communication with officials from 

Guangdong Province, Shenzhen, Shanwei, SSCZ, Haifeng, and four towns, which 

helps to get a better understanding of intentions of local governments. The business 

manager and his subordinate come from Greenland Holdings Corporation Limited, 

a state-owned real estate company of Shenzhen, both of whom are appointed to 

SSCZ and have close relationships with local governments of Shenzhen and SSCZ. 

More importantly, unlike urban planners who are working for the government, they 

provide a different view of the operation of SSCZ. Finally, 3 local residents were 

interviewed to explore views on the previous and current status quo of SSCZ. A 

total of 12 interviews were conducted, including 9 semi-structure interviews and 3 

in-depth interviews. In-depth interviews were made with the governmental official, 

the urban planner from Guangdong Urban & Planning and Design Institute, and the 

business manager. Direct observations and participant observations are carried out 

in the field. By a field visit on August 18th 2018, the situation of current 

constructions of infrastructures, public service facilities, and branch building of 

firms are directly observed. And by participating in some public forums, more 

information of the developing process and public opinions is collected, such as the 

International Forum on Urban Planning and Construction of Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone Central Area in November 2018, and the section of ‘Planning 

Practice in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area’ from Peking 

University Future City Forum: Sustainable City-Regional Governance organized 

by Pecking University in December 2018. Based on such information, further 

analysis is carried out upon the theoretical framework.   

http://www.szss.gov.cn/
javascript:void(0);
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Table 1. 1 List of interviewees 

No. Date  Interviewees  Positions and affiliations  
1, 2, 7, 8, 16, 
19 

2019.8.17 Mr. Fan Manager of Greenland Holdings 
Corporation Limited 

5, 6 2019.10.5 Ibid Ibid 
12, 17 2019.10.19 Ibid Ibid 
18 2018.5.8 Ms. Gong Urban planner of Pecking University of 

Shenzhen Graduate School 
11 2019.8.20 Ms. Huang Official of SSCZ 
13 2018.5.6 Mr. Li Urban planner of Urban Planning & 

Design Institute of Shenzhen 
14, 20 2018.8.18 Ms. Lin Resident of SSCZ 
4 2018.8.18 Mr. Liu Assistant of Greenland Holdings 

Corporation Limited 
9, 21 2019.10.13 Mr. Wang Urban planner of Guangdong Urban & 

Planning and Design Institute 
10 2019.10.20 Ms. Xiang Urban planner of Shenzhen New Land 

Tool Planning & Architecture Design 
Company Limited 

15 2018.8.18 Mr. Zhang Resident of SSCZ 
3 2019.9.7 Mr. Zheng Resident of SSCZ 

Source: the author. 

1.5 Organization of the thesis 

This thesis composes of six chapters.  

     After an introduction of Chapter 1, Chapter 2 and 3 review literature on scale 

and its production in China respectively. Chapter 2 focuses on the scale theory and 

scale jumping. It generalizes current discussions of scale into four questions: (a) 

what is scale? (b) What does it look like? (c) Where does it come from? And (d) 

what can it do? Through a concise discussion of these questions and a review of 

major debates in the research of scale, this chapter follows the arguments that 

consider scale as a process. Scale as a procedural notion is being leveled and 

relational, fixed and fluid, but never taken-for-granted. Specific focus is put on scale 

jumping. Through a review of this idea, this chapter seeks to reinvent it as an 

analytical tool for scale research by highlighting four key elements: (a) actors; (b) 

purposes; (c) approaches; and (d) outcomes. These elements form a framework to 

investigate the rescaling process in China.  

     In Chapter 3, existing literature on the state and its power, and state 

(re)production of scale in China is reviewed. State is considered as a powerful actor 
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and its role in scale (re)production has been studied in the background of capitalist 

societies. Lefebvre’s (2009) theorization on state mode of production, the process 

of homogeneity –fragmentation - hierarchization of space, and state power are 

highlighted and being used to guide a brief discussion on the Chinese state. Then 

the active role of the Chinese state in the national economy and the use of space and 

scale as powerful economic statecraft is discussed. Based on the close relationship 

between administrative territory and economic scale in China, this chapter 

articulates the country’s administrative structure as a scale. Therefore, the rescaling 

of economic space is examined through changes in administrative units and gestalt 

of power relations. Three types of rescaling are identified: (a) rescaling through 

formal administrative units; (b) rescaling through informal institutions; and (c) 

rescaling through target specific projects. The SSCZ is built as an informal 

institution, yet it carries innovative ideas of Chinese state in looking for new tactics 

for economic growth.  

     Chapter 4 and 5 cover the case study of SSCZ. Chapter 4 introduces relevant 

actors in the construction of SSCZ, including Guangdong, Shenzhen, Shanwei, 

Haifeng, and the four towns (now sub-districts), and policy background of SSCZ. 

This chapter first provides a brief history of these actors’ rescaling process. Then 

focus turns to the policy background of SSCZ, which composes of counterpart 

support from Shenzhen to Shanwei and cooperation in the “Shen-Guan-Hui 3+2”. 

Under this background, SSCZ was developed from Dongguan-Dalang (Haifeng) 

Industrial Transfer Park (2005) to Shenzhen (Shanwei) Industrial Transfer Park 

(2008), and Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone (2011-to present). 

     Chapter 5 presents an empirical analysis of SSCZ to show the state 

(re)production of scale in China. It composes of three parts: (a) why do local 

governments rescale their economy; (b) how do local governments build SSCZ; and 

(c) what is the outcome of rescaling through SSCZ. These three questions examine 

in detail the process of rescaling; they analyze the various intentions of the actors, 

specific approaches adopted by them, and the outcomes of rescaling.  

     Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the research by pointing out its theoretical 

echoes and empirical reflections. Theoretically, this study reinvents the idea of scale 

jumping and develops it as an analytical tool to investigate the case of SSCZ. By 

comparing the understanding of scale from the existing literature and the empirical 

case of China, this study suggests taking the administrative structure of China as a 
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scale. This enriches current research on scale jumping. In practice, the chapter 

summarizes key features of the ‘enclave economic development model’ through the 

practice of SSCZ, and draws some implications for future development.  
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Chapter 2 The scale theory and a process-based approach of scale 

jumping 

2.1 The scale theory 

Scale and space are two interweaving concepts in geography. In human geography, 

scale is usually interpreted in a relative and conceptual manner. Generally, 

conventional discussions on scale can be divided into four areas: (a) what is scale? 

(b) What does it look like? (c) Where does it come from? And (d) what can it do?  

     Firstly, what is scale? Scale is a geographical and spatial imaginary (Howitt, 

1998). Brown and Purcell (2005) suggest that scale is probably the slipperiest and 

most abstract among all geographical concepts in human geography. Sayre (2005) 

points out that human geographers have often conflated scale as level and scale as 

size and therefore caused confusion in conceptualizing the idea. Such a comment 

highlights the fact that scale is perceived both as an areal unit and as a level in a 

hierarchy. While this represents a more traditional way to look at scale, the fact that 

the world is increasingly interwoven under globalization suggests notions such as 

level, territories, and spheres are not sufficient to explain the complexity of the 

contemporary world. This awareness results in a ‘network’ vision of scale – 

different locations/places and activities there are connected rather than separated. 

According to Herod (2003), the network view of scale implies non-linearity, de-

centralization, and possibly a missing of absolute space. This perspective suggests 

scale is not just size and level but also relations (Howitt, 1998, 2002). These various 

views have demonstrated the multi-facets of scale. Paasi (2004) makes a good 

summary of scale by saying it is “partly concrete, powerful and bounded, but also 

partly unbounded, vague or invisible” (2004, p. 542).  

     Secondly, what does it look like? If scale, as suggested by Campbell (2018), 

is both real and imagined, then it is presented both as a visible landscape and as a 

mental contrivance. Herod (2003) suggests that scales can be imaged as a ladder, 

concentric circles, and nesting dolls. Brenner (2001) and MacKinnon (2011) 

consider scale as mosaics whilst Swyngedouw (2010) and Jonas (1994) see it as a 

nested cum hierarchical system. For example, ‘scale as level’ and ‘scale as relation’ 

show somewhat most representative for other metaphors. Firstly, in understanding 

of hierarchical ladder, concentric circles, matryoshka (nesting) dolls and ‘scale as 
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size’, geographical spaces are organized by a single or compound metrics, such as 

areal sizes, numbers, classes, genders, ethnics, powers (Swyngedouw, 2010; 

MacKinnon 2011), all of which can be leveled. Secondly, these metaphors differ 

from each other in depicting relations amid scales. Such as the most popular 

metaphor of a hierarchical ladder, it specifically emphasizes the vertical relation, in 

which ‘global’ is seen a scale above and over the rest, unlike those taking it as 

encompassing (concentric circles) or enveloping other scales (matryoshka (nesting) 

dolls) (Herod, 2003). It is even more so in paradigms of earthworm burrows, tree 

roots, and music, where scalar relations are highlighted either as frequently 

intertwined (even to a degree of breaking scalar boundaries in-between), or 

choreographic organized as a totality. Thus understood, many scholars regard scale 

as levelled (Hakli, 2017; Gibson, Ostrom & Ahn, 2000) and relational (Brenner, 

2001; Brown & Purcell, 2005; Papanastasiou, 2017).  

     Thirdly, where does it come from? It is generally agreed that scale is socially 

produced (Brown & Purcell, 2005; Kaiser & Nikiforova, 2008; Marston, 2000). 

Nevertheless, scholars have different understandings on this statement. Smith 

(2010), however, suggests that scale is being brought into existence by the dynamic 

of capital. His investigation of uneven development in the capital process suggests 

scale helps to clarify the mosaic pattern of external tendential geographical 

equilibrium and ultimate frustration of capital (Smith, 1992a). This suggests scale 

is produced in extent and substance by hands of capital at urban, nation-state as well 

as global scales. These scales are built and transformed to sustain the spatial 

unevenness. Smith later extends his capital-centric focus of scale-making by paying 

attention to the difference in social text, which extensively provides containers for 

culture, race, gender, and art, and proposes that spatial differentiations emerge 

primarily in the process of scale (re)production (Jones et al., 2017). For example, 

in the case of ‘Homeless Vehicle and Poliscar’ (Smith, 1992a), spatial 

differentiation is expressed by struggles among homeless evictees and those 

evictors, during which the construction of community scale is produced and 

redefined to provide geographical resolution for mitigating such conflicts. In a 

sequential manner, afterward, Smith(1992a) further examines a hierarchy of 

typology scales, which is “inherently incomplete and open-ended” (p. 67). A range 

of body, home, community, urban, region, nation, and global, is produced as a part 

of “the social and cultural, economic and political landscapes” (Smith, 1992a, p. 
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67). Likewise, in Marston’s (2000) review, capital, labor, and some combination 

are treated “as primary sites of scale construction” (p. 221). The social relations of 

production, as she discovers, are vital to scale (re)production, especially “relations 

of social reproduction and consumption” (p. 233). These reproduction provides 

supports for capitalism with social relations and everyday life with material basis 

(Katz & Monk, 2014). Household, for example, works as a medium scale for 

American middle-class women in the nineteenth-century (as roles of wives, mothers, 

and housekeepers) to form their social and political identity and involve in process 

of social (re)production and consumption (by their housekeeping and daily-

purchasing activities, etc.), and simultaneously, scale is also constructed by these 

activities the other way around (Marston, 2000). 

     Scale (re)production is in a perpetually ongoing process. During which, a 

particular scale will be redefined and restructured, causing contest to other scales. 

Hence, once a particular scale is produced at a particular time, it would devote itself 

to articulating the ongoing process to reproduce itself in the coming times. Scale 

thus serves both as a product and a progenitor (Smith, 2012); it is also an arena and 

a moment (Swyngedouw, 1997), an object, an outcome, and a media (Jonas, 1994). 

     Finally, what can it do? Regardless of its nature (material or idealist), scale 

has generated tangible and material effects during its formation (Gualini, 2006; 

Jones, 1998). These material implications include state spatial regulation by new 

scale (re)production (Brenner, 2004a), and defining landscape (by decision-making 

bodies) via the scale of regulation (Towers, 2000). Simultaneously it also has a 

discursive and rhetorical facet in performance (Brenner, 2001; MacKinnon, 2011; 

Peck, 2002). For example, scale frames, which are regarded (a) as “discursive 

practices that construct meaningful (and actionable) linkages between the scale at 

which a social problem is experienced and the scale(s) at which it could be 

politically addressed or resolved”(Kurtz, 2003, p. 894) and further adopted as 

strategic representations of a social grievance through forward (scale frames) and 

reverse (counter-scale frames) dimensions (Kurtz, 2003), (b) as ways to compose 

the political-spatiality to generate material effects (Jones, 1998), or (c) as means to 

make “scalar political project seem as natural, normal and legitimate as possible” 

(González, 2006, p. 838). Apart from these, there are a good many scalar idioms 

summarized, like rescale (Brenner, 2009; Swyngedouw, 2000), scalar politics 

(MacKinnon, 2011), politics of scale (singular and plural) (Brenner, 2001), scale 
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jumping (Smith, 2010, 2012), and so on, through which social struggles can be 

examined.  

     These four areas of discussions spin across the ontology and epistemology of 

scale. While human geographers agree that scale does exist, political economists 

and post-structuralists have different understandings on its nature and its 

construction. Reviewing the key arguments of the political economics literature on 

scale, MacKinnon (2011) points out that Smith and other political economists, 

sharing the same materialistic view, tends to reify scale. Scale is therefore 

considered as a material entity once it is produced, even though political economists 

contend its non-fixity. These views serve as the basis for the latter theorization of 

the production of scale, the politics of scale (Brenner, 2001; Cox, 1998), scale 

jumping (Smith, 1992a), and scale bending (Smith, 2008). 

     Discussions on scale also span across different theoretical traditions. Arguing 

that political economists have been over-emphasizing the concept per se but paying 

insufficient attention to the performativity of scale (Kaiser & Nikiforova, 2008), 

poststructuralists go beyond the wide social processes of scale making and infuse 

concerns on social practices and discourses. Considering scale as an 

“epistemological construct that presents specific sociospatial orderings” (Moore, 

2008, p. 204), poststructuralists suggest scale is constructed by social practices. In 

contrast to political economists who view scale as a fixed entity, they concern the 

fluidity of scale. Thus, the construction of scale is a discursive rather than a material 

process. The fluidity of scale is illustrated by its contextualization in particular 

socio-cultural and historical background (Jones, 1998).  

     The fluidity of scale also expands the application of scale to a wide range of 

topics and raises concerns on a methodological risk. Brenner (2001) has particularly 

accentuated on Marston’s (2000) proposition of ‘the social construction of scale’. 

He suggests these actions have limited possible methodological innovations for the 

concept of scale but trap it into a chaos of overgeneralization, leading to “analytical 

blunting of the concept of geographical scale” (p. 592). Moreover, Brenner also 

worries that such applications will lead to slippage to categories like “place, locality, 

territory and space” (p. 592). He specifically questions Marston’s (2000) household 

space and spatial relations to be an object of inquiry other than a geographical scale, 

and their alleged scalar properties being reduced to a background setting. This 

makes geographical scale merely a dimension of the sociospatial practices. Marston 
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and Smith (2001) agree with the ‘analytical blunting’ argument but they do not 

think space is undermined. They argue that scale is a “produced societal metric that 

differentiates spaces” (p.615). Its production is indispensable to the production of 

space and vice versa, during which the social reproduction and consumption 

deserve more attention. They also defend the importance of the household scale by 

arguing that a discard of such a scale would contribute to an overlook of the post-

structuralist feminist approach. They think scale does matter in the scaled social 

process because it “fill[s] in a certain silence” (p.617) but it may not be well-worked 

out. As a result, they suggest a “constant reinvention of scale theory” (p.615) so as 

to tackle Brenner’s view on analytical blunting as noted. 

     Amid the debates of scale, the most provocative contention which opposes 

the political-economic approach is the one on the complete rejection of scale. 

Concerning a growing confusion and frustration of engaging scale in research, 

Marston et al. (2005) make a proposal of “human geography without scale”. They 

argue the vertical-hierarchy structure bears foundational weaknesses and should be 

abandoned. Specifically, such a structure is problematic in four areas (Marston et 

al. 2005): first, “it relies upon a confusion between scale as spatial size and scale as 

institutional or boundary level, confusion in which the two meanings are conflated” 

(Collinge, 2006, p. 245); second, there are difficulties in distinguishing scalar 

hierarchies from the micro-macro distinction of social analysis (Layder, 2005); 

third, it brings restrictions to other thinking ways but the taken-for-granted 

hierarchical scaffold; fourth, the methodological perspectivalism of hierarchical 

scale works like a transcendent predetermination for scholars that undermines their 

self-reflexivity. A site-base ontology is then proposed as a replacement.  

     However, not all researchers agree on the rejection of scale. For example, 

arguing that the critique of Marston et al. (2005) is problematic, Leitner and Miller 

(2007) list out some assertions against the expel of scale in human geography. They 

suggest Marston et al. (2005) have consistently conflated the ‘hierarchical’ with the 

‘vertical’ scale and greatly overestimates the prevalence of the former. They 

criticize that Marston et al.’s flat ontology marginalizes the technologies of power 

in the social production of scale. Such a marginalization would entail a prior 

‘expurgation’ of scale from geographical research. Despite their critiques on the 

argument for a flat ontology, Leitner and Miller (2007) conclude that debates on 

abstract ontology are unproductive, and instead, attention should be paid to address 
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practices and power relations of social life in spatiality – an epistemological 

understanding of scale.  

     Indeed, it is not an easy task to dismantle scale in human geography. On one 

hand, scholars who propose to replace scale by a new ontology have to deal with 

two tricky challenges: (a) cleaning away our knowledge of the world as people have 

accustomed to, (b) convincing a new perspective which is more difficult. On the 

other hand, there exists a methodological deadlock – “either to discard the notion 

of scale altogether, or to disregard the argument concerning the relevance of ‘flat 

ontology’” (Hakli, 2007, p.273). Furthermore, Leitner, Sheppard and Sziarto (2008), 

and Neumann (2009) argue that geographers would better forgo the territorial or 

relational dissension. Scholars respond to such a disagreement by attempting to 

integrate multiple spatial categories. For example, Jessop et al. (2008) suggest a 

TPSN framework that integrates four spatial dimensions of social relations: 

territories (T), places (P), scales (S), and networks (N), aiming at examining the 

contemporary political-economic restructuring; and Jones (2009a) proposes an 

approach of ‘phase space’ that “acknowledges the relational making of space but 

insists on the confined, connected, inertial, and always context-specific nature of 

existence and emergence” ( p. 489).  

     It is not the objective of this section to reproduce all views of the scale debates. 

The diverse views on scale suggest it is still a robust concept in geographical 

research. What I learn from the above concise reviews are: (a) scale, no matter it is 

referring to spatial extent or levels, does matter; (b) ontology and epistemology of 

scale mirror two sides of a coin, scale research, like this thesis, is somewhat 

epistemological in nature; (c) what the scale is contextualized; (d) our 

understanding of scale is evolving, debates and researches on scale give new 

insights, meaning and ways to refine our understanding of it. 

2.2 The process-based approach of scale jumping 

One of the insights from early debates on scale is the processual view/notion of 

scale. Affirming that “social life is process-based” and “in a state of perpetual 

change, transformation, and reconfiguration” (Swyngedouw, 1997, p.140), 

Swyngedouw (1997) suggests the starting point of explanation and theorizing is the 

process, in which a particular scale is (re)produced rather than a particular 
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geographical scale such as global and local. This perspective has refined Smith’s 

(1992b) ‘politics of scale’ from the production, transformation, and contestation of 

socio-spatial processes and relations within a bounded geographical area to a 

‘process of scaling’ which multiple intertwined spatial units are established and re-

established, organized and reorganized, and hierarchization and re-hierarchization 

(Brenner, 2001).  

     A key notion to understand scale as a process is scale jumping. This notion 

is found in studies that employ a political economy approach. It elaborates 

Brenner’s (2001) work on ‘scale structuration’ which suggests the historical 

transformation of scale is a relational and socio-spatial process. The ‘politic of scale’ 

which suggests by Brenner (2001) is a flexible and non-fixed process which 

includes what Smith (1992a, 2008) calls ‘scale jumping’ and ‘scale bending’. Scale 

jumping as a notion, therefore, directly depicts the dynamic of scalar activities and 

provides a perspective to decipher the production and reproduction of scale. 

According to Swyngedouw (2010), scale jumping is “a process that signals how 

politics are spatialized” (p.13). Howitt (2007) also considers it as a strategy that 

“better conceptualize[s] the construction of scale” (p.132). The notion is originally 

introduced by Smith (2000) but he does not give an in-depth exploration of the term. 

According to him (Smith, 2000, p.276), jumping scale refers to “political claims 

and power established at one geographical scale are expanded to another”.  

     This explanation highlights three key issues in scale jumping: (a) the force 

that drives scale jumping; and hence (b) the subject that initiates the jumping and 

its purposes; and (c) the outcome of scale jumping. Smith did not give a detailed 

account of these issues but they are crucial in the empirical study of scale jumping. 

Regarding the first question, Smith (2000) has correctly pointed out power is a 

crucial factor to facilitate jumping. Power, according to Foucault (1978), is “the 

moving substrate of force relations”(p. 93). Such relations are not only conceived 

at a top-down capacity, but also bottom-up. They exist between institutions and 

individuals, and between individuals. In other words, power is not limited to a 

government and authorities; it extends to different social actors and individuals. 

Poststructuralist’s discussions on scalar practices are helpful here. Their concern on 

how scale is created as a result of social activities “open[s] up new set of issues 

from those emphasized by political economy research” (MacKinnon, 2011, p.26). 

These new issues include the role of different actors and groups in scaling processes. 
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Therefore, the subject that initiates scale jumping is not limited to states and 

political entities.  

     If power is the driving force for scale jumping, different actors who differ 

from each other in power would have different approaches to pursue scale jumping. 

In other words, power determines how scale jumping takes place. In the jumping of 

the less powerful actors, for instance, when a certain scale turns out to be relatively 

closed, actors may push the social movements to another which is more open 

(Marston, 2000). In that their influences are limited at this scale (Engels, 2015), 

such as restricts of localness (Leitner et al., 2008), or confined by some constraints, 

whereas instead of remaining quiescent, these actors may struggle to release 

themselves (Cox, 1998), gain advantages (Darchen, 2017; Peck, 2002), improve 

positions (Cox & Mair, 1991), and so on. While on the other side, these constraints 

may be imposed by the more powerful, who are domineering to maintain their 

control at a manageable scale (Cox, 1998), and “prevent effective mobilization at 

politically potent scales” (Kitchin & Wilton, 2003, p. 99) to “maintain existing 

scaled relations” (Kitchin & Wilton, 2003, p. 113). Current studies show actors 

employ various approaches to pursue scale jumping. They include forming a local 

alliance (Cox & Mair, 1991), framing by discourses and practice (Engels, 2015), 

(re)shaping discourses (Jones, 1998), “harnessing powers and instrumentalities” 

(Cox, 1998, p.258), taking advantages of policies (Gough, 2004), technologies 

(Smith, 1992), and political and economic regulation means (Herod, 1997).  

     Regarding the outcome of scale jumping, while Smith (2000) in his definition 

suggests an expansion across geographical scale, it is insufficient to address the 

diversities that the idea of scale jumping connoted in practice. For geographers who 

imagine there is a boundary for each scale, a geographical expansion implies a 

crossing of an existing boundary. Paasi (2004), basing on Brenner’s (2001) singular 

and plural understanding of the politics of scale, shares this view by suggesting a 

single scale is bounded by others. Scale jumping, therefore, suggests a crossing of 

the existing boundary. Conversely, if boundaries are perceived as flexible rather 

than fixed and closed, scale jumping is an adjustment of existing boundaries.  

     Smith (2000) in his explanation of scale jumping does not explicitly address 

the direction of jumping. This gap is filled by researches which show ‘up-scaling’ 

and ‘down-scaling’ (Görg, 2007) or ‘scaling up’ and ‘scaling down’ (Leitner & 

Miller, 2007), and a simultaneously ‘downward and upward’ scaling (Gough, 2004). 
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Whiles these studies suggest a vertical jumping of scale, they, at the same time, 

present one of the confusions in the debates of scale. Sayre (2005) suggests that 

human geographers have often conflated scale as level and scale as size; and 

therefore, as argued by Neumann (2009), confusing epistemology with ontology. 

While this confusion may be found in some aspects of scale studies, studies on scale 

jumping show that scale jumping includes both level jumping and geographical 

expansion. For instance, Swyngedouw (2000) interprets the jumping of political 

scales by showing movements “downward to the regional or local level; upward to 

the EU, NAFTA, GATT, etc.; and outwards to private capital” (p.70). The word 

‘outward’ actually suggests an expansion of capital power across space. By the 

same token, in Peck’s (2002) analysis of redistribution among the national scale 

and other territorial scales, “regulatory functions and state capacities” are 

transferred as “powers, functions and roles”, which jump “downward to local and 

regional bodies, upward to supranational agencies, and outward to translocal and 

transnational networks” (p. 339). Once again, the words ‘translocal’ and 

‘transnational’ denote geographical movements. Analogously, Brenner (1999) 

describes the processes of territorialization as “jumping at once above, below, and 

around the national scale” (p.52). All of these discussions suggest that scale 

jumping includes both a hierarchical and a horizontal dimension. 

     Moreover, while Smith (2000) suggests scale jumping is a geographical 

expansion from one scale to another, it seems only two scales are involved. 

However, many existing studies on scale jumping concentrate on more than two 

scales (Brenner, 1999; Peck, 2002; Swyngedouw, 2000). In fact, in the context of 

multi-scalar politics seriously, scale jumping often involves multiple scales (Leitner 

& Miller, 2007). Hence, there could be three, four, and even more scales involved 

in the jumping process, within which the interaction and relationship between actors 

are more complicated.   

     As a process, scale jumping gradually transforms the existing scale structures 

and power relations, during which there are also material effects generated. For 

example, scale jumping may cause reshuffles of relationships and structures, 

including “transformations in the pattern of power relations invariably result in 

shifts in scale relationships” (Peck, 2002, p. 337), and “scalar ‘gestalt’ changes” 

which further lead to restructures of the “social power geometry within and between 

scales” (Swyngedouw, 2010, p. 13), as well as the transfer of capitals and labor, 
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like “capital that ‘jumped’ upwards” and “the regulation of labor moved downwards” 

(Swyngedouw, 1997, p.561). 

     In conclusion, the notion of scale jumping has been accepted as an important 

lens to understand the processes of scale (re)production. Yet currently scholars have 

by and large treated it as a concept but not fully explored its methodological values. 

To fill in this gap, the thesis suggests paying close attention to key issues of the 

(re)producing process. They include (a) the actors who pursue the jumping; (b) the 

purposes for scale jumping; (c) the approaches to facilitate scale jumping and 

directions; and (d) the outcomes of the jumping at a certain time and space. By such 

inventions, the approach of scale jumping puts together the insights and strengths 

of the political economy and the poststructural approaches on scale research. It 

takes in political economists’ conception of non-fixity scale and the relational view 

of scalar relations; and incorporates poststructuralists’ concerns on practice and 

discourses that adopted by actors as approaches in scalar activities. Moreover, the 

scale jumping approach advances political economists’ concern on scale 

transformation by tracing the origin of scaling process and its dynamics. In the 

following discussions, the approach will be used to guide the exploration of the 

(re)production of scale in China. These issues will be used to guide the exploration 

of the (re)production of scale in China.  
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Chapter 3 State and scale (re)production  

3.1 State: power, its role in scale (re)production 

State, as suggested by Yuval-Davis, Anthias and Campling (1989), is “a body on 

institutions which are centrally organized around the intentionality of control with 

a given apparatus of enforcement at its command and basis” (p. 5). The dominant 

position of the state in its jurisdiction territory suggests that it holds potentialities 

in determining the processes of scalar production and reproduction. Investigating 

urban governance in Western Europe from 1960 to 2000, Brenner (2004b) shows 

the mechanism in state rescaling. The shift from a managerial-welfarist to an 

entrepreneurial approach in urban governance witnesses waves of rescaling of 

national state space. In the early stage, the national scale is privileged for state 

strategies of promoting the growth of economy, such as “demand-management 

policies, nationalized ownership of key industries”(Brenner, 2004a, p. 460). While 

under spatial Keynesianism, metropolitan regions are centered with many 

investments and services but are decentered by series of state expenditures, loans 

programs, and the like. However, the dominance at the national scale is restructured 

upwards to supranational scale and downwards to regional and local scales, which 

is driven by a Fordist–Keynesian order. Later on, the urban governance at the latter 

two scales has won more opportunities in scale (re)production and regulatory 

experiments as crisis-management against the post-1970s recession. While in the 

1980s, by virtue of more degenerated priorities of national scale, local initiatives 

are capable to deploy bottom-up entrepreneurial urban strategies along with more 

newly-granted power. During the same period, glocalization strategies gradually 

become more influential, which rewrite both previous state regulations and 

rearticulate “inherited state regulatory practices”(Brenner, 2004a, p. 475). These 

state rescaling, possibly can be formalized into a ‘Glocalizing Competition State 

Regime (GCSR)’, through which bulk of institutional restructuring and rescaling 

for solving problems of regulatory deficits in the flowing decade is then come into 

being. Taken together, urban governance has undergone an up-and-down state 

recalling with various crisis-, economic growth- and governance failures-induced 

strategies. In the future, however, no matter to what extent this GCSR behaves 

efficiently at present, the state rescaling remains highly flexible and open-ended, 

javascript:;
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and will exclusively entail lens of ‘ongoing political struggles’ at all scales, either 

local, national, or subnational and supernational, here the spatiality of state power 

plays roles of objects, stakes as well as arenas for these struggles. As such, scholars 

shall be tasked with exploration in developing new proposals in deciphering these 

processes (Brenner, 2009). 

     The above development articulates not only the role of the state in scale 

(re)production, but also its change from a passive to an active actor in the rescaling 

process. During which, the power of the state has been consolidated and its role 

strengthened. Lefebvre (2009a) suggests that after the transformation of a capitalist 

mode of production is fulfilled by producing its own space, a state mode of 

production emerges. As the state mode of production develops, “the state and its 

bureaucratic and political apparatuses intervene continually in space, and make use 

of space in its instrumental aspect in order to intervene at all levels and through 

every agency of the economic realm” (Lefebvre, 1992, p.378). In this argument, 

space is especially highlighted as an indispensable component playing multiple 

roles (Lefebvre, 2009b). It is a means of production, like the productive 

arrangement of a city; it is an object of consumption for customers’ needs; it is also 

a political instrument for the control of the state. Apart from these, the state also 

(re)produces space for its own sake through homogeneity, fragmentation, and 

hierarchization. While homogeneity is made by a unification of the space, 

fragmentation comes into being when space is broken up and parceled into pieces 

of various functions, creating core and peripheries. Hierarchization works in a way 

that organizes the fragmented space into a hierarchy by distinguishing differences 

of power, wealth, and resources (Lefebvre, 2009c). Alongside these processes, the 

state itself undergoes a similar change: “it homogenizes itself, but it fragments itself 

and, as it fragments itself” (Lefebvre, 2009c, p.219), it creates different offices and 

hierarchical order among places, functions, and institutions. Lefebvre (2009a) 

suggests that in modern times, hierarchization is particularly important in 

preventing the state mode of production from falling into collapse because it keeps 

an order among places and institutions. 

     Hidden behind the above argument is scale. The homogeneity - fragmentation 

- hierarchization process is a scaling process. The state is unquestionably a powerful 

actor, manipulating over space within its boundary or tendentious outstretching the 

existing boundary. Furthermore, to ensure its domination, modern states hierarchize 
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spaces on the basis of power relations. In other words, when states produce or 

reproduce space, they create scale, as level and relation. This is very important to 

explain how space work, in which scale plays an indispensable role, which has been 

somewhat overlooked by Lefebvre (Marston & Smith, 2001). 

     Also, it is worth mentioning the state power. Lefebvre (2009d) treats it as a 

special force to separate the ruling and ruled class. Once it is devolved to the latter, 

the specialties of the former shall no longer exist. Thus a state will definitely pursue 

this special force in “identity, homogeneity, equilibrium, reproduction, repetition: 

evacuation of the contradictory” (Lefebvre, 2009e, p. 112), and 

“cohesion/coherence, etc.”, towards a possible “omniscient, omnipresent, 

omnipotent” mode of existence (Lefebvre, 2009e). Mann (1984) suggests that the 

state power is demonstrated in military, economic and ideological techniques, 

specific infrastructure includes: (a) divisions of labor (either for war or capitalist 

production); (b) literacy (in stabilizing messages); (c) exchanging guarantees 

(including coinage, weights, etc.); (d) channels of communication and 

transportation (by telegraphy, roads, etc.). To build the edifice of power, state 

entails agents to infuse its orders within its bounded space. These agents, like 

“politicians, technocrats and planners, military and financial officials” (Lefebvre, 

2009f, p.202), would produce new instruments. Such as space, which is “at one and 

the same time quantified, homogenized, and controlled-crumbled and broken-

hierarchized into ‘strata’ that cover and mask social classes ” (Lefebvre, 2009g, p. 

130). The pursuit and manipulation of state power reflect the essence of the state 

mode of production, that is, the state would take multiple means to “raises itself 

above society and penetrates it to its depths, all the way into everyday life and 

behavior” (Lefebvre, 2009g, p. 129).  

     While the above explorations are confined in a capitalist context, what would 

it look like in a non-capitalist society such as China? To this end, this thesis will 

then try to push forward this proposal. 

3.2 The Chinese state and state capitalism  

There is little doubt about the active role played by the Chinese state in the country’s 

economy. Before 1978, the Chinese economy was under a command system in 

which the government-owned large factories, assigned production targets, and 
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allocated resources through plans and orders. Market mechanisms and neoliberal 

ideology did not replace the state in the economic domain after the reform and 

opening up in 1978. According to Naughton (2007), whilst China’s economic 

reform features a dismantle of direct control, deregulation of sectors from the 

planning system and use of flexible policy to facilitate economic growth, 

recentralization of resources and regulatory and administrative reforms in fiscal, tax, 

banking, financial and cooperation management systems in the 1990s has re-

established the leading and regulatory roles of the state in the national economy. 

Some scholars consider the role of the Chinese state as developmental because of 

its prioritizing treatment of economic growth and the incentive gave to pursue 

economic goals (Knight, 2014). Recent discussions on state capitalism further 

articulate the extensive involvement of the Chinese state in economic development 

and the tangle of political and economic agenda in the country’s modernization 

process. These arguments show the role of the Chinese state is more than 

developmental (Bremmer, 2009). Although some scholars, such as Norris (2006), 

argue that the Chinese state is not always able to control the behavior of economic 

actors in shaping its strategic goals, there is no doubt that the state’s capacity to 

control its agencies and to direct commercial actors has strengthened. The direct 

ownership of productive economic assets, i.e. state-owned enterprises, and using 

them as a tool of national interest is a case in point. Apart from this, state policy 

tools, institutions, and legislations are also used to influence, or to manipulate the 

behavior of local governments, state agents, and economic actors in an effort to 

achieve the state’s strategic goals. These measures are continuously refurbished to 

“centralize, standardize and regulate the political economy under continued state 

guidance” (McNally, 2013, p.45). Not only does this development echo the state 

mode of production, but also space and scale are being used as powerful economic 

statecraft.  

3.3 State (re)production of scale in China 

The (re)production of scale has been used by the Chinese state as a means to 

intervene in economic activities. First of all, the way that scale is understood is 

closely related to the country’s administrative structure. This structure features five 

tiers: nation, province, prefecture, county and town/township; and a ‘tiao-kuai’ 
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relationship. ‘Tiao’ and ‘kuai’, literally mean ‘branches’ and ‘areas’ respectively, 

demonstrates a special relationship between different governments in China’s 

politics. Branches are the various centrally controlled administrative units at each 

level of government. They represent a vertical line of management from the top 

(e.g., the central) to the bottom (e.g., the local). Areas refer to local authorities that 

interweave many agencies “horizontally to local organs of power” (Lieberthal & 

Lampton, 1992, p.287), with “leadership across a ‘piece’”(kuaishang lingdao) 

(Mertha, 2005). While across different levels, there are “tiao-tiao lines of authority” 

that tie each type of agency “vertically to superior organs of power at the Center” 

(Lieberthal & Lampton, 1992,p.287), with binding “leadership along a ‘line’” 

(tiaoshang lingdao) (Mertha, 2005,p.797), such as the 

Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development at the center and the 

Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development at the provincial level. 

     Many scholars have considered the administrative levels as the manifestation 

of scale in China. For example, Ma (2005) stresses that the changing scale relations 

“are heavily conditioned by the administrative levels or ranks (deng ji) of cities and 

counties” (Ma, 2005, p. 477), and “the administrative ranks of territorial units 

should be incorporated in the theorization of scales” (p.478). As suggested by Li 

(2015), these levels or ranks provide platforms for state rescaling, like levels of 

central-local (municipal), local (municipal), sub-city (municipal, district) and sub-

city (new area, sub-new area). Furthermore, some scholars directly regard concepts 

like ‘provinces’, ‘prefectures’, and ‘centre’, as parts of scale. For instance, Lim 

(2014) proposes four different scales in his analysis, including “(a) the global 

economy, (b) the nation state, (c) ) individual provinces and (d) prefectures and 

counties” (Lim, 2014, p. 222). And Xu (2016) mentions both geographical scales 

of “local and regional scales” and administrative “scales (e.g. provinces and the 

centre)”(Xu, 2016, p.983) in her studies. It is clear that the administrative structure 

is considered as a scale, yet this understanding has to be further elaborated. Firstly, 

even though the five administrative levels are proved to be of great importance in 

China, the power relations between different levels are not fixed. In other words, 

the ‘tiao-kuai’ relationship affects the power relations between the central and the 

local. Secondly, the vertical administrative scale associates a horizontal oriented of 

geographical space. This geographical space is both the jurisdiction territory and 

the economic hinterland of a particular administrative unit.. 
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     Liu, Jin and Zhou’s (1999) early work has shed light on the relationship 

between administrative territory and geography/economic scale. They suggest 

China’s spatial economy has featured an ‘administrative zone economy’ 

(xingzhengqu jingji), in which the administrative territory of an administrative unit 

(such as a province, city or county) constrains the dynamic of the local economy’s 

hinterland. This is a typical characteristic of the planned economy which 

government plans and administrative means are directly used to regulate economic 

activities. While China’s administrative hierarchy and the associated power 

relations, such as the tiao-kuai relationship as noted, were structured to serve the 

planned economy, they do not favour the circulation of production factors and 

efficient allocation of resources in the reform era. To remove the restriction of 

administrative territory on the expansion of economic hinterland, administrative 

adjustments of territory have to be made to create space for economic growth. 

     Based on this understanding, the rescaling of economic space is pursued 

through changes of administrative units and gestalt of power relations, resulting in 

re-demarcation of boundary and reshuffling of administrative rankings. It is, 

without doubt, a state-led process. This can be considered as a formal way of 

rescaling because adjustments are made within an established structure. Despite this, 

existing literature also highlights various tactics that the state uses to rescale the 

economy at different levels. I divide these tactics, together with the formal way of 

rescaling, into three categories. They are: (a) rescaling through formal 

administrative units; (b) rescaling through informal institutions; and (c) rescaling 

through target specific projects. It is to these three ways of rescaling that the 

discussion now turns.  

3.3.1 Formal administrative units and scale (re)production 

The formal administrative units refer to government units at the five administrative 

levels of nation – province – prefecture – county – township/town. Such a system 

(re)produces scale through administrative annexation, merger, and promotion. 

     Lin (2009) argues that the state (re)production of scale involves two 

dimensions: (a) horizontally enlarging the numbers of cities and towns 

subordinating to an existing central city; and (b) vertically re-defining the 

administrative relations between an existing central city and its suburban economies. 

These adjustments have produced a new scale including the prefecture level. A 
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given-scale is also reproduced by upgrading existing administrative units such as 

promoting a town to a county.  

     This rescaling process has undergone several rounds in China, in which the 

latest round has witnessed an emergence of the prefectural level. Specifically, in 

the rescaling of ‘city-led counties’ (shi guan xian) in Jiangsu Province, the state 

creates a new scale of prefecture between the province and the county. By (a) 

merging existing prefecture agencies with prefecture-level cities; (b) promoting 

prefecture agencies to cities; and (c) enlarging existing cities by increasing the 

number of subordinate counties, either a new prefecture-level city is built or the 

scale of existing prefecture-level cities being expanded (Chung, 2007). Such actions 

expand the jurisdictional territory of a prefecture-level city and consolidate the 

prefecture scale, allowing it to play a bigger role in pursuing economic development.  

      ‘Province-leading-county’ (sheng zhiguan xian) represents another wave of 

rescaling in China. This particular form of rescaling is understood by Luo, Cheng, 

Yin and Wang (2014) as a rescaling of state power, “in which the power of 

provincial and prefectural governments are scaled down while the power of 

counties and county-level cities are scaled up”(p.130). Specifically, by centralizing 

fiscal regulation and financial management at the province level, a province 

manages to grab more revenues and impose direct interferes on financial matters to 

administrative units subordinated to it. While in contrast, sub-provincial units, such 

as counties, county-level cities, and towns, have their fiscal power crippled and 

subjected to a stronger budget control from the province. This rescaling did not re-

demarcate any physical boundaries but it expanded a province’s financial 

jurisdiction to all subordinates in its territory. This rescaling has weakened the 

prefecture scale, which was built in the previous round of rescaling as noted. 

Prefecture-level cities, in response to such a recentralization of financial power, 

thus incorporated with “adjacent and well developed towns or industrial parks” 

(Luo et al., 2014, p. 139), creating a new economic and institutional scale and 

intensify horizontal competitions with other cities.  

     Focusing on historical development of the administrative structure and the 

role of local and central agents in vertical and horizontal scalar structuration, Li and 

Wu (2014) show the top-down control of the transformation of scalar relations. 

Such a control is facilitated by the implementation of “Provincial Administration 

of Counties system in areas where conditions permitted” (Li & Wu, 2014, p.162) 
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introduced by the central state, the “placing [of] county-level administrative units 

under provincial supervision” (p.165) by the provincial government and the 

merging of neighboring counties by prefectural cities.  

     While Li and Wu (2014) show the top-down execution of rescaling, there are 

bottom-up efforts initiated by local governments and endorsed by the central state. 

Yet such bottom-up initiatives seem to be weak. Wujin, for instance, is a small city 

in Jiangsu Province. The local government has tried hard to expand its political and 

economic capacity by several tactics but in vain (Chen, Wu, Cheng, Ma & Song, 

2015). After the city was administratively promoted from “a center of local-scale 

county-level city to a center of a semi-regional-scale prefecture-level city” ( Chen 

et al., 2015, p. 5689), Wujin further proposes another scale expansion by a planning 

agenda of spatial expansion and environmental sustainability, aiming at winning 

more political-economic rights and attracting more population and investments. 

Unfortunately, such an attempt to scaling-up was rejected because of the city’s 

“embarrassing administration level, less motivated economic capacity, and less 

attractable regional housing market” (Chen et al., 2015, p. 5698). 

     These cases have clearly shown the presence of top-down forces in driven 

the rescaling process. For state actors at the upper levels of the administrative 

hierarchy, as driven by desires for more resources or necessities to keep regional 

equality, they are more capable to restructure the formal administrative units under 

their administration. While for administrative units at lower levels, who attempt to 

break through the constraints of economic decision-making power and resources, 

are in a difficult position to rescale their existing political and economic capacity 

through the formal institutional system.  

3.3.2 Informal institutions and scale (re)production 

Unlike formal institutions which rescale economic capacity through administrative 

adjustment, setting up informal institutions does not involve adjustment of the 

established system. Accordingly, the production of space/scale through informal 

institutions is able to break through the constraint of institutional structure and 

administrative boundaries, promoting cross-border cooperation between different 

administrative units. Industrial zones/parks, new towns, and more recently the 

‘national level new areas’ (guojiaji xinqu) are good examples of informal 

institutions. Despite informal institutions are not formally located in the five-tiered 
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administrative hierarchy, the rights and resources they entitled are sometimes 

equivalent to a formal administrative unit. This is because informal institutions are 

usually established by local authorities, demonstrating a “devolution and 

deregulation of state power and recentralization and relocation of state authority” 

(Li, 2015, p.81). Setting up informal institutions to rescale economic capacity is 

considered by Zhang, Chen and Hu (2014) as flexible rescaling because there is no 

statutory restructuring and intensive rearrangement of existing administrative units. 

Instead, informal and temporary quasi-governmental agencies are set up and 

attached to the formal structure, operating a leased territory under certain tenancy 

terms (Zhang, Chen & Hu, 2014). 

     Although informal institutions are generally considered as a local tactic to 

rescale its economy, the invisible hand of the central state cannot be overlooked. 

The promotion of the national level new area is a good illustration. It is considered 

by the central state as a national strategy to facilitate regional development. Under 

such a consideration, Chongqing, a centrally administrated city, was granted the 

rights to establish a Liangjiang New Area (national level) to consolidate its status 

in central China (Li, 2015). This New Area covers a total area of 1200 km2, 

spanning across the territories of three district-level administrative units in 

Chongqing. Despite the top-down establishment of the Liangjiang New Area, local 

authorities were given the rights to manage and to operate it. The local government 

of Chongqing thus sets up a quasi-governmental agency and appointed a party-

secretory to look over the daily operation of the New Area. Yet in implementation, 

this informal institution lacks the necessary power and executive units to carry out 

the policies effectively. It has to rely on the district-level government which holds 

the administration rights of this area to provide management and operational 

supports. Such a development raises concerns on the effectiveness of rescaling the 

local economy through informal institutions and suggestions on replacing them 

with a formal administrative unit (Li, 2015). Thus, although informal institutions 

are developed outside the system, they need supports from inside the system to 

underpin their operation and hence their future success.  

     When central initiative is not available, a local government rescales its 

economic capacity through its own resources. In Nanjing, for example, a new town 

was set up to stimulate local economy. The newly-established Hexi New Town 

covers an area of 56 km2, which stretches across four districts of Nanjing. This 
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geographical setting posted numerous management challenges as no single district-

level government enjoyed full authority over the territory of the new town. Likewise, 

preferential economic policies enjoyed by a particular district-level government 

were not able to apply to this territory. To overcome this administrative 

fragmentation, Nanjing municipal government set up a team and put the town under 

its direct management, granting it with powers that equivalent to the municipal level 

including rights of construction, hosting mega sport and cultural events (Zhang et 

al., 2014). Unlike the Liangjiang New Area in Chongqing, direct management of 

Nanjing greatly consolidates the support of grassroots organizations and the smooth 

operation of the Hexi New Town, although it is not a formal setting of an 

administrative unit. 

     Despite the persistence of vertical administration in both cases, unlike 

rescaling through formal administrative units, local authorities show greater 

motivation in establishing informal institutions within their jurisdiction territories. 

Whereby they could break restrictions of formal administrative settings to pursue 

economic development. Moreover, the local initiative of producing space and 

rescaling its economic capacity through informal institutions is used by local 

authorities to gain more benefits. Ngo et al.’s (2017) investigation shows the local 

government of Zhuhai taking advantages of its Hengqin New Area, a national level 

new area that enjoys many preferential treatments from the State Council, to bypass 

regulations from a higher level of government (i.e., Guangdong) and integrates its 

economic space with Macao – a special administrative zone. Zhuhai’s approach has 

inspired other local governments to scramble for elevating the level of their 

jurisdictional zones, expanding the spatial scope, and entrusting “the administration 

of neighbourhood districts to development zones” (Ngo et al., 2017, p. 71).  

     Unlike the rescaling of formal administrative units, rescaling of informal 

institutions demonstrates a new trend of redefinition of power relations without a 

complete breakup of the rigid settings of the administrative structure. In this way, 

there will be fewer intensive oppositions aroused from stakeholders concerned 

(Zhang, Chen & Hu, 2014). With flexible arrangements of spatial scope, 

institutional organization, and term-setting, state actors could organize theses 

informal institutions easier than formal administrative units. Both the central state 

and local governments have actively adopted this approach. This is termed by Ngo 

et al. (2017) as a strategy of ‘zone technologies’. Whereby, the central state aims at 
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consolidating management and intervention at local, and local governments strive 

for ‘upscaling’ their economic development and acquiring more resources.   

3.3.3 Project-based scale (re)production  

Apart from formal and informal institutions, state actors also rescale economic 

capacity through target specific projects. Some of these projects, such as sports 

events and infrastructure construction, directly expand the economic capacity 

whilst others, such as environmental projects, work indirectly. Despite this 

difference, in both case scenarios, the rescaling process is riddled with more 

flexibilities. It covers bigger geographical areas and involves a diverse range of 

actors. State actors actively participate in making projects. This is specifically for 

local governments which usually behave more proactively in making local 

initiatives, either by negotiating or cooperating with governments at higher levels.  

Moreover, a wider range of non-state actors from the global or local levels is 

involved in the process.   

     For example, in the city region development of Guangzhou, the local 

government uses the 2010 Asian Games as a vehicle to enhance the city’s status in 

the country and to upscale it to the global level (Shin, 2014). To address these 

visions, it proposes a ‘negotiated scale-jump’ (together with the Guangdong 

Province) to the national scale. By mediation and negotiation with the central state, 

Guangzhou’s attempts of maximizing political and economic gains are realized to 

some degree, such as the successful expansion of geopolitical scope by transferring 

the city from one single urban center to multi-centers (Lu & McCarthy, 2008).  

     Likewise, in the project of Pearl River Delta Intercity Railway System, Xu 

(2017) contends that local governments are able to challenge the top-down authority 

by influencing scalar relations. This project is proposed by central ministries but 

dependent on cooperation with local governments for implementation. Many local 

authorities are involved in a model of joint venture railway construction, wherein 

planning decisions are “negotiated, evaluated and regulated” (Xu, 2017, p. 64). This 

is a complicated process which the Guangdong Province, Guangzhou, and 

Shenzhen frequently readjusted their planning decisions to enhance their roles in 

the cooperation and protect local interests (Xu,2017). For instance, by lobbying to 

the central state, Guangdong successfully upscales the Guangzhou Railway from a 

local project to a national one. This upscaling successfully attracts and secures more 
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investments from different channels (Li, Xu & Yeh, 2014). Moreover, non-state 

actors at the grass-root level also play a role in this upscaling process. Like the 

project of Guangzhou–Foshan Metro, it is developed from one suggestion of local 

residents, scholars and media for the development of Guangzhou-Foshan city 

region in the late 1990s, and upscaled to a national project after the participation of 

local governments in 2003 (Li et al., 2014).   

     In the context of China’s political economy, the administrative position 

determines the scope of economic decision-making power. Target specific projects 

have been used by governments at different levels as an indirect tactic to upscale 

their economic capacity. The building of ‘National Garden City’ (guojia yuanlin 

chengshi) is a good illustration. In response to global NGOs’ call for environmental 

concern, the central state of China initiates the garden city project, attempting to 

increase local governments’ accountability on environmental conservation (Xu, 

2016). Cities that meet the standard set by the central state are given the title of 

‘National Garden City’. Although the project per se does not involve components 

on economic development, it is well received by local governments because cities 

that win the garden city title will gain strong supports from the central state to attract 

foreign direct investment. Local governments consider this project as a golden 

opportunity to upscale their economic capacity. Shenzhen, for example, is one of 

the cities that win the title of National Garden City. Chung and Xu’s (2016) study 

suggests that the city purposefully pushes ahead the building of garden city for two 

reasons. The first is to show the city’s supportive and pioneer spirit to the central 

state so as to negotiate for more preferential treatments for economic development. 

The second is to utilize the city’s enhancing environmental appeal to attract more 

foreign investors. Likewise in Jiangsu Province, cities with the National Garden 

City title are motivated by similar purposes. Their economic capacity and 

competitiveness in the national economy as well as the amount of foreign 

investment were increased after they are designated as National Garden City 

(Chung & Xu, 2016). 

     Employing target specific projects, state actors at different levels rescale their 

economic capacity directly and indirectly. Such a way of rescaling allows more 

collaboration between authorities at different levels. Governments at higher levels 

take advantage of these projects to consolidate their regulation. Whilst since the 

implementation of projects largely depends on efforts at local, state actors at lower 
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levels get involved as cooperators. During this process, they behave proactively to 

protect their interests instead of completely following top-down orders. Moreover, 

they also initiate projects in an attempt to negotiate for extra preferential policies 

and privileges from governments at higher levels. Furthermore, non-state actors, 

either at global or local levels, are involved in these projects. Although they play a 

role in shaping the decision-making of state actors, their influence is generally weak. 

In short, this rescaling process, in comparison with the former two types of rescaling, 

features intertwined interactions, greater flexibilities, and diversities.  

3.3.4 Summary 

Reviewing existing literature on China’s scale and its production, this section 

identifies three major ways of rescaling. They include formal administrative 

adjustments, establishing informal institutions, and launching of target specific 

projects. Rescaling through adjustment of administrative units develop within the 

established administrative hierarchy. It redraws the boundaries of existing cities, 

countries, and towns, increases the number of subordinates in an existing 

administrative unit, and re-demarcates the relations between different levels of 

administrative units. These adjustments are carried out in a top-down manner, 

administrative units at the lower level of the hierarchy are not able to reject such 

changes. They can, however, take advantage of these changes to facilitate local 

agendas.  

     Rescaling through establishing informal institutions does not involve 

adjustments of the existing administrative hierarchy. It does not touch on the rigid 

settings of administrative levels and it is commonly used by local governments to 

rescale their economic capacity. Development zones, industrial parks, and new 

towns are common forms of informal institutions. Rescaling through target specific 

projects features more flexibility for governments at different levels. Therefore, 

governments at the lower levels are highly motivated to launch target specific 

projects as a vehicle to improve local development. The flexibility also allows more 

and different forms of cooperation between central and local governments, state and 

non-state actors, and domestic and international actors.  

     These three forms of rescaling echo Liu, Jin and Zhou’s (1999) argument on 

the administrative zone economy. As the administrative space and the economic 

space are overlapping in China, administrative parameters are the basis for space 
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and scale (re)production. The (re)production of scale through setting up formal 

administrative space has been a legitimate way to create economic space in China. 

In other words, administrative restructuring is a scale production process. Such a 

way defines economic space and scale through administrative parameters. The 

establishment of informal institutions seeks to consider economic needs prior to 

administrative parameters. However, in the context of the country’s state capitalism, 

the informal economic space has to be incorporated into the formal administrative 

system. In this scenario, the (re)production of scale includes an institutionalization 

process. Project-based development seeks to disregard administrative parameters 

by creating economic space and scale independent of the administrative structure, 

and hence to remove the administrative constraints on economic development. 

However, in the context of a state-led economy, such economic space and scale still 

need to be authorized by administrative units at a certain level to ensure its smooth 

operation. 

     These three forms of rescaling manifest different stages of China’s economic 

reform. Adjustment of formal administrative units was commonly used in the 1980s, 

when the old system (which was developed for the planned economy) greatly 

restrained the function of new market mechanisms. Such an adjustment does not 

restructure the old system; it removed some of the imminent problems and made it 

more market-friendly. While informal institutions reconfigure the economic 

relationship between administrative units, cities, and counties. Whereby 

administrative units at the lower level of the hierarchy are given more economic 

decision-making power to facilitate economic growth. This resulted in what Wei 

(2015) suggests as a ‘zone fever’ in the 1990s. Informal institutions are set up 

extensively with the attempt to upscale the local economy. In the new millennium, 

China’s accession to WTO and the country’s increasing engagement in the world 

economy has pushed the governments at different levels to plan and act strategically 

in upscaling. Target specific projects are the responses to such a call. The diversity 

of project-based rescaling, as highlighted in the previous section, shows a variety 

of scope and ways of collaboration among different actors at different levels, both 

inside and outside the system. Such flexibility and diversity further stimulate 

innovative ways to rescale one’s economic capacity. The Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone (SSCZ) is indeed one of these innovations. As a new way of 

rescaling, SSCZ will be investigated in detail in the following part of the thesis.  
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3.4 Concluding remarks 

Identifying three ways of rescaling in China, this chapter broadly addresses the first 

question for scale jumping (see Chapter 2): who pursues scale jumping? 

Conventional studies show the role of the state as an active actor to facilitate scale 

jumping in China. The active engagement of the state in rescaling is demonstrated 

by the actions of state actors including governments at different levels, various 

central and local institutions, and governmental officials. The central state plays a 

determinate and leading role in the adjustment of administrative units as it holds the 

power to adjust and to approve. Local governments, in this rescaling exercise, are 

policy-receivers and they have no rights to reject the adjustments. However, local 

governments play a more active role in the establishment of informal institutions. 

Despite this, the success of these institutions in upscaling economic capacity is still 

dependent on the support of governments at higher levels. In target specific projects, 

different state actors had developed extensive collaboration. The various roles 

played by state actors in the three types of rescaling process suggest their purposes 

for rescaling, their actions, and the outcomes are contextualized. The following 

chapters will put the discussion into the context of SSCZ and specifically examine 

the four issues regarding scale jumping (see Chapter 2). They are: (a) state actors 

that involved in the formation of SSCZ; (b) their purposes for building SSCZ; (c) 

the way to pursue scale jumping through building SSCZ; and (d) the outcomes of 

such a rescaling.    
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Chapter 4 Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone: actors, and policy 

background 

The Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone (SSCZ) is China’s first ‘special 

cooperation zone’. It is jointly constructed by two non-adjacent cities, i.e., 

Shenzhen and Shanwei, and physically located in Haifeng, a county unit 

subordinated to Shanwei. It is developed for industrial development, covering an 

area of 468.3 km2 that is bigger than most other industrial cooperation zones. The 

building of SSCZ includes top-down institutions from the Guangdong Province as 

well as lateral collaborations with other local governments such as Haifeng County 

and towns (promoted as sub-districts in 2019) of Ebu, Chihshi, Houmen, and 

Xiaomo (subordinate units of Shanwei). It is the objective of this chapter to 

introduce these actors, and to provide a policy background to understand the 

construction of SSCZ.  

4.1 Actors: Guangdong, Shenzhen, Shanwei, and others 

The Chinese state is the major actor in the establishment of SSCZ. When regarding 

the state as an actor, the state itself does not act but mainly through different 

governments and agents, which are spokesmen “on the state’s behalf” (Miliband, 

1969, p.49). More specifically, local governments take action by employing 

“specific sets of politicians and state officials located in specific parts of the state 

system” (Jessop, 1990, p. 367) and governmental institutions, through which state 

power “is wielded in its different manifestations by the people who occupy the 

leading positions in each of these institutions” (Miliband, 1969, p.54). In the case 

of SSCZ, state actors refer to officials and governmental institutions from different 

levels of government, including Guangdong, Shenzhen, Shanwei, Haifeng, and the 

four towns.  

4.1.1 Guangdong and its strategies to stimulate economic development 

Economically and geographically, the territory of Guangdong can be divided into 

two parts (Figure 4.1): (a) a core of the Pearl River Delta (PRD), which has won 

rapid and great economic success since 1978; (b) peripheries of the East-West- 

North Guangdong, which are largely lagged behind in economic development. 
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Inequality in economic development is closely related to the restructuring of formal 

administrative units and informal institutions. 

Figure 4. 1 The PRD and the East-West-North Guangdong 

 

Source: the author. 

     The economic booming of PRD has much to do with the central’s privileged 

policies. The Guangdong Province was granted with many priorities in putting 

forward institutional trials for boosting economic development, such as instructions 

of ‘move first, experiment first’. By such empowerment, the province, especially 

for the region of PRD, which was once constrained by scarcities of natural resources 

and limited state investment (Sit & Yang, 1997), is greatly stimulated for economic 

development. Apart from some cities/areas that involve direct intervenes from the 

central, like two Special Economic Zones (SCZ) 1 of Shenzhen and Zhuhai, the 

Guangdong Province takes a positive role in pushing forward the rescaling in PRD. 

By this context, restructures of formal administrative units and informal institutions 

have been adopted as fundamental strategies for territory expansion, gaining more 

resources, and winning more power for sub-provincial governments in PRD. Up to 

present, there have been two stages of administrative adjustment. From 1978 to 

                                                
1  SEZ: implemented with special economic policies and economic management systems, and 
constructed mainly by absorption of foreign capital. 
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1998, a surge of establishing cities and towns was witnessed. Accordingly, some 

counties were promoted by ‘changing county to city’, some were annexed by ‘city-

led counties’ (Table 4.1), whereby nine prefectural cities of the PRD were 

established and consolidated. Whereafter, these cites stick to their pivotal roles for 

economic development. Moreover, the number of townships/towns increased from 

32 to more than 400 (Yin & Feng, 2012), which demonstrates a booming of the 

‘township and village enterprises’ (xiangzhen qiye). While from 1999 to 2016, on 

the one hand, by ‘abolishing county and establishing district’ (che xian she qu), 

many prefectural cities, like Guangzhou, Zhuhai, and Jiangmen, managed to annex 

counties as their districts; on the other hand, districts also merged their subordinate 

towns and sub-districts (jiedao) 2 (Yin & Feng, 2012), and meanwhile, many towns 

were transformed as sub-districts. As shown in Figure 4.2, there are two shiftings 

of numbers from counties and county-level cities to municipal districts, and towns 

and townships to sub-districts, which indicates a continuing expansion of cites and 

intensive resource redistribution.  

Table 4. 1 Major adjustments of administrative divisions on cities in the PRD 
(1978-1998) 

Year Contents of administrative division adjustment  

1979 Establishment of two prefecture-level cities of Shenzhen and Zhuhai 

1987 Promotion of Zhongshan and Dongguan from county-level cities to prefecture-

level cities 

1988 Annexation of Qingyuan County and Fogang County into Qingyuan City; 

annexation of Xinfeng County into Shaoguan City; disassembly promotion of 

Huiyang District to four prefecture-level cities: Huizhou, Heyuan, Dongguan, 

and Shanwei; transition of Zhaoqing District to Zhaoqing City 

1992 Establishment of county-level cities, such as Shunde, Nanhai, Taishan, and 

Panyu, etc. 

Sources: summarized by the author 

                                                
2 The sub-district (jiedao) is set by districts (governed by cities) or cities without districts, enjoying 
administrative status at the town/township level. 
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Figure 4. 2 Statistics on the number of local governments in PRD (1999- 
2016) 

 

Source: summarized from Guangdong Statistical Yearbook (Guangdong Statistical Bureau [GSB] 
& Guangdong Survey Corps of National Bureau of Statistics [GSCNBS], 2000-2017) 

     Formal administrative adjustments work effectively for the economically 

strong prefectures/cities to expand spatial scope, gain extra resources and economic 

decision-making power, but such adjustments are risky for less developed areas, 

which have their territories annexed by big cities and economic decision marking 

power being obsoleted. Resistance from local governments in these economically 

weak areas, therefore, are strong (Zhang et al., 2014). In contrast, establishing 

informal institutions, such as development zones and parks, seldom involves 

administrative adjustment tends to be less controversial and thus wins the approval 

of governments in economically weak areas. According to Zhou (2015), from the 

1980s to the 2000s, informal institutions played a crucial role in economic 

development by attracting FDI and improving native high-tech development. Since 

the 2010s, their functions have been expanded to promoting urban construction 

(Table 4.2).  

Table 4. 2 Establishment of informal institutions of parks/zones in the PRD 
(1978-2015) 

Period Themes Types Levels and number 

National  Provincial 

1980s Attracting FDI SEZ 2 / 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Town (township) 498 498 473 436 409 357 329 326 326 328 329 269 271 272 272 272 267 286
Sub-district 178 178 192 217 226 251 259 260 260 261 263 333 330 331 330 330 330 330
Municipal district 22 24 26 30 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 32 32 32 31 31 33 36
County(county-level city) 24 22 21 16 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 12 12
City(prefectural) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
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 Economic and 

technological development 

zone 

1  

1990s Attracting FDI and 

improving native 

high-tech 

development 

Economic and 

technological development 

zone 

1 3 

High-tech industrial 

development zone 

6 1 

2000s Transformation and 

promotion of 

enterprises 

Economic and 

technological development 

zone 

/ 4 

High-tech industrial 

development zone 

/ 1 

Industrial park / 13 

Industrial transfer park / 6 

2010-

2015 

Comprehensive 

industry-city 

development 

Key regional development 

platform 

3 7 

Source: summarized from Zhou (2015). 

     While in the peripheries of East-West-North Guangdong, the province takes 

measures of setting informal institutions to fill great economic gaps to the PRD. 

Many provincial-level policies such as the ‘Mountain Area Development Program’ 

were initiated (Liao & Wei, 2012). The persistence of regional inequality as a result 

of the uneven distribution of foreign direct investment (Yang, 2006) and later a 

stagnant economy stemmed from the financial crisis in 2008 (Zhang, Tong & Liang, 

2018) had initiated more provincial-level policies to facilitate economic growth in 

the less developed areas of the province. The then Party Secretary of Guangdong, 

Wang Yang, suggested the idea of ‘emptying the cage to change the birds’ (tenglong 

huanniao) and ‘expanding the cage and strengthening the birds’ (kuolong 

zhuangniao) in an attempt to upscale the local economy of both the developed and 

less developed parts of Guangdong through industrial restructuring and relocation 

(Lim, 2016).  
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     Under these policies and conceptual framework, informal institutions, such 

as anti-poverty zones and industrial transfer parks (ITP)3, have been built in the less 

developed areas of Guangdong Province. Without formal administrative adjustment, 

a ‘counterpart support’ (duikou bangfu/duikou fuchi) mechanism is introduced. This 

mechanism pairs wealthy cities/districts with less developed cities/counties in the 

province, with an attempt to use the former’s economic advantages and experiences 

to improve and upscale the latter’s economic capacity and hence development.  

     In 1990, seven pairs of cities, counties, and towns/townships were partnered 

through the Decision on Further Supporting the Development of the Economy in 

Mountainous and New Cities (Table 4.3) (Guangdong Provincial Government 

[GPG], 1990). Such a partnership was improved and strengthened in 1998 with the 

ultimate aim to alleviate poverty in the less developed areas of Guangdong (Jin, 

Zhang, Yin, Wang & Chen, 2015). Since this mode of partnership is considered by 

the provincial government as the most effective form to pursue a win-win outcome 

in economic growth, it has been incorporated into the new policy of ‘double 

relocation’ (shuang zhuanyi) which seeks to relocate labour intensive, low value-

added, and polluting industries from the developed areas of Guangdong to their less 

developed counterparts (Yang, 2012), and relocate low-skilled labors from primary 

industry to secondary and tertiary industry within the less developed areas, or to the 

developed areas. Table 4.3 shows the partnership cities under this new initiative.  

Table 4. 3 Pairs of cities of counterpart support in 1990, 1998 and 2013 

Supporting cities Supported cities 

1990 1998 2013 

Guangzhou Qingyuan Meizhou, Yangjiang, 

Maoming 

Meizhou, Zhanjiang, 

Qingyuan 

Shenzhen Meizhou Heyuan, Meizhou, 

Zhanjiang 

Shanwei, Chaozhou, 

Heyuan 

                                                
3 The ITP refers to an industrial park built in in the mountainous area and the east and west wings 
of Guangdong, which receives labor-intensive industries from the PRD. It is formally defined as “in 

the mountainous area and the east and west wings of Guangdong, marking off a certain area from 
the construction land that determined by development zone, industrial park, high-tech industrial 
development zone and land use master plan, which are approved by the State Council and the 
provincial government, in whole or in part, to jointly develop and construct parks for industrial 
transfer by both mountainous and two wings of east-west areas, and PRD in accordance to 
cooperation agreement”(GEITC, 2005, para.3), according to Industrial Transfer Park Certification 

Measures of Guangdong Province (2005). 
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Foshan Shanwei Qingyuan, Zhaoqing Shanwei, Chaozhou, 

Heyuan 

Zhongshan Yangjiang Shanwei, Enping Heyuan 

Dongguan Heyuan Shaoguan, Yunfu,  Shaoguan, Jieyang 

Zhuhai Hepin Jieyang, Heyuan Yangjiang, Maoming 

Jiangmen Shaoguan Shaoguan,  / 

Sources: summarized by the author from Decision on Further Supporting the Development of the 
Economy in Mountainous and New Cities (GPG, 1990), Implementation Measures for Supporting 
Poverty Counties Linked to Directly Units of Guangdong Province and Coastal Markets (GPG, 
1999), and Decision on Further Promoting the Revitalization and Development of the East-
West-North Regions of Guangdong (GPG, 2013). 
Note: in 2013, Jiangmen was not assigned with counterpart support for other cities. 

     As an informal tactic to upscale the economic capacity of the less developed 

areas, counterpart partnership includes two important components: (a) expert inputs 

and (b) financial support. For the former, working groups were formed in different 

government departments at the provincial level to provide expert opinions to the 

less developed partners. According to Liao (2004), more than 200 agencies and 18 

batches of working team were assigned to assist economic development in poverty 

areas. In 2013, about 377 cadres were dispatched through the partnership scheme 

(Mai, 2015). Apart from these personnel arrangements, other resources, like fund 

and industrial projects, are also transferred. For example, in 2014 alone, there are 

supports of 4300 million yuan and 990 industrial projects given to the less 

developed areas (Zhu, 2015). 

     A leading group is set up in the provincial government to consolidate the 

implementation of the counterpart support scheme. Five models for partnership are 

recommended. They include: (a) ‘co-construction by cooperation’ (hezuo 

gongjian)4; (b) ‘co-construction by assistance’ (fuchi gongjian)5; (c) ‘construction 

by trusteeship’ (tuoguan jianshe)6; (d) ‘shareholding cooperation’ (gufen hezuo)7; 

                                                
4  ‘Co-construction by cooperation’ (hezuo gongjian): signing comprehensive cooperation 
agreements between supporting cities and supported cities, both share responsibilities and profits. 
5 ‘Co-construction by assistance’ (fuchi gongjian): supporting cities provide assistance in terms of 
capital, talents, technology, projects, and information for supported cities, give supports in making 
planning decisions, and participate in the management and investment promotion. 
6 ‘Construction by trusteeship’ (tuoguan jianshe): entrusting rights like planning and development, 
and operation management to supporting cities (trustees), and supported cities (the entrusting party) 
also get shared profits. 
7 ‘Shareholding cooperation’ (gufen hezuo): establishing a company (singly-funded by supporting 
cities or supported cities, or co-funded by both) to deal with planning, development, investment 
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(e) ‘industry investment (by outsourcing)’ (chanye zhaoshang)8 . These models 

provide a framework for local governments, professional associations and 

enterprises to facilitate cooperation (Zhao & Guo, 2014).  

In practice, many ITPs have been built. According to two pieces of official 

statistics (Table 4.4, Table 4.5): (a) in 2014, there are 40 ITPs, including 

‘demonstration parks’ (shifan yuan) 9  by co-construction or self-construction, 

‘general parks’ (yiban yuan)10, and ‘starting parks’ (qibu yuan)11; (b) in 2017, the 

number of ITPs increased to 87 (including industrial agglomeration areas). At the 

beginning of the 2010s, about 36 ITPs were built in the East-West-North area, with 

a settlement of 1941 enterprises, which have brought positive effects on increasing 

GDP per capita, the proportion of the secondary industry in the supported cities as 

well as slowing down that in PRD, and narrows down the intra-provincial 

inequalities to some extent (Zhou & Liu, 2012). Then in the next five years, 

according to The 13th Five-Year Plan for the Development of Industrial Parks in 

the East-West-North of Guangdong Province, these ITPs successfully introduced 

about 4,900 enterprises into the supported cities, among which 3200 of them have 

been put into production (Guangdong Economic and Information Technology 

Commission [GEITC], 2017). During the years from 2011 to 2015, both industry 

and labor transfer have reached appreciable achievements. On the one hand, the 

average annual growth rate of industrial added value above designated size in ITPs 

reaches 26%, which triples that of the provincial average. In 2015, the proportion 

of industrial added value above designated size in ITPs to that of East-West-North 

grows from 12.9% in 2010 to 25.8%, with an annual driving-up rate of 2.7% to the 

latter. On the other hand, the ITPs create more than 93 million job opportunities, 

and over 70% of which are taken by the local. Assessed this way, the constructions 

of ITPs do have brought positive changes to the East-West-North areas.  

                                                

promotion, and management of ITPs, and both supporting cities and supported cities gain profits in 
proportion. 
8 ‘Industry investment (by outsourcing)’ (chanye zhaoshang): (supported cites) entrusting a third 
party to carry out the investment promotion work of ITPs by signing agreements, and the 
commissioned party shall comply with the overall plan, industrial plan and investment requirements 
of ITPs. And they could also gain profits according to the agreement. 
9 ‘Demonstration park’ was co-constructed or self-constructed by cities above the prefectural level. 
10 ‘General park’ refers to a park that has benefited from the provincial industrial transfer support 
policies for more than two years except demonstration park. 
11 ‘Starting park’ refers to a park that has benefited from the provincial industrial transfer support 

policies for less than two years. 
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Table 4. 4 Statistics of ITPs of Guangdong Province (by June 2014) 

Supported cities Supporting cities Types Number 

Shaoguan Dongguan  CDP 1 

GP 3 

Yangjiang  Zhuhai  CDP 1 

Zhongshan  GP 1 

Dongguan  GP 1 

Foshan  GP 1 

Maoming  Maoming  SDP 1 

Guangzhou  GP 1 

Dongguan  GP 1 

Zhaoqing  Zhaoqing  SDP 1 

Foshan GP 1 

Zhongshan  GP 1 

Chaozhou  Zhongshan  CDP 1 

Zhanjiang  Zhanjiang  SDP 1 

Foshan GP 1 

GP 1 

Qingyuan  Guangzhou  CDP 1 

Foshan  GP 2 

SP 1 

Heyuan  Shenzhen  CDP 1 

GP 4 

SP 1 

Jiangmen  Jiangmen  SDP 1 

Shanwei  Shenzhen  CDP 1 

Shantou  Shantou  SDP 1 

Meizhou  Guangzhou  CDP 1 

Dongguan  GP 1 

SP 1 

Jieyang  Jieyang  SDP 1 

SP 1 

Huizhou  Huizhou  SDP 1 

GP 1 

Yunfu  Foshan  CDP 1 

GP 1 
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Source: adopted and adjusted by the form from 
http://gdii.gd.gov.cn/bmfw3099/content/post_936388.html  
Notes: CDP- ‘Co-construction demonstration park’, SDP- ‘Self-construction demonstration park’, 
GP- ‘General park’, SP- ‘Starting park’. 

Table 4. 5 Statistics of ITPs of Guangdong Province (by October 2017) 

Supported cities Types  Number  

Shantou ITP  2 

IAA  1 

Shaoguan ITP  6 

IAA  2 

Heyuan  ITP  7 

IAA  1 

Meizhou  ITP  6 

IAA  3 

Huizhou  ITP  2 

IAA  1 

Shanwei  ITP  3 

IAA  2 

Jiangmen  ITP  3 

IAA  1 

Yangjiang  ITP  4 

Zhanjiang  ITP  5 

IAA  4 

Maoming  ITP  6 

Zhapqing  ITP  3 

IAA  4 

Qingyuan  ITP  4 

IAA  2 

Chaozhou  ITP  1 

IAA  3 

Jieyang  ITP  3 

IAA  3 

Yunfu  ITP  2 

IAA  3 

Source: Summarized by form from http://gdii.gd.gov.cn/cjwt2693/content/post_948580.html 
Notes: IAA- ‘industrial agglomeration area’, referring to an area that is built by counties or districts, 
aiming at promoting industrial agglomeration development, which is dependent on the ITP.   

http://gdii.gd.gov.cn/bmfw3099/content/post_936388.html
http://gdii.gd.gov.cn/cjwt2693/content/post_948580.html
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     However, at the same time, there are also some problems arising during the 

process of building ITPs. As argued by Yang and Mao (2014), the policies 

formulated show impacts on enterprises in two ways. Enterprises with a huge 

amount of investments or large scale of land-occupation are more likely to be 

transferred to the ITPs. On the contrary, those with a smaller amount of investments 

and small scale are less likely to be relocated to the ITPs. In this regard, the aims of 

transferring labor-intensive industries and increasing the concentration are 

somewhat restricted, because such transfer in effect relies more on those moderate 

and small enterprises. Moreover, as revealed by the province in the 13th Five-Year 

Plan, after ten years’ development, there are inefficiencies in at least four aspects: 

(a) insufficient industrial concentration; (b) polarization; (c) imperfect facilities and 

management; and (d) lacking a strong awareness of environmental protection and 

land conservation. Many scholars have pointed out the reasons for this dilemma. 

They include imperfect conditions of the supported areas, like fund shortage, low 

quality of labor force, backward production environment, etc., and unreasonable 

industrial planning, all of which set obstacles for the transferred enterprises (He & 

Zheng, 2010). Zhao and Guo (2014) offer a more specialized explanation from the 

perspective of local governments. They contend that the bilateral decisions of the 

ITPs are by and large influenced through three aspects: (a) impacts of bilateral 

efforts on the success of the ITPs and the official promotion; (b) promotional effects 

on bilateral cadres; (c) costs of bilateral efforts. By deeper exploration, it is found 

that the bilateral local governments have deviated from the requirements of the 

province. The cooperation is mainly carried out between two strands of local 

governments, one from county (city, district) of the East-West-North area and the 

other from town (district) of the PRD. Among them, officials of the latter are 

serving at grassroots, who face fierce competition and prefer sticking to their 

current occupations, which are abundant of disposable resources, other than 

counting on promotion through cooperation. Such indifferences are also intensified 

by uncertainties of the expected project revenues. In addition, the then regulation 

doesn’t directly relate the performance of the ITPs with the official promotion, and 

lacks clear definitions of the rights and obligations of both parties. Hence, bilateral 

local governments are not fully stimulated, especially those from the PRD. 

     In summary, by making use of privileged policies of the central state, the 

province pushes forward the economic development of the PRD, where lots of 
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restructuring of formal administrative units and informal institutions have taken 

place. Accordingly, sub-provincial local governments have achieved more spatial 

expansion, gained more resources, and won more decision-making powers. In 

comparison, formal administrative adjustments work effectively but are risky for 

less developed areas for losing territories and resources, which would arouse strong 

resistance from local governments in these areas. While establishing informal 

institutions tends to be less controversial and easier to practice. These rescaling 

contributes a great deal to the rapid economic growth in PRD, but also leads to 

severe developing gaps with peripheries of East-West-North Guangdong. To reduce 

regional inequality, the province turns to establish many informal institutions of 

ITPs in the lagged behind areas. Great efforts have been made, such as making 

orders to its agencies and local governments by ways of providing supports of 

resources and funds, adopting personal arrangements, and formulating 

comprehensive guiding policies. As a result, many ITPs have been developed in the 

East-West-North Guangdong, which brings in many positive impacts of improving 

economic development and creating job opportunities. However, problems are also 

arising, like insufficient industrial concentration and imperfect facilities and 

management. Seen from the perspective of local governments who shoulder 

responsibilities of building ITPs, these problems have much to do with local 

governments’ disobedience. They are not acting as absolute order-receivers, 

especially those from the PRD, officials of which would weigh gains and losses in 

building ITPs.  

4.1.2 Shenzhen and Shanwei: rescaling through formal administrative units 

and informal institutions 

Shenzhen is one of the most developed cities in the PRD. The city has undergone 

several rounds of administrative adjustments and set up informal institutions to 

upscale its economy, either by top-down instructions or bottom-up initiatives. In 

contrast, Shanwei is a less developed city located in East Guangdong. There has 

been less rescaling through both administrative adjustment and informal institutions, 

and the local government is less initiative but by and large acting as an order-

receiver. Inter-city cooperation between these two cities is mainly propped by the 
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province-led counterpart support scheme. Wherein, the SSCZ represents a typical 

ITP that built with Shenzhen’s support and a key node for regional cooperation.  

     Firstly for Shenzhen, as an SEZ in China, it stands out by its pioneer and 

boldness in institutional reform not only in Guangdong, but also throughout the 

country. The city’s achievements are backed up by a series of upscaling through 

administrative promotion and expansion of economic capacity, resulting in its 

increase in economic decision-making power and entitlement of special treatments 

(Table 4.6). For example, Shenzhen enjoys an administrative status equivalent to 

Guangzhou, the provincial capital of Guangdong province, and economically it 

receives provincial and ministerial level treatment after it is designated as the 

‘Municipality Separately Listed on the State Plan’ (MSLSP, jihua danlie shi). 

Moreover, the central state designates it as a pilot area for institutional experiments, 

such as settings of the National Sustainable Development Agenda Innovation 

Demonstration Zone.  

Table 4. 6 Promotions and expansions of Shenzhen (1979-2018) 

Year/month Events  

1979.03 Transition from Baoan County to Shenzhen City by the State Council  

1979.11 Promoted to Prefectural City of Provincial-level by Guangdong 

Province 

1980.08  Official establishment of SEZ of Shenzhen (marked by the Special 

Economic Zone Regulations of Guangdong) 

1981.03 Promoted to sub-provincial city12 

1988.11 Authorized as the MSLSP13, and granted with provincial economic 

management authority 

2007.12 Granted as the National Circular Economy Pilot City by the National 

Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Finance and 

Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development 

2008.07 Granted as the first national innovative city pilot by the National 

Development and Reform Commission14  

                                                
12 Sub-provincial city: the administrative agencies get promoted but the administrative division 
remains the same. 
13 In the case of the same administrative system, setting separate accounts for the province-governed 
municipality cities in the national plan and offer these cities the economic management authority at 
the provincial level. 
14  Requirements: enhance the ability of independent innovation, focus on innovation and 
institutional mechanisms, and continuously optimize the innovation environment, etc. 
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2009.05 Granted as the National Comprehensive Reform Experimental Zone15 

by the State Council   

2010 .07 Expansion of the SEZ to the whole city by the approval of the central 

state 

2010.01 Granted as the first ministry (Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 

Development)-city constructed National low carbon eco-city  

2017.06 Granted as the Global Ocean Center City by National Development 

and Reform Commission, State Oceanic Administration 

2018.01 Cancellation of Shenzhen SEZ Management Line by the State Council  

2018.02  Granted as the National Sustainable Development Agenda Innovation 

Demonstration Zone16 by the State Council 

2018.12 Expansion of the SEZ to Shanwei through the establishment of Shen-

Shan Special Cooperation Zone by the approval of the province 

2019.04 Granted as the Construction Pilot of ‘No Waste City’ by the Ministry 

of Ecology and Environment 

Source: summarized by the author. 

     Such a promotion in the administrative system has upscaled Shenzhen’s 

status, allowing the city to seek additional authority to expand its institutional and 

economic capacity. According to Shuai (2010), Shenzhen’s special position allows 

it to strive for more privileges through: (a) submitting applications directly to the 

State Council and National People's Congress; (b) lodging requests directly to 

central leaders during their visits; (c) sending ‘internal references’ (neican)17 to the 

central state as ‘complaints’; (d) making full use of ‘special event with special 

management’ (teshi teban) granted by the central state to try out some new 

institutional tests first and seek for approvals afterwards.  

     As the laboratory of China’s economic reform, Shenzhen is usually selected 

to test new initiatives. Numerous informal institutions, especially in the form of 

industrial parks/zones are established (Table 4.7). For instance, in 1985, the first 

National High-tech Industrial Development Zone - Shenzhen Science and 

                                                
15 National Comprehensive Reform Experimental Zone: ‘new special zone’, an experimental area 

with institutional innovation as the main driving force and the comprehensive reform pilot as the 
main feature, which has a far-reaching impact on the national social and economic development 
16 For the objective of promoting the implementation of the UN’s 2030 Agenda of Sustainable 

Development.  
17 The ‘internal reference’ (neican) is a special news report written by then media and sent to party 
and government agencies at all levels, and it is not publicly available. 
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Technology Industrial Park was established. Other examples, like the first Bonded 

Industrial Zone in Shatoujiao, the first National Logistics Experimental Base of 

Shenzhen Pinghu Logistics Park, undertake such insertions as well. While the 

province may make use of these establishments. For example, the Shekou Free 

Trade Zone of Shenzhen, as one of the three Free Trade Zones of Guangdong, is a 

typical example that carries Guangdong’s up-jumping for more priority privileges 

in tax, inspection, and quarantine, etc. Apart from these tests, Shenzhen has also 

shouldered lots of responsibilities on poverty alleviation, by counter-supporting less 

developed areas both outside and inside of Guangdong. The trans-provincial 

supports mainly locate in areas of Xinjiang, Tibet, Guizhou, etc., like the Kashgar 

Shenzhen City and Kashgar Shenzhen Industrial Park in Xinjiang. And the intra-

provincial counterpart support undergoes three stages: in 1990 (for Meizhou), 1998 

(for Heyuan, Meizhou, Zhanjiang), and 2013 (for Shanwei, Chaozhou, Heyuan). 

Currently, for example, in Shanwei, SSCZ was developed as a demonstrative ITP.  

Table 4. 7 Various parks/zones established with participation of Shenzhen 

Types  Names  Location 

National High-tech 

Industrial 

Development Zone 

Shenzhen High-tech Industrial Park Shenzhen 

National Free Trade 

Zone 

Qianhai Shenzhen 

Bonded Industrial 

Zone 

Shatoujiao, Futian, Yantian Port Shenzhen 

Logistics Park Pinghu, Yantian, Qianhai Bay, Aviation, 

Longhua, Sungang-qingshuihe 

Shenzhen 

Sino-foreign 

cooperative park 

China (Shenzhen)-Vietnam (Haifang) 

Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone 

Vietnam 

China - Belarus Business Commerce-Logistics 

Park 

Belarus 

China (Shenzhen)-Indonesia Electronics 

Industry Park (planned) 

Indonesia 

Counterpart support 

area 

Kashgar Shenzhen City, Kashgar Shenzhen 

Industrial Park, etc. 

Kashgar  

Bijie·Shenzhen Smart Industry Park, etc. Bijie  
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6 parks including Shenzhen Futian (Heping) 

industrial transfer park, Shenzhen Dapeng 

(Heyuan Yuancheng) industrial transfer park, 

etc. 

Heyuan 

SSCZ Shanwei 

Industrial park   Baolong-biling High-tech Zone, Baguang 

Ecological Industrial Park, etc. 

Shenzhen 

Source: summarized by the author 
Notes: (1) not all cases are listed in the table; (2) Kashgar is a city from the Xinjiang Uygur 
Autonomous Region, and Bijie is from the Guizhou Province. 

     Compared with Shenzhen, the local government of Shanwei is less capable 

to make effective bottom-up initiatives. Therefore, in Shanwei, restructures of 

administrative units and establishment of informal institutions are largely facilitated 

by top-down instructions.  

     Shanwei is a prefecture-level city. It composes of one county-level city (i.e., 

Lufeng), one district (the city center of Shanwei), two counties (Haifeng and Luhe), 

and two economic functional areas (Red Bay Economic Development Zone and 

Overseas Chinese Management District). These two areas are informal institutions 

that enjoy power equivalent to a county-level unit. Such a structure has undergone 

many top-down reshuffles from the central state and the province (Table 4.8). In 

1988, Shanwei was promoted to be a prefecture-level city. To support the newly 

established city, the central state empowered it with 88 items of power at 

preferential level, ranging from rights on open areas, satellite towns, test zones, ‘old 

revolutionary area’ (geming laoqu) 18 , and mountainous areas. Thereafter, the 

provincial government takes an active role in directing the development of this new 

city (Zhang, Li & Wang, 2016). Accordingly, existing administrative units were 

promoted and upscaled, and a new industrial zone was developed. These included 

the establishment of Red Bay Economic Development Experimental Area, and 

Luhe County; the promotion of Shanwei Town to ‘city center’ (zhongxin chengqu), 

and Lufeng County to Lufeng City (county level). Specifically, Lufeng City was 

subordinated to Guangdong Province but the administration was commissioned to 

Shanwei.  

                                                
18 The old revolutionary area was once created under the leadership of the Communist Party of 
China during the period (1927-1945) of Agrarian Revolutionary War and the Anti-Japanese War. 
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Table 4. 8 The administrative adjustments of Shanwei since 1949 

Year/month Contents 

1988.01 Establishment of Shanwei City (prefectural level) 

1992.11 Establishment of Red Bay Economic Development Experimental Area 

by separation of two towns of Tianqian and Zhelang (later transferred 

as the Guangdong Shanwei Red Bay Economic Development Zone in 

2007.03) 

1995.04 Upgrade of Lufeng from county to city (county level), administered by 

Guangdong Province but commissioned by Shanwei  

1995.01 Establishment of Shanwei Overseas Chinese Management District by 

the revocation of Lufeng Overseas Chinese Farm of Guangdong 

Province 

2011.02 Establishment of Shenshan Special Economic Zone by separation of 

four towns of Ebu, Xiaomo, Houmen sand Chishi   

2018.12 Handover of the co-regulation of Shenshan Special Economic Zone to 

Shenzhen 

Source: mainly summarized by online information from the governmental official website 
http://www.shanwei.gov.cn/shanwei/yzyg/list_tt.shtml 

     The two informal institutions in Shanwei work as quasi-governmental 

agencies. In addition, there are other institutions without administrative 

empowerment and only serving as economic entities (Table 4.9). Firstly for the 

central state, it approved several special authorizations for Shanwei at early stages, 

including one of the first 18 open ports in 1962, one of the first three National 

Fisheries Comprehensive System Reform Pilot Areas for Shanwei fishery in 1989, 

the then-only National Fisheries Economic System Comprehensive Reform 

Experimental Zone in the urban area of Shanwei in 1992. Comparatively, in recent 

years, the province takes a much more prominent role, especially by the 

implementation of ‘anti-poverty’ strategy. As located in the less developed areas of 

Guangdong, Shanwei has gained several rounds of counterpart supports since the 

early 1990s. In 1990, the city was arranged as a support partner of Foshan, while in 

1999, the supporting city was replaced by Zhongshan, and again it switched to 

Shenzhen in 2013. In addition, the province as well has appointed provincial 

agencies and central station units in Guangzhou to give similar supports to Shanwei. 

For example, in 1999, agencies like Guangdong Provincial Department of 

http://www.shanwei.gov.cn/shanwei/yzyg/list_tt.shtml
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Transportation, Guangzhou Ocean Shipping Company, China Shipping (Group) 

Company, Labor and Social Security Department (now replaced as Human 

Resources and Social Security Department), and the China Communication 

Construction Fourth Harbor Engineering Company Limited, are tasked with 

poverty alleviation for Shanwei.  

Table 4. 9 Some establishment of other informal institutions in Shanwei 

Year Names Levels 

1962 Shanwei Port  National 

1989 National Fisheries Comprehensive System Reform Pilot Areas  National 

1992 National Fisheries Economic System Comprehensive Reform 

Experimental Zone  

National 

2011 Shenshan Special Economic Zone Provincial 

2011 Professional town industrial clusters (6 towns of Gongpin, 

Ketang, Jieshi, Donghai, Jiazi, and Dongkeng in Haifeng 

County) 

Provincial 

2013 Shanwei High-tech Development Zone  Provincial 

2013 Haifeng Ecological Technology City19 Provincial 

2015 Luhe Xinhe Industrial Park Provincial 

2016 Lufeng Industrial Park Provincial 

Source: the author. 

     Shanwei makes fewer bottom-up initiatives than Shenzhen, and such 

initiatives are mainly aimed at the scale of the province other than the central state. 

Usually, Shanwei adopts the approach of making strategic scalar discourses, which 

refers to using discursive engagement of scale to pursue aims (Xu, 2008). Taking 

its regional development strategy as an example, Shanwei has focused on the 

‘approaching west’ (xijin) to ‘fully integrated into the Pearl River Delta’(rongzhu) 

since 2013, as guided by the provincial instruction in the Decision on Further 

Promoting the Revitalization and Development of the East-West-North Regions of 

Guangdong (GPG, 2013). To fulfill this task, the then-mayor Wu Zili expresses his 

appeals via an interview by Yang, Fang, and Luo (2013), requesting more supports 

financial transfer payment, institutional arrangement, policies, and projects from 

                                                
19 The Haifeng Ecological Technology City is located in the Haifeng Ecological Technology City 
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the province. For instance, granting the financial subsidy by the standard of the 

Central Finance Support for Central Soviet Districts and Counties, and giving 

strong support for Shanwei’s integration into the regional cooperation of SGH 

(Shenzhen, Dongguan, and Huizhou) (Yang et al., 2013).  

     Taken together, top-down instructions observed in the rescaling process of 

Shenzhen and Shanwei operate in different ways. In Shenzhen, top-down force 

grants the city special status through the formal administrative system, empowering 

it with greater institutional capacity and economic decision-making power to 

facilitate economic development. Moreover, backed up by these privileges, the 

local government of Shenzhen is capable to adopt many bottom-up initiatives to the 

central state for more empowerment. Conversely, Shanwei does not have many 

administrative changes. Top-down instructions mainly militate through the 

establishment of informal institutions such as industrial parks. Although Shenzhen 

records similar developments, Shenzhen comes from the central state whilst 

Shanwei the provincial level.  

4.1.3 Other actors: Haifeng and the four towns 

Geographically, Haifeng locates in the west part of Shanwei, and it is the closest 

county to PRD in East Guangdong. It covers an area of 1,783 km2 (the biggest 

among all administrative units of Shanwei) with a population 20  of about 8.55 

million (the second highest) (GSB & GSCNBS, 2018). Haifeng is famous for its 

long history as a Historical and Cultural City of Guangdong21, and one of the 13 

‘revolutionary base areas’ (hongse gengju di)22 of the CPC (Communist Party of 

China). Also, this county is the hometown of about 0.47 million overseas Chinese, 

and compatriots of China in Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan.  

                                                
20 Based on available data, the population in this section refers to ‘household-registered population’ 

(huji renkou). 
21 The Historical and Cultural City of Guangdong refers to a city with a long history and a large 
amount of historical relics and revolutionary cultural relics, subjects to the approval and 
announcement of Guangdong Province.  
22 The revolutionary base area is a concept developed by Mao Zedong, which was established in a 
remote area as a stronghold to serves for the revolutionary force of the CPC.  
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     At present, Haifeng composed of 12 towns23 and one ‘dispatched agency’ 

(paichu jigou)24 at town-level (i.e., Haifeng Economic Development Zone). The 

county has experienced administrative restructuring as early as 1949, since then the 

county has undergone six rounds of changes in administrative relationships with its 

superiors (Table 4.10). And from 1988 to present, Haifeng has remained to be 

administered by Shanwei. Also, there are many restructures of its subordinate 

administrative units in accordance with top-down arrangements. These units are 

renewed with different administrative titles, including district, district-level town, 

township, and ‘people's commune’ (renmin gongshe) (Table 4.11). Moreover, some 

administrative units are bonded into and debonded out of Haifeng, or regrouped as 

new economic areas, like the establishment of SSCZ by ‘separating’ four towns 

from Haifeng in 2011 (Table 4.12).  

Table 4. 10 Administrative restructurings over Haifeng (1949-present) 

Year Contents 

1949 Administered by Dongjiang ‘Administrative Commissioner Office’ (xingzhen 

zhuanyuan gongshu) 

1952 Administered by East-Guangdong ‘Administrative Office’ (xingzhen gongshu)  

1956 Administered by Huiyang ‘Special Prefecture’ (zhuanqu) 

1959 Administered by Shantou Special Prefecture 

1983 Administered by Huiyang District 

1988 Administered by Shanwei City 

Source: the author. 

Table 4. 11 Five rounds of renewed administrative titles of subordinate units 
of Haifeng (1949-present) 

Year Contents 

1957 Cancel the setting of ‘district’, and switch to the mechanism of ‘city-led 

town/township’ (xian zhixia xiangzhen) 

1958 Withdraw township to establish people's commune  

                                                
23  According to the list of official website of Haifeng County 
(http://www.gdhf.gov.cn/gdhf/bmzb/index.html), the four towns of Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and 
Xiaomo are excluded of the regulation system of the county, although their administrative divisions 
remain unchanged.  
24 The dispatched agency is set by the department of a formal administrative unit at a certain level 
for specific administrative purposes. 

http://www.gdhf.gov.cn/gdhf/bmzb/index.html
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1961 Set up ‘super district’ (daqu) 

1984 Withdraw people's commune to establish town/township 

1987 Withdraw district to establish town/township 

Source: the author. 

Table 4. 12 Administrative restructurings over Haifeng (1949-present) 

Year Contents 

1952 Merge two towns of Xiaomo and Yuan’ao from Huiyang County 

1958 Merge Gaotan District from Huiyang County 

1962 Cede Gaotan District back to Huiyang County 

1988 Cede seven towns of Shanwei, Hongcao, Magong, Dongyong, Tianqian, 

Jiesheng, and Zhelang to establish the city center of Shanwei City 

2011 ‘Cede’ four towns of Houmen, Chishi, Ebu, and Xiaomo to build SSCZ 

2013 ‘Cede’ Meilong Farm and Houmen Town (the two are from Haifeng) with the 

city center of Shanwei, and Red Bay Economic Development Zone to build the 

Shanwei Red Bay New District 

Source: the author. 

Note: the restructure in 2011 and 2013 doesn’t bring any changes to the administrative division. 

     The county has built at least 10 industrial parks (Table 4.13, not including 

SSCZ) that attract about 4000 industrial companies. Most of these parks are at 

county-level, except for Haifeng Ecological Technology City and Haifeng 

Industrial Transfer Park, which are at provincial-level. Specifically, in the Haifeng 

Economic Development Zone, there are three industrial parks. Other towns are 

specialized in certain industries, for example, Gongping Town for clothing, Ketang 

and Meilong Town for jewelry, Haicheng Town for food, and Chengdong Town for 

Wool-textile.  

Table 4. 13 Industrial parks of Haifeng 

Names Location 

Jinyuan Industrial Zone Haifeng Economic Development Zone 

Haifeng Ecological Technology City 

Haifeng Industrial Transfer Park 

Changqiao Industrial Park Ketang Town 
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Haifeng Jewelry Industry Environmental 

Concentration Zone 

Meilong Town 

Meilong Tianxing-lake Industrial Area 

Liantian Industrial Park Lian’an Town 

Gongping Industrial Park Gongping Town 

Haicheng Changpu Industrial Zone Haicheng Town 

Jin’an Industrial Zone Chengdong Town 

Source: the author. 

Note: this table is made based on available data collected from the internet, and there can be some 
parks not included. 

     For the four towns of Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and Xiaomo, they are 

geographically closer to PRD than other towns of Haifeng. Each town has a 

different area size, population, resources, and advantages (Table 4.14). Ebu Town 

is closest to PRD and most developed by its outstanding economic achievement. 

Chishi Town is much bigger than the rest three, and it is rich for its tourism and 

historical resources. Houmen Town is the smallest of the four, but it is special for 

its transport advantages. Xiaomo Town, as located at the seaside, is famous for its 

resources of fishing and port. 

Table 4. 14 General information of the four towns 

Towns Area 

(km2) 

Population 

(million) 

Resources/ advantages 

Ebu 90.2 0.20  Industrial development (specialized in the 

footwear industry, having won the best economic 

achievement among the four towns for many years, 

and granted as the ‘advanced town’ by Haifeng 

County) 

Chishi 306.2 0.26  Tourism (natural and cultural) 

 Historical and Cultural Town of Guangdong 

 Revolution old area  

Houmen 35.4 0.19  Transport center of Shanwei 

 Fishing 

Xiaomo 36.5 0.14  Fishing and port (Xiaomo Fishing Port is one of 

Guangdong’s ten key fishing ports, and the 
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Wushan sea area has the potential of building 

100,000 ton wharf)  

Source: the author. 

Note: the population was calculated in 2017 from Haifeng Yearbook 2018 (Haifeng County 

Government, 2019).  

     These four towns were administered by Shanwei City since 1988, and ‘ceded’ 

to SSCZ in 2011. Before 1988, each unit undergoes several rounds of changes in 

administrative relationships with its superiors as well as administrative titles (Table 

4.15). These changes were mainly made by top-down instructions, in accordance 

with former restructure of Haifeng County. Only Xiaomo Town was merged from 

another county, and the rest three towns have long been administered by Haifeng. 

All of them were frequently re-titled by people’s commune, district, ‘district office’ 

(qu gongsuo), town, and township. As for industrial parks, before 2011, there are 

about two being built in Ebu under the guidance of Haifeng, one is Ebu Industrial 

New Zone (county-level), and the other is Dongguan-Dalang (Haifeng) Industrial 

Transfer Park (set in 2005 and upgraded to the provincial-level in 2007), both of 

which are built with top-down instructions.  

Table 4. 15 Administrative restructurings of the four towns (1949-1987) 

Year Contents 

Ebu Town 

1958 Set as Xiong’e People’s Commune 

1959  Merged by Yuandun People’s Commune in September 

 Set as Ebu People’s Commune in November by withdrawing the Yuandun 

People’s Commune   

1965 Debond Xiaomo from Ebu People’s Commune 

1984 Reset as Ebu District Office  

1987 Withdraw district office and township to establish Ebu Town 

Chishi Town 

1950 Administered by Fourth District of Haifeng County 

1953 Administered by Houmen District 

1957 Withdraw district to establish Chishi Township 

1958 Set as Chishi People’s Commune 

1984 Withdraw people’s commune to establish Chishi District 
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1987 Withdraw district to establish Chishi Town 

Houmen Town 

1950 Set as Houmen Township 

1953 Set as Houmen District 

1957 Withdraw district to establish Houmen Township 

1958 Set as Houmen People’s Commune 

1983 Withdraw people’s commune to establish Houmen District 

1987 Withdraw district to establish Houmen Town 

Xiaomo Town 

1950 Administered by Eighth and Twelfth District of Huiyang County 

1952 Administered by Haifeng County 

1953 Administered by Houmen District 

1959 Administered by Yuandun People’s Commune 

1960 Merged by Ebu People’s Commune 

1965 Set as Xiaomo People’s Commune 

1984 Withdraw people’s commune to establish Xiaomo District 

1987 Withdraw district to establish Xiaomo Town 

Source: the author. 

     With an overview, top-down instructions are particularly dominant in 

restructuring formal administrative units of Haifeng and the four towns. Before 

Shanwei City was established in 1988, there were frequent reshuffles of power 

relations between different administrative levels and re-titles of administrative units. 

After 1988, few restructures were made except for building some economic space 

that doesn’t lead to changes in administrative division, like the establishment of 

SSCZ. In contrast, in setting informal institutions, Haifeng acts more proactively 

by building many county-level industrial parks. There are only two industrial parks 

built in Ebu, for which Haifeng plays a more decisive role and the town generates 

limited impacts. However, these industrial parks have made Ebu the most 

economically successful town among the four towns.  

4. 2 Inter-city cooperation between Shenzhen and Shanwei 

The interaction of the two cities, to a great extent, is facilitated by the counterpart 

support scheme and the regional cooperation framework of ‘SGH 3+2’ which 

involves Shenzhen, Dongguan, Huizhou, Shanwei, Heyuan. Shenzhen has made 
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great efforts in supporting Shanwei’s development, wherein the SSCZ was 

developed as a leading example for other industrial parks/zones built in Shanwei, 

and it also acts as a key node that hinges the two cities in the ‘SGH 3+2’.  

4.2.1 Counterpart support from Shenzhen to Shanwei 

Since Shenzhen has paired with Shanwei under the counterpart support scheme in 

2013, a lot of measures have been introduced to consolidate the collaboration of the 

two cities (Table 4.16). Immediately in 2014, two significant plans were made to 

launch the counterpart support scheme. In the Further Deepening Overall Plan for 

Counterpart Support Work of Shenzhen, a macro framework was created, upon 

which Shenzhen proposed more operational details for implementation by annual 

plans, and fund management measures (Shenzhen Municipal Government [SMG], 

2014a). For example, the Implementation Plan for Counterpart Support Work of 

Shenzhen – Shenzhen sets up a two-phase development goal for Shanwei to achieve 

by 2020 (SMG, 2014b). The first stage is ‘reaching or exceeding the national 

average per capita GDP’ and the second ‘doubling the per capita income of urban 

and rural residents in comparison to that in 2010’. To reach these targets, detailed 

arrangements are made, including seven key emphases, operational systems, and 

many supporting measures. Firstly, the seven key emphases cover aspects of 

industrial parks (with particular attention to the development of SSCZ); poverty 

alleviation and development; city center; ‘integration into the PRD’; infrastructure 

construction; people's livelihood; and reform and opening up. Secondly, the 

operational systems are comprised of four settings: (a) municipal counterpart 

support work leading group; (b) joint meeting between the two cities; (c) 

headquarter of counterpart support from Shenzhen to Shanwei, which is established 

according to provincial requirements; (d) pairing supports of district (from 

Shenzhen)-county (from Shanwei), which is further settled in the annual 

implementation plan in 2014, including Luohu-Lufeng, Longgang-Haifeng, 

Guangming-city center of Shanwei, and Pinshan-Luhe (SMG, 2014b). Lastly, 

supporting measures cover six aspects: (a) systemic construction in counterpart 

support task target responsibility, supervisory guidance, performance evaluation, 

annual work plan, joint investment promotion, benefit sharing and so on; (b) cadre 

promotion and subsidies by offering incentives for the appointed cadres; (c) 
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enhancement of funding support; (d) encouragement of the involvement of 

corporates and social actors; (e) strengthening supervise guidance and establishing 

municipal leadership contact supervision mechanism; (f) reinforcing public opinion 

and propaganda. 

Table 4. 16 Official documents of counterpart supports from Shenzhen to 
Shanwei 

Year Names Main contents 

2014 Further Deepening Overall Plan for 

Counterpart Support Work of 

Shenzhen 

Identify goals and initiatives, 

pathways and operational 

mechanisms for counterpart support 

Implementation Plan for Counterpart 

Support Work of Shenzhen - 

Shanwei 

Determine the details and focus of the 

counterpart support work 

2014, 

2018, 

2019 

Work Plan for Counterpart Support 

Between Shenzhen and Shanwei in 

2014, 2018, 2019  

Settle down annual implementation 

plan 

2015 Implementation Plan to Intensify 

Efforts to Support Shanwei 

Strengthen the counterpart support 

2018 Special Funds Management 

Measures for Counterpart Support of 

Shenzhen 

Provide fund management guidelines 

Source: summarized by the author. 
Note: only work plans for 2014, 2018, and 2019 are available.  

     Among these strategies, building industrial parks is primarily strengthened. 

Both cities have released several official documents that stress accelerating 

construction, selecting industrial programs, and providing financial supports (Table 

4.17). Up to present, a pattern of ‘1+4’ has been developed: the ‘1’ refers to SSCZ, 

while the ‘4’ represents ‘Shanwei High-tech Development Zone, Haifeng 

Ecological Technology City, Lufeng Industrial Park, and Luhe Xinhe Industrial 

Park’. Comparatively, the ‘1’, i.e., the SSCZ stands typical for its creators, 

including the province, Shenzhen, and Shanwei, whereby it receives privileges from 

a broader source. It is also developed a leading example for the ‘4’, which are built 

under the mechanism of ‘counterpart supports of district (from Shenzhen) and 
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county (from Shanwei)’ (quxian jiedui bangfu)25 and hence enjoy fewer privileges. 

Recently the Work Plan for Counterpart Support between Shenzhen and Shanwei 

in 2019 pointed out that more efforts will be made to accelerate the development of 

Lufeng Xingdu Industrial Park to enrich this pattern (Shenzhen Leading Group for 

Counterpart Support Office, 2019). In implementation, there have been two rounds 

of counterpart supports (Table 4.18), for which Shenzhen has made a great 

contribution by direct financial supports, appointments of cadres, and introduction 

of business programs and enterprises.  

Table 4. 17 Official documents on promoting the development of industrial 
parks 

Year  Names  Constitutors 

2012 Several Opinions on Further Accelerating the Construction of 

Industrial Parks to Support the Development of the Industry 

of Shanwei 

Shanwei 

2016  Guiding Opinions on Access Conditions for Project of 

Industrial Transfer Park (Industrial Cluster) of Shanwei   

Shanwei 

  Measures for the Administration of Loan Discount Interest 

Funds for Counterpart Support Industrial Park Project Loan 

of Shenzhen 

Shenzhen 

2017 Industrial Park Co-construction Agreement of Shenzhen and 

Shanwei 

Shenzhen, 

Shanwei 

Source: summarized by the author. 

Table 4. 18 Two rounds of counterpart support from Shenzhen to Shanwei 

Period Governmental 

fund (billion 

yuan) 

Appointments 

of cadres 

Business 

programs 

Number of 

enterprises 

Investments of 

enterprises 

(billion yuan)  

2013-2016 5.64 413 289 83 43.91 

2017-2019 / 235 199 116 49.77 

Source: summarized by the author. 
Note: information on the second round is collected up to April 2019.  

                                                
25 It is a mechanism that one district of Shenzhen gives counterpart supports to one county of 
Shanwei. 
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4.2.3 Cooperation in the ‘Shen-Guan-Hui-3+2’ 

As mentioned above, Shenzhen planned to push forward the proposal of 

‘integration into the PRD’ for Shanwei. This was achieved in 2014 when SGH was 

expanded to ‘SGH 3+2’ to involve Shanwei and Heyuan in this regional 

cooperation framework. More collaboration areas were proposed among these five 

cities (Table 4.19). Without strong interventions from the central state and the 

province, it is argued that these five stakeholders are united loosely in effect (Yang, 

2017; Yuan & Liang, 2015). However, both Shenzhen and Shanwei benefit from 

such regional cooperation, and the inter-city relation is strengthened as well (Table 

4.20). For Shenzhen, such framework not only helps the city to fulfill its tasks 

assigned by the province in the counterpart support scheme, but also satisfies its 

spatial need in carrying forward its strategy of ‘eastward development’ (dongjin). 

While for Shanwei, through this cooperation framework, has successfully pushed 

forward its tactics of ‘approaching west’ and ‘integration into the PRD’. 

Table 4. 19 Cooperative items proposed by the SGH and ‘SGH 3+2’ (2012-
2017) 

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Number  9 13 21 40 47 46 

Source: summarized by the author according to the 11 joint conferences (Shenzhen Special Zone 
Daily, 2012-2017).  

Table 4. 20 Official documents signed for the cooperation of the ‘SGH 3+2’ 

(2014-2016) 

Year/ 

month 

Official documents 

2014.10  Transportation Integrated Plan of Shen-Guan-Hui 

2016.02  Cooperation Agreement on Regional Innovation System Construction 

for Shenzhen, Dongguan, Huizhou, Shanwei, and Heyuan 

 Framework Agreement on the Construction of Regional Social Credit 

System for Shenzhen, Dongguan, Huizhou, Shanwei, and Heyuan 

 Symbol Framework Agreement on Coordinated Development of 

Marine Economy for Shenzhen, Dongguan, Huizhou, and Shanwei 
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2016.12  The Outline of the Construction of Marine Industry Economic 

Cooperation Demonstration Zones for Shenzhen, Dongguan, Huizhou, 

and Shanwei 

 Framework Agreement on Co-constructing the Maritime Tourism 

Route to Develop the Eastern Guangdong Coastal Tourism (Shenzhen, 

Huizhou, and Shanwei) 

 Cooperation Agreement on Agricultural Product Quality and Safety 

Supervision (Shenzhen and Heyuan) 

Source: summarized by the author according to the Shen-Guan-Hui (3+2) joint conferences 
(Shenzhen Special Zone Daily, 2014-2016).  

     Cooperation between these two cities is carried out in many aspects such as 

the construction of a regional social credit system and marine industry development. 

Both cities manage to propose construction programs together or on their own. For 

instance, in the 9th joint conference hold in 2016, Shenzhen and Shanwei suggested 

a research on opening the water travel passenger route of Shen-Shan-Hui (Shenzhen, 

Shanwei, Huizhou), while Shanwei came up with a proposal of reconstruction and 

expansion of Shen-Shan (Shenzhen and Shanwei) highway. Specifically, the SSCZ 

works as a key node which undertakes multiple roles, as a significant foothold for 

Shenzhen’s ‘eastward development’ in the region, a primary breakthrough to fulfill 

Shanwei’s target of accelerating the integration into the PRD, and as an empirical 

reference for regional coordinated development pilot zones in the ‘SGH 3+2’. 

4.3 Upscaling: from an industrial transfer park to Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone  

The SSCZ was originally designed as an ITP in 2011 but enjoyed some authority 

equivalent to a formal administrative unit at the prefectural level. Now it has been 

transformed to be one part of the ‘10+1’ Districts of Shenzhen. Furthermore, 

Shenzhen is seeking to strengthen its control over it. Such intentions show a 

tendency that SSCZ may be transferred from an informal institution (belongs to 

Shanwei) to an administrative unit (belongs to Shenzhen) (it will be discussed in 

detail in Chapter 5). Shenzhen’s intention has been shown in the development of 

SSCZ since 2006 (Table 4.21). Firstly, from 2006 to 2007, the precursor of SSCZ, 

i.e., the Dongguan-Dalang (Haifeng) Industrial Transfer Park, was established by 

Dalang Town (from Dongguan) and Haifeng County. As a small ITP park locates 
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at Ebu Town, it only covered an area of 4 km2. Yet in 2007, the park was promoted 

to a provincial ITP. Secondly, from 2008 to 2010, the park was renamed as 

Shenzhen (Shanwei) Industrial Transfer Park, since then local governments of 

Shenzhen and Shanwei have directly participated in the cooperation, with a spatial 

expansion to 13.08 km2. Thirdly, during the years of 2011-2016, the SSCZ stepped 

into a stage of promotion. In 2011, the zone was officially set as Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone, with a greater spatial expansion to 468.3 km2 that geographically 

covers four towns and a forest farm26 (Figure 4.3), and administrative promotion 

to the prefectural level that granted by the Guangdong Province. Meanwhile, it is 

formally equipped with joint management by Shenzhen and Shanwei according to 

the Basic Framework of Shenshan (wei) Special Cooperation Zone, with the former 

being responsible for economic management affairs while the latter being in charge 

of social management affairs (GPG, 2011). Yet it is not until 2014 that such 

distribution of responsibilities was fully put into practice. Fourthly, since 2017, the 

development of SSCZ has been further accelerated. The assignment of duties was 

rearranged in 2017 by the document of Reply on the Adjustment Plan for the 

Institutional Mechanism of the Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone approved by 

the province (GPG, 2017). From then on, Shenzhen has generally taken charge of 

SSCZ as one of its ‘10+1’ Districts, even though the administrative division remains 

unchanged. 

Table 4. 21 Evolutionary histories of SSCZ since 2005 

Year Names Areas Notes  

2005 Dongguan-Dalang 

(Haifeng) Industrial 

Transfer Park 

One town of 

Haifeng county: 

Ebu 

Aimed at the industrial transfer 

2007 Ibid Ibid Promoted to the provincial ITP 

2008 Shenzhen (Shanwei) 

Industrial Transfer 

Park 

Ibid Taken as a starting area for the 

development of Shenzhen-

Shanwei Regional 

Development Special 

Cooperation Zone 

                                                
26 This area covers four towns of Ebu, Chihshi, Houmen, and Xiaomo, and Yuandun Forest Farm, 
which is a national institution for protecting forest resource.  
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2011 Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone 

Four towns of 

Haifeng: Ebu, 

Xiaomo, Chishi, 

and Houmen 

Officially established  

 

2017 Ibid Ibid Formally confirmed SSCZ as 

one of the ‘10+1’ Districts in 

Shenzhen’s management 

system  

2018 Ibid Ibid Generally taken-over by 

Shenzhen in management 

Source: the author. 

Figure 4. 3 The four towns of Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and Xiaomo, and 
Yuandun Forest Farm in Haifeng 

 

Source: the author. 

4.4 Summary 

SSCZ is situated in an environment that has cultivated rich experiences in 

institutional advancement since 1978. Guangdong makes full use of privileged 

policies granted by the central state to push forward the restructure of both formal 

administrative units and informal institutions. In the region of PRD, these rescaling 

has greatly stimulated economic success. Meanwhile, however, the region of East-

West-North Guangdong is largely lagged behind. Confronted with such regional 

inequality, the Guangdong Province has adopted various approaches, among which 
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establishing informal institutions of ITPs works as a major solution. To reduce the 

development gap, the SSCZ was built as an ITP through counterpart support from 

Shenzhen to Shanwei. By going through histories of restructures of formal 

administrative units and informal institutions in these two cities as well as Haifeng 

and the four towns in Shanwei, it is found that there is predominant top-down 

influence yet the local government of Shenzhen shows greater capabilities. And in 

the inter-city cooperation in counterpart support and ‘SGH 3+2’, Shenzhen 

contributes a great deal in boosting economic development for Shanwei. Wherein, 

the SSCZ has worked as a pivotal platform for such cooperation.  
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Chapter 5 The building of the Shenshan Special Cooperation 

Zone  

Geographically, SSCZ is an ‘enclave’ (feidi) of Shenzhen that located in the west 

of Shanwei. Conventional understandings of enclave usually denote an enclosed 

geographical area with cultural and ethnical distinctive inhabitants. Urban enclaves 

are generally perceived as a manifestation of social exclusion and segregation. 

Enclaves, in a political sense, refers to the separate portion of a country or a city’s 

territory which is entirely surrounded by another country or city. Unlike political 

enclaves in America and in the border area of India and Bangladesh which give the 

historical manifestations of colonialism (Jones, 2009b; Robin, 2014), SSCZ is the 

concession of Shenzhen in Shanwei, a special spatial arrangement between two 

administrative units of Guangdong province. SSCZ is developed specially for the 

purpose of economic growth. It is located 100km to the east of Shenzhen, sitting 

within the territory of Shanwei (Figure 5.1). It is jointly managed by Shenzhen and 

Shanwei – two cities at different administrative levels – and its economic 

development is influenced by these two cities. In the context of China’s spatial 

economy, which administrative boundary restricts economic space as noted, the 

development of this enclave is considered as a pilot institutional test. Through this 

‘enclave economic development model’, governments at different levels attempt to 

break institutional constraints and spatial segregation, and to promote regional 

cooperation.   

Figure 5. 1 The geographical location of SSCZ 

 

Source: download from http://www.szss.gov.cn//sstbhzq/wyzt/sstbhzqzdxmzs/index.html and 

redrew by the author. 

http://www.szss.gov.cn/sstbhzq/wyzt/sstbhzqzdxmzs/index.html
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     This chapter investigates the production of SSCZ. It focuses on three 

questions: (a) why do local governments rescale their economy? (b) How do local 

governments build SSCZ? And (c) what is the outcome of rescaling through SSCZ?    

5.1 Why do local governments rescale their economy? 

At the very beginning, the establishment of SSCZ was mainly initiated by the 

Guangdong Province, Shenzhen, and Shanwei. While Haifeng and the four towns 

are administrative units subordinated to the city of Shanwei, they play a supportive 

role by executing plans that initiated by Shanwei and the province.   

5.1.1 Guangdong: to move a step ahead in achieving the common prosperity 

For Guangdong Province, there are two reasons to build SSCZ: one is to follow the 

central state’s instructions to act ahead in achieving the common prosperity, and the 

other is to mitigate regional inequality within the province. The pursuit of common 

prosperity is stemmed from Xi Jingping’s vision on poverty alleviation – a major 

area of concern since Xi took office in 2012. Such a concern has been further 

consolidated in the National Congress in 2012 and the country’s poverty alleviation 

report in 2016. Policy agenda such as developing regional coordination, and 

‘building a moderately prosperous society completely’ (quanmian jianchen 

xiaokang shehui) by 2020 were developed. Guangdong has been given a key role 

in this development agenda, as demonstrated by Xi’s two visits and direct 

instructions on the province’s development (Table 5.1). State actors such as 

provincial cadres are enthusiastic to put Xi’s instructions into practice so as to make 

achievements for their further promotion (Interview 1). It is under such a context 

that the issue of poverty in less developed areas of Guangdong, Shanwei for 

example, was accentuated. Moreover, the backwardness of Shanwei, as a coastal 

city (which is supposed to be advantageous for economic development) in 

Guangdong, is somewhat considered as a shame of the province. Thus, the 

provincial government seeks to improve the economy of Shanwei as a positive 

response to the central state. 
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Table 5. 1 President Xi’s key instructions on Guangdong’s development 

Year/month Key instructions 

2012.12  Role of the window, role of the test and role of the vanguard 

2014.03 To be at the forefront in comprehensive deepening reforms 

2017.04 Four upholdings (party's leadership, socialism with Chinese 

characteristics, new development concept, reform and opening-up), 

three supports (nationwide promotion of supply-side structural 

reforms, innovation-driven development strategies, and construction of 

an open economic new system), and two forefronts (building 

moderately prosperous society completely and accelerating the new 

journey of building socialist modernization) 

2018.03 Four forefronts of the country: building an institutional mechanism to 

promote high-quality economic development, establishing a modern 

economic system, forming a new pattern of comprehensive openness, 

and create a shared social governance pattern 

2018.10 Four requirements: deepening reform and opening up, promoting high-

quality development, improving balance and coordination of 

development, and strengthening party leadership and party building 

Source: summarized by the author. 

     Within Guangdong, as noted, the growing inequality between the PRD and 

the non-delta areas has posed great challenges to the provincial government. During 

the past four decades, the developing gap between the core of the PRD and the East-

West-North area of Guangdong (Figure 5.2) was growing. Taking the GDP per 

capita as a reference, the first decade witnessed a slow growth in both areas, but the 

gap showed a growing increase afterward (Lu & Wei, 2007). In the 1990s, the gap 

increased by a striking speed and kept a steady growth rate in the 2000s and 2010s, 

even though the development of the periphery also increased to a large extent (GSB 

& GSCNBS, 2005-2018). In 2017, the GDP per capita of the PRD rose to 124,564 

yuan, which is almost 219 times of 570 yuan in 1978, and nearly triples that in the 

periphery (GSB & GSCNBS, 2018).  
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Figure 5. 2 The GDP per capita in the PRD, East-West-North Guangdong, 
1978–2003(a) and 2004-2017(b) 

(a) 1978–2003 

(b) 2004–2017 

 

Sources: (a) adopted from Lu and Wei (2007, p.231); (b) calculated by the author from 
Guangdong Statistical Yearbook (GSB & GSCNBS, 2005-2018) 

     The development gap at the city level is prominent. Shenzhen and Shanwei, 

for example, represent two extreme outcomes of economic development. This is 

especially shown by the GDP per capita and total GDP. From 1992 to 2017, 
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Shenzhen had a remarkable higher amount of GDP per capita than the provincial 

average, while Shanwei’s was much lower (Figure 5.3). Comparing their rankings 

of GDP per capita and total GDP (Table 5.2), Shenzhen had always ranked number 

one in GDP per capita and the second in total GDP. Shanwei, however, had 

remained at the bottom four and bottom three of the rank respectively.  

Figure 5. 3 The GDP per capita of Shenzhen, Shanwei and the province 
average (1992–2017) 

 

Source: calculated by the author from Guangdong Statistical Yearbook (GSB & GSCNBS, 1993-

2018). 

Table 5. 2 Rankings of GDP per capita and total GDP of Shenzhen and 
Shanwei (1992-2017) 

(a) 1992-2000 

    1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

GDP per 

capita 

Shenzhen 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Shanwei 19 20 19 19 19 18 19 19 18 

Total GDP Shenzhen 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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Shanwei 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

(b) 2001-2009 

    2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

GDP per 

capita 

Shenzhen 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Shanwei 18 18 18 19 20 20 20 20 20 

Total GDP Shenzhen 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Shanwei 20 19 19 19 21 20 20 20 20 

(c) 2010-2017 
    2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

GDP per 

capita 

Shenzhen 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Shanwei 19 19 20 20 20 20 20 19 

Total GDP Shenzhen 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 

Shanwei 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 19 

Source: GSB (1993–2018), calculated by the author. 

     Taken together, in response to the central state’s expectation and growing 

regional inequality within the province, the Guangdong government wishes to use 

SSCZ to facilitate economic development in the lagging behind East-West-North 

Guangdong. Shenzhen, a prosperous city across the border of Hong Kong, and 

Shanwei, an economically lagging behind city in the East, are therefore being 

selected to build up a partnership to translate Guangdong’s plan into practice.  

5.1.2 Shenzhen: to meet the growing demand for construction land  

Shenzhen’s major concern is land resource. The city aims to increase land supply 

through SSCZ, so that it can relocate the city’s low-end industries and free up space 

for developing high-end industries and other urban functions.  

     In the past four decades, Shenzhen has undergone tremendous changes and 

rapid economic development, which can be shown by the utilization of construction 

land. Shenzhen is the first Chinese city to develop the ‘land leasing system’ (tudi 

churang zhidu) in 1987, which means the state-owned land is paid for use. Since 

then it has earned a great amount of revenues from land premium and the related 

taxes. Shenzhen has used these revenues to develop an over 40 billion (1988-2000) 

fund to support economic development and urbanization of the city (Li & Li, 2019). 

From 2007 to 2013, however, land premiums had accounted for 18.09% of the local 
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general budget revenue in Shenzhen, which was much lower than many other 

Chinese cities (Chen & Li, 2014). One of the explanations is that Shenzhen has 

converted all useable land into construction land to meet the need for fast economic 

development, leaving little room for an increase in land premium. In 1978, the 

Shenzhen utilized only 3 km2 of construction land, yet the number rose to 968 km2 

in 2014 (Qian, Peng, Luo, Wu & Du, 2016), with an average annual growth of 26 

km2. According to the Shenzhen City Land Use Planning (2006-2020), the planning 

target of construction land utilization by 2020 is set as 976 km2 (SMG, 2012). This 

means that land utilization is restricted to only 8 km2 per year within the 6 years 

between 2000 and 2006. However, if the city kept a similar average annual land 

utilization amount of 3.2 km2 as in the period of 2006-2014 (Qian et al., 2016), the 

planning target would not be able to be reached. As such, the Urban Planning and 

Land Resources Commission made an adjustment by an increase to 1,004 km2 in 

2017. Confronted with these issues, the city has adopted many strategies to provide 

more construction land, such as land reclamation, transformation of ‘collective 

land’(jiti tudi) into ‘state-owned land’ (guoyou tudi)27, ‘secondary development’ 

(erci kaifa)28, and exploring the underground space.  

     Despite these efforts, land supply of Shenzhen never met needs except for the 

year 2019 (Table 5.3). The city has a heavy reliance on redeveloping existing 

construction land from 2012, while the newly-added construction land saw a 

gradual decline. The city has great difficulties in exploring new sources for land 

supply within its territory. Moreover, the actual land supply never satisfied the 

target except for a reversal in 2018. After taking land from SSCZ into consideration 

in 2019, however, the amount of targeted newly-added construction land of 

Shenzhen rises to a new record to 794 ha (the land from SSCZ accounts for 22% by 

171 ha), which eases the tension of land limitation to some degree.  

  

                                                
27 In China, land is owned by the state (the ‘state-owned land’), and farmers (the ‘collective land’). 

Before used by urban construction, the latter should be converted into the former.  
28  The secondary development’ refers to redevelop some construction land, like the land old 
factories, by measures of urban renewal, land reservation and shantytown renovation. 
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Table 5. 3 The planned and actual construction land supply of Shenzhen 
(2010-2019) 

Year Planned supply of construction land  Actual supply 

of construction 

land (ha) 

Actual supply rate 

of construction 

land (%) 

Newly-

added 

(ha) 

Existing  

(ha) 

Total 

(ha) 

Rate of the 

existing (%) 

2010 2,070 600 2,670 22 1,679 81 

2011 1,952 340 2,292 15 1,062 46 

2012 800 918 1,868 53 1,532 82 

2013 621 942 1,710 60 1,563 91 

2014 550 1,200 1,750 69 1,369 78 

2015 430 1,170 1,600 73 1,390 87 

2016 200 1,150 1,350 85 1,173 87 

2017 400 950 1,350 70 1,247 92 

2018 400 750 1,150 65 1,402 122 

2019 794 406 1,200 34 / / 

Source: summarized by the author from the Annual Urban Construction and Land Use 

Implementation Plan (2010-2019) (Shenzhen Municipal Bureau of Planning and Natural Resources, 

2010-2019).  

Notes: (1) the planned total amount of construction land in 2012 includes a reserved indicator of 150 

ha that doesn’t distinguish between the newly-added and the existing, thus the rate of the existing is 

calculated by 918 ha and 1,718 ha; (2) stock construction land refers to the land that is planned as 

construction land in the overall land use plan, and has been transferred from agricultural land or 

unused land. 

     The land shortage has brought many obstacles to Shenzhen. Taking industrial 

development as an example, many officials of Shenzhen have pointed out that 

shortages of the construction land post great challenges to industrial transformation 

and upgrading. For instance, Chen Rugui, the then Deputy-party Secretary and 

Acting Mayor of Shenzhen, once revealed that some enterprises moved out of 

Shenzhen because of land shortage (Zhuang, 2017). Furthermore, according to one 

CPPCC (Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference) member of Shenzhen, 

Huang Tianhua, the high land price and labor cost are two primary factors that drive 

enterprises to nearby cities like Dongguan and Huizhou29, where costs of land and 

labor are lower. Some enterprises have even developed a new collaborative mode 

                                                
29 Geographically, Shenzhen is surrounded by Hong Kong, Dongguan and Huizhou. 
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of ‘front shop, back factory’30- the shop in Shenzhen, while the factory in Dongguan 

and Huizhou – in response to Shenzhen’s land shortage. For instance, as early as 

2012, Huawei, a company that provides information and communications 

technology, and smart devices globally, started to relocate its business units to 

Dongguan, where it has built a new data center - nine times as large as its previous 

one located in Shenzhen, which is aimed at the expansion in the coming 10-15 years. 

This relocation has aroused heated discussions through mass media, such as reports 

of ‘Don't let Huawei go’ (Yuetao, 2016) and ‘Shenzhen, who are you abandoned’ 

(Woweiyikuang, 2006). Moreover, in 2016, a piece of news - ‘15,000 companies 

have moved out of Shenzhen’31 - causes a big stir that catches the attention of the 

then-mayor of Shenzhen, Xu Qing, who soon ‘dispels the rumor’(piyao) in the 

Imperial Springs International Forum32, claiming that not only Huawei but also 

ZTE 33  will stay in Shenzhen forever. As for the moving-out of the 15,000 

companies, a public declaration was made through Shenzhen’s official Weibo 

afterward: relocations are caused by Shenzhen’s active elimination and 

transformation of low-end backward enterprises. However, as revealed by those 

relocated enterprises, this moving-out is mainly driven by issues of land shortage. 

According to Pu’s (2007) in-depth exploration, enterprises complain that “leaving 

(Shenzhen) is our only way out" (para.7), and "if there was land available in 

Shenzhen, we will come back"(para.20). 

     However, the leaving of low-end industries does release valuable land 

resources for Shenzhen, allowing the city to develop high-end industries and 

improve land use efficiency. For example, during 2001-2006, Shenzhen had 

improved its industrial structure by lowering the ratio of low-end industries and 

increasing the number of high-end industries. This resulted in a boost of GDP and 

gross output value of industry in per unit construction land (Table 5.4) (Huang & 

Zhou, 2010).  

                                                
30  Primarily the mode of ‘front shop, back factory’ was developed between Hong Kong and 
Shenzhen after the reform and opening-up of China in 1978, in which Hong Kong targets at service 
industry while Shenzhen centers on manufacturing industry. 
31 Source: http://news.takungpao.com.hk/mainland/focus/2016-06/3329831.html 
32  The Imperial Springs International Forum was founded the Australia China Friendship and 
Exchange Association and Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries. 
33 The ZTE is short for Zhongxing Telecommunication Equipment Corporation. It is China's largest 
listed communications equipment company. 
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Table 5. 4 Ratios of industries (2001-2006) and economic growth in per unit 
construction land (2003, 2007) 

Year Ratios of industries (%) Economic growth in per unit 
construction land 
(thousand/km2) 

Labour- 

intensive  

Capital-

intensive 

Technology-

intensive 

GDP Gross output 

value of industry  

2001 25.97 22.53 51.50 / / 

2002 23.69 22.00 54.31 / / 

2003 19.66 18.85 61.50 18.36 64.41 

2004 18.01 19.75 62.24 / / 

2005 18.54 23.32 58.16 / / 

2006 16.54 22.87 60.59 / / 

2007 / / / 34.83 153.83 

Source: translated and readjusted from Huang and Zhou (2010). 

Note: data for ratios of industries in 2007, and economic growth in per unit construction land in 

2001, 2002, 2004-2006 is not available. 

     Nevertheless, Dongguan and Huizhou do not want to be the dumping ground 

of Shenzhen’s low-end industries. In fact, the competition among Shenzhen, 

Dongguan, and Huizhou is very strong, despite they have formed the SGH cluster 

(Zhang, Man & Ding, 2015). According to Guangdong Province Investigation 

Report (2009) (Guangdong Provincial Investigation and Research Center, 2009), 

compared with the other two urban clusters of ZZJ (Zhuhai, Zhongshan, Jiangmen), 

and GFZ (Guangzhou, Foshan, Zhaoqing), the SGH takes the first place by its 

industrial isomorphism coefficient of 0.88, showing the most severe competition 

among the nine cities. One of the major reasons for competition and cooperation at 

a low level is that the three cities share the same industrial structure with electronic 

information industry as a pillar industry (Huang & Xu, 2010). A chief engineer of 

Guangdong Urban & Planning and Design Institute, Ma Xiangming, further added 

that whilst the tax revenue of Dongguan and Huizhou goes directly to the 

Guangdong Province, Shenzhen as an MSLSP34, its tax revenue goes to the central 

                                                
34  As afore-mentioned, Shenzhen as an MSLSP enjoys an administrative status equivalent to 
Guangzhou, the provincial capital of Guangdong province, and economically it receives provincial 
and ministerial level treatment. 
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state 35 . This tax arrangement discourages the provincial government from 

supporting movements that generate adverse effects to Dongguan and Huizhou’s 

industrial structure. Hence, Shenzhen has to move beyond its adjacent areas for the 

relocation of its low-end industries.  

     Land shortage and its impacts on economic development have forced 

Shenzhen to think out of the box to relocate some of the city’s industries and urban 

functions to a location separated from the existing territory. The building of SSCZ 

in Shanwei is an important action for Shenzhen to upscale its economy by 

expanding its ‘territory’ to another city.  

5.1.3 Shanwei: to improve its local economy 

There are two reasons in explaining Shanwei’s intention for upscaling its economy. 

The first is its lagging-behind economic development within Guangdong Province 

and the second is its abundant resources, especially construction land. The local 

government was driven by the strong desire to promote development, which is 

mainly backed up by its land resources. 

     Shanwei was one of the least developed cities in Guangdong from 1992 to 

2017. Compared with Guangdong’s average in industrial structure (Figure 5.4), 

Shanwei has a heavier reliance on the primary industry and a slow pace in the 

development of the secondary and tertiary industries. Although efforts have been 

made for improvement, the outcome was not impressive and the development gap 

between Shanwei and other cities in Guangdong has remained huge.  

                                                
35 This piece of information was got by attending the section of ‘Planning Practice in Guangdong-
Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area’ from Peking University Future City Forum: Sustainable City-
Regional Governance that organized by Pecking University in December 2018. 
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Figure 5. 4 Comparison of industrial structure (rate) of Shanwei and 
Guangdong’s average during 1988-2017 

 

Source: calculated by the author from the Shanwei Statistical Yearbook 2018 (Shanwei 

Statistical Bureau, 2019) and Guangdong Statistical Yearbook 2018 (GSB & GSCNBS, 2019). 

Notes: the rate refers to the portion of each industrial branch of Shanwei to that of Guangdong’s 

average. 

     In 2017, the Guangdong Federation of Industry & Commerce carried out an 

evaluation business environment of 21 cities of Guangdong, showing that Shanwei 

took a second-lowest place (Cai, 2018). Such lagging-behind economic 

development is stemmed from its weakness of hard and soft environments. The 

former refers to the poor condition of public facilities and lack of infrastructures, 

hence hindering the city’s industrial development (Cai, 2018). For example, in 2010, 

the then-mayor, Zheng Yanxiong, pointed out that although the city has a superior 

geographical location that connecting both water and land transportation, its traffic 

facilities are lagging-behind. Hence it causes great inconvenience to industrial 

development of the city (Zhang & Shi, 2010). It is calculated that up to 2010, 

Shanwei’s highway mileage reached a total of 4,863 km, which only accounted for 

2.56% of the total amount of Guangdong. The soft environment refers to Shanwei’s 

reputation and socio-economic condition. Government performances and social 

reputations are two major areas of concern. An interview with a local resident 

(Interview 3) reveals that the prevalence of corruption in Shanwei has ‘scared away’ 

some enterprises. Statistics show that from 2013 to 2017, there was a remarkable 

growing trend of corruption and bribery cases in this city (Figure 5.5), among which 
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many officials were found to have colluded with merchants, and misconducted their 

duties in supervision and management. Apart from these, Cai’s (2018) research 

suggests that there is a continuing ‘administrative inaction’ (weiguan buwei) in 

recent years (Figure 5.6). Such poor government performance was demonstrated 

consecutively in Guangdong Local Government Overall Performance Evaluation 

Reports (Guangdong Performance Management Research Association & 

Government Performance Evaluation Center of South China University of 

Technology, 2007-2018) (Table 5.5). From 2006 to 2017, Shanwei ranked the last 

among 21 cities of Guangdong in almost every year. After the first report was 

released in 2007, a heated discussion surrounding a news article in Yangcheng 

Evening News – ‘Shanwei: Where are you going’36 was aroused. Yet it failed to 

draw sufficient attention from the local government of Shanwei. And in terms of 

social reputations, Shanwei has long been regarded as a place of fierceness, like a 

saying goes ‘Thunder God in the sky, people from Hai-Lu-Feng (the old name of 

Shanwei) on the ground’ (tianshang leigong, dishang hailufeng). It is said that some 

local residents showed unfriendliness to investors by setting barriers deliberately, 

like destructing equipment and obstructing construction, which compelled away 

many enterprises during their first survey or even halfway of investment (Li, 2017). 

Moreover, competition among some powerful clans for local influences also posts 

obstacles to the government’s regulation (Liu, 2016). Historically, this area has 

carried bad reputations since the 1980s, which is summarized as “the 1980s - 

smuggle, the 1990s - counterfeit currency, 2000 afterward - drug production” (Liu, 

2016, p.77). In recent years, several hot issues, like ‘the Siege of Wukan’ and 

‘China's first drug-making village’, have made the image of Shanwei even worse. 

                                                
36 Source: http://www.hakkaonline.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=55726 
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Figure 5. 5 Amount of money of corruption and bribery in Shanwei (2013-
2017) 

 

Source: translated and readjusted from Cai (2018).  

Figure 5. 6 Number of administrative inaction cases in Shanwei (2012-2016) 

 

Source: translated and readjusted from Cai (2018).  

Table 5. 5 Rankings of Shanwei’s performance evaluation (2006-2015) 

Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Rankings 21 21 21 21 12 21 21 20 N/A 17 

Sources: summarized by the author based on the Guangdong Local Government Overall 
Performance Evaluation Report 2007-2016 (the version of 2014 is not available) 

     Despite these unfavorable conditions, Shanwei is rich in land resources. The 

city is known as ‘the first city of land in East Guangdong’. At the very beginning 

of 2011, it got the lowest index of land development intensity among four cities of 
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East Guangdong and PRD average, and the highest construction land per capita in 

East Guangdong (Table 5.6). Apart from land, Shanwei is famous for its ports. As 

a coastal city, it has a long coastline of about 455km, which ranks the first place in 

East Guangdong, and second throughout the province, occupying a percentage of 

11.06%. Its 12 ports (among which the Shanwei Port is a natural deep-water port as 

well as a national coastal opening port of first-class) and marine land areas (with an 

amount of 23,800 km2 that within the coastal 200m isobaths) provide favorable 

conditions for undertaking the industrial transfer from the PRD, which is highly 

promoted by the then-mayor Wu Zili (Yang et al., 2013). 

Table 5. 6 Comparison of land indicators between four cities of East 
Guangdong and PRD in 2011 

Cities / regions Shantou  Jieyang Chaozhou Shanwei PRD 
average 

Land development 
intensity (%) 

26.84 13.46 11.85 8.63 18.17 

Construction land per 
capita (m2) 

108.02 118.84 138.87 142.01 153.17 

Urban industrial and 
mining land / urban 
construction land (%) 

51.15 37.73 27.88 42.55 58.59 

GDP in per unit 
construction land 
(billion/km2) 

218 174 174 131 506 

Source: translated and readjusted from Xu and Hu (2013). 

     Nevertheless, Shanwei does not fully utilize these resources. Taking land use 

as an example, the high proportion of urban industrial and mining land to urban 

construction land indicates that the city has emphasized the industrial development, 

yet its GDP in per unit construction land was the lowest among other cities in East 

Guangdong (Table 5.6). More specifically, during the period of 1998-2005, the 

land-use efficiency of Shanwei was evaluated as the worst among the 21 prefectural 

cities of Guangdong (Chen, Zhang, Wang, Xu & Cai, 2008). There are several 

solutions for such problems, including winning preferential policies, upgrading 

industrial structure, attracting investment and labor, and developing transportation 

infrastructures (Wu, Wei, Huang & Chen 2017). After the building of SSCZ, 

Shanwei would get supports from Shenzhen in these aspects, thus improving the 
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land use efficiency and economic capacity.  

5.1.4 Haifeng and the four towns: to share economic spillover and 

achievements 

Although Haifeng and the four towns, as administrative units subordinated to 

Shanwei, need to follow top-down instructions from the city as well as Guangdong, 

they are induced by chances of sharing economic benefits from building the SSCZ. 

     Haifeng considers its involvement in the development of SSCZ as a chance 

to upscale its economy by taking advantage of resources brought by SSCZ as well 

as the financial revenues generated from the zone. Haifeng, a county-level unit, has 

been developed as a wealthy area in Shanwei. During the years from 2009 to 2011, 

the county’s GDP ranked number one in Shanwei and its GDP per capita ranked 

number three (Table 5.7). As mentioned in Chapter 4, many towns of Haifeng are 

specialized in particular industries. These towns, including Gongping, Ketang, 

Meilong, Chengdong, and Ebu, have been the major contributors to Haifeng’s 

economy (Fan & Li, 2009). In 2006, for example, their gross industrial output value 

accounted for 61.28% of the county’s total. Despite this, however, compared with 

other specialized industrial towns in PRD, the development of those in Haifeng is 

restricted by small scale production, low developing qualities, low-end industries, 

inefficient management, fund shortages, and poor infrastructures (Zhang, 2018). 

Through the establishment of SSCZ, Haifeng expects to overcome the 

abovementioned constraints. The county expects the relocation of industries from 

Shenzhen to SSCZ would bring positive effects such as investment, infrastructure 

improvement, and job opportunities. More importantly, Haifeng could get certain 

proportions of financial revenues from SSCZ. Taking the land premium as an 

example, it is based on the standard of benchmark land price of each city. Before 

2011, the criterion of Shenzhen was much higher than Haifeng’s (Table 5.8). An in 

practice, some transaction cases demonstrated that Shenzhen won much greater 

benefits than Haifeng as well (Table 5.9). Therefore, if the land of the four towns 

was converted with the same land price as Shenzhen, Haifeng would gain more land 

premium than before.   
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Table 5. 7 Total GDP and GDP per capita of Haifeng (2009-2011) 

Items Year Shanwei Haifeng Rankings of Haifeng in Shanwei 

Total GDP 

(billion 

yuan) 

2009 39.0 12.9 1 

2010 46.5 15.3 1 

2011 55.1 18.2 1 

GDP per 

capita 

(yuan) 

2009 13,336 16,193 3 

2010 15,854 19,108 3 

2011 18,682 22,874 3 

Source: data was collected from Shanwei Statistical Yearbook (2009-2012) (Shanwei 

Statistical Bureau, 2010-2013). 

Table 5. 8 Standards of benchmark land price of Shenzhen and Haifeng 
before 2011 

Types of 

land 

Cities / 

counties 

Levels (yuan/m2) 

Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ Ⅵ 

Commercial Shenzhen 2,836 2,425 2,155 1,588 1,123 865 

 Haifeng 1,650 1,200 850 560 / / 

Residential Shenzhen 2,197 1,674 1,462 1,003 798 639 

 Haifeng 780 580 380 250 / / 

Industrial Shenzhen 681 562 567 533 286 271 

 Haifeng 270 210 180 150 / / 

Source: collected from http://www.tdzyw.com/2010/0730/1999.html and 

http://www.tdzyw.com/2010/0915/6719.html  

Note: the benchmark land price refers to the basic standard price of urban state-owned land. It is 

the average price of land use rights for various types of land (commercial, industrial, residential, 

etc.) with different levels. 

Table 5. 9 Cases of transaction records of industrial land in Shenzhen and 
Haifeng (2009-2010) 

  Shenzhen Haifeng 

 Land 

levels 

Total price 

(yuan) 

Area 

(ha) 

Unit price 

(yuan/ m2) 

Total price 

(yuan) 

Area 

(ha) 

Unit price 

(yuan/ m2) 

2009 Ⅳ 10,738,700 1.97 545.18 22,320,200 12.75 175.06 

2010 Ⅱ 51,047,000 8.01 637.33 22,290,000 9.69 230.00 

Source: collected from https://www.tudinet.com  

http://www.tdzyw.com/2010/0730/1999.html
http://www.tdzyw.com/2010/0915/6719.html
https://www.tudinet.com/
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     The four towns that subordinated to Haifeng County support the 

establishment of SSCZ because they could directly share the economic benefits and 

have the physical environment upgraded. Unlike other towns in Haifeng, these four 

towns were locally known as the ‘western area’ - a nickname for their poor 

economic development within Haifeng and Shanwei. In the early years of 2001-

2004, the four towns relied on agricultural production, and not until 2005 did they 

concentrate on industrial development (Table 5.10). However, the pace of 

industrialization was slow and the economic capacity of the four towns did not 

significantly get improved. In 2010, for example, there were only 50 enterprises 

located in these towns, and most of them were not able to develop into prominent 

leading industries (Table 5.11).   

Table 5. 10 Gross output value of industry and agriculture of the four towns 
(2001-2010) 

Year Gross output value of agriculture Gross output value of industry  

Total of 

the four 

towns 

(billion 

yuan) 

Proportion 

of Haifeng 

(%) 

Proportion 

of Shanwei 

(%) 

Total of 

the four 

towns 

(billion 

yuan) 

Proportion 

of Haifeng 

(%) 

Proportion 

of Shanwei 

(%) 

2001 224.33 3.29 1.57 573.68 19.01 6.71 

2002 279.05 3.68 1.75 625.49 19.41 6.87 

2003 424.02 5.12 2.29 671.69 20.72 7.30 

2004 466.71 5.06 1.96 717.72 20.68 7.12 

2005 601.56 5.48 1.98 566.83 22.21 6.32 

2006 811.67 6.11 2.15 636.12 23.09 7.84 

2007 1,027.83 6.69 2.25 697.51 23.10 7.84 

2008 1,560.45 9.17 3.01 603.38 18.52 5.77 

2009 1,998.41 10.65 3.45 641.20 18.60 5.76 

2010 2,627.11 11.99 3.69 732.06 18.64 5.77 

Source: translated from Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone Land Use Master Plan (2010-2020) 

(draft) (Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone Management Commission [SSCZMC], 2012). 
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Table 5. 11 Industries of the four towns in 2010 

Towns Industries 

Ebu Footwear, electronic information, new energy 

Chishi Food processing, paper making, tourism 

Houmen Power, petrochemical 

Xiaomo Tourism, aquaculture 

Source: from Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone Urban Master Plan (2010-2030) (SSCZMC, 

2010) 

     Generally, land-use efficiency of the four towns has been low. The total area 

of these towns accounts for about 26% of Haifeng’s total and 10% of Shanwei, yet 

the rates of gross output value of industry and agriculture were lower than the land 

rates (Table 5.10). Specifically in 2009, as evaluated in Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone Land Use Master Plan (2010-2020) (draft) (SSCZMC, 2012), the 

construction land has not been fully utilized for industrial development albeit there 

was a higher construction land benefit than the Shanwei average. In fact, the much 

higher construction land per capita and lower construction land rate of the four 

towns showcase a low efficiency of land use (Table 5.12). Moreover, the transport 

infrastructures in these towns are insufficient, which brings great restrictions on the 

improvement of economic capacity.  

Table 5. 12 Land use of the four towns in 2009 

Towns/Shanwei 

average 

Construction land 

benefit (million/km2) 

Construction land 

per capita (m2) 

Construction 

land rate (%) 

Ebu 275 166.15 5.90 

Chishi 132 161.48 1.62 

Homen 69 218.16 16.82 

Xiaomo 350 161.48 5.94 

The four towns 182 173.62 3.66 

Shanwei average 79 120.18 7.76 

Source: from Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone Land Use Master Plan (2010-2020) (draft) 

(SSCZMC, 2012). 

Note: (1) the construction land benefit refers to the ratio of the gross production value of the 

secondary and tertiary industries to the construction land area, and reflects the economic benefit of 

per unit of construction land; (2) information of Haifeng is not available. 

javascript:;
javascript:;
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     In a nutshell, Haifeng and the four towns welcome the establishment of SSCZ. 

Haifeng could make use of the economic spillovers to optimize industrial 

development of other towns of the county, and enjoy financial revenues from the 

zone. And the four towns would directly get benefited from investment and 

relocation of enterprises from Shenzhen, as well as improvement of urban 

constructions. 

5.2 How do local governments build Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone?  

5.2.1 How does Guangdong build Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone? 

Guangdong has played an important role in building SSCZ. Even though it does not 

participate in direct construction, it has developed the management structure of 

SSCZ. It sets the institutional foundation and development goals for SSCZ, offers 

administrative power and resource to SSCZ, and maintains a level playing field for 

Shenzhen and Shanwei.  

5.2.1.1 Set institutional foundation  

Several principal cadres of Guangdong have made contributions in setting the 

institutional foundation and development goals for SSCZ, especially Party 

Secretaries37 Wang Yang, Hu Chunhua, and Li Xi.  

     Wang Yang was the Party Secretary of Guangdong between 2007 and 2012. 

His policy priorities and preferences mainly concentrated on “change of economic 

growth mode, promotion of intraparty democracy, media transparency, and bolder 

political reforms” (Li, 2012, p. 143). His vision is illustrated by the strategies of 

‘double relocation’ and ‘emptying the cage, changing the birds’. The SSCZ is built 

as an industrial park for ‘double relocation’. During his tenure in Guangdong, Wang 

made five special speeches, two direct visits, and many instructions for SSCZ. For 

instance, earlier before its establishment, Wang highlighted that the area should be 

targeted at building a regional cooperation innovation demonstration zone at the 

provincial level, with primary guidance of ‘innovation and development, move first 

and experiment first’ (chuangxin fazhan, xianxing xianshi), and developing a 

cooperative mode of ‘Shanwei as the chairman, Shenzhen as the general manager’. 

                                                
37 Usually within local governments of China, the Party Secretary is the most powerful leader. 
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In 2011, Wang made a speech at the ceremony of the official establishment of SSCZ, 

terming the zone as ‘a major institutional innovation and major strategic 

deployment made by the provincial party commission and the provincial 

government’. These concerns have set a foundation for further development of 

SSCZ.  

     After Wang’s promotion to the central state, Hu Chunhua became the Party 

Secretary from 2012 to 2017 and pushed forward Wang’s vision. Hu paid seven 

visits to SSCZ during his tenure, giving instructions and requirements for guiding 

future development, and appreciation for existent achievement (Table 5.13). His 

concerns were the major driving force to the development of SSCZ, covering both 

institutional innovation as well as industrial and urban construction. First and 

foremost, Hu set a basic institutional foundation. After his first visit in February 

2013, during then cadres working at SSCZ complained about chaotic management 

that caused by ambiguous responsibilities between Shenzhen and Shanwei, soon he 

made a proposal of clear definition on the duty distribution, which was later 

officially set as: Shenzhen dominating work of planning and construction, 

investment promotion, implementation of projects, economic development, and 

urban construction, while Shanwei taking charge of social management, land 

requisition, and demolition. These arrangements largely improve efficiencies of 

inter-city cooperation between Shenzhen and Shanwei. Later in his third visit 

(December 2014), Hu encouraged all parties to take unconventional approaches and 

assigned specific tasks for Shenzhen, Shanwei, and provincial departments. 

Thereafter, disputes between Shenzhen and Shanwei in regulation of SSCZ were 

largely settled, and the SSCZ has started fast development since 2014. Secondly, 

Hu depicted specific developing images for SSCZ by several discourses, such as 

‘the vanguard of the revitalization and development of East-West-North 

Guangdong’, and ‘the national regional cooperation innovation demonstration 

zone’. Thirdly, Hu as well concerned about industrial development and urban 

construction. Typically, by his third (December 2014) and fifth (April 2016) visits, 

he requested SSCZ to achieve ‘economies of scale’ (guimo jingji xiaoyi) in 

development and construction after three years, concentrate on developing Ebu, and 

pay close attention to industrial projects and infrastructure construction. Such 

requirements, immediately, were transferred into several developing plans and 

agendas by cadres working in SSCZ, like Three-year Action Plan for Deepening 
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the Development of the Shenshan Special Cooperation Zones (2015-2017) 

(SSCZMC, 2015), and Implementation Plan of ‘Fighting for 8 Months, 

Accelerating the Construction and Implementation of Industrial Projects’ 

(SSCZMC, 2016). Apart from these direct impacts of the visits, to a great extent, 

gradually many enterprises are attracted to the zone (Interview 4). As they believe 

that with such intensive attention of the provincial principal cadre, their investments 

will be largely guaranteed.  

Table 5. 13 Seven visits of Hu Chunhua to SSCZ (2013-2017) 

No. Year / 

month / date 

Instructions, requirements, and appreciation 

1 2013.2.18 Requirement: actively integrating into the PRD 

2 2014.7.22 Instruction: striving to be the vanguard of the revitalization and 

development of East-West-North Guangdong, the national 

regional cooperation innovation demonstration zone, and a 

modern industrial new city 

Appreciation: developing the SSCZ as a supporting component 

of Shenzhen in the aspect of its main industry; focusing on 

project construction 

3 2014.12.21 Requirement: (a) all parties concerned: taking unconventional 

approaches, vigorously promoting the construction of new 

industrial city and projects, further improving the overall 

planning and detailed planning, doing a good job in attracting 

investment, strengthening the ecological environment protection, 

and striving to make achievement in economy and urban 

construction after three years; (b) Shenzhen and Shanwei: 

further improving the cooperative development mechanism; 

(c)provincial departments: providing support in terms of fund, 

land use, and policy implementation. 

4 2015.8.17 Instruction: further doing a good job in industrial planning and 

introducing more large projects. 

Appreciation: introducing enterprises. 

5 2016.4.16 Requirement: concentrating on the development of the Ebu area, 

and paying close attention to industrial projects and 

infrastructure construction. 
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6 2017.4.6-7 Requirement: further establishing and improving the 

institutional mechanism, adhering to the work orientation of 

‘focus on industry, focus on Ebu’; keeping in mind of the 

development model of ‘Shenzhen as the headquarter + SSCZ as 

the base’, focusing on industrial construction and accelerating 

the pace of infrastructure construction. 

7 2017.8.21 Requirement: vigorously improving the construction level, 

offering strong support to the manufacturing enterprises that 

have already started production, attracting more enterprises, and 

developing SSCZ into a model for coordinated development and 

industrial co-construction in East-West-North Guangdong. 

Source: the author. 

     Since October 2017, Li Xi has taken the post of Party Secretary. By 

comparison, Li seems to be less enthusiastic about SSCZ, to which he has only paid 

two visits and gave fewer instructions. The first visit was made about seven months 

later in May 2018 after his taking office, which is much later than Hu Chunhua 

(about two months). However, Li still plays a decisive role in the handover of SSCZ 

to Shenzhen. In preparing the official opening of Shenzhen Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone in December 2018, it is said that there are controversies between 

Shenzhen and Shanwei in the naming of ‘XX (Shenzhen or Shanwei) SSCZ 

Working Commission and Management Commission’ (Interview 5). It reflects 

which city the SSCZ is subordinated to. At last, Li made the final decision on 

choosing ‘Shenzhen’ (Figure 5.7), which marked a cornerstone that SSCZ was 

officially managed by Shenzhen thereafter. 

Figure 5. 7 Published nameplates titled with ‘Shenzhen’ in 2018 

 

Source: downloaded from http://www.sohu.com/a/282237662_321029 
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5.2.1.2 Offer empowerment and resource by personnel arrangement 

Guangdong uses personnel arrangement as a way to empower and to give resources 

to SSCZ. The personnel arrangement rests upon a hierarchy that is analogous to the 

formal administrative system. According to the Civil Service Law of the People's 

Republic of China (2018), there are five position levels, ranging from ‘state’, 

‘province’, ‘bureau/department’, ‘division/county’ and ‘section/township’, which 

by and large resemble the five administrative levels 38 . Generally, personnel 

arrangement is designed by a superior for its direct inferiors, like ‘Guangdong 

Province’ for ‘Shanwei’ but less likely for ‘Haifeng’. However, there are also 

exceptions, like some cadres of Shenzhen are appointed by the central state other 

than Guangdong, mainly because it is a deputy provincial city that enjoys a 

somewhat equivalent status as the province in personnel arrangement. 

     The personnel arrangement for SSCZ is mainly decided by Shenzhen and 

Shanwei. However, Guangdong intervenes in the process in two ways, one is setting 

up specific rules for the two cities in selecting cadres for SSCZ and the other is 

directly sending cadres to Shanwei, through which it could indirectly involve in the 

development of SSCZ. Two specific approaches, ‘concurrent post’ (jianren) and 

‘civil service exchange’ (gongwuyuan jiaoliu), are used. The concurrent post allows 

cadres to hold additional positions at the same time. Civil service exchange 

rearranges personnel to other institutions by ‘assigning transfer’ (diaoren), ‘rotating 

transfer’ (zhuanren), and ‘temporary transfer’ (guazhi duanlian). The latter two are 

mainly adopted to appoint civil servants to other units, and only by temporary 

transfer that civil servants would go back to their original work units after finish 

temporary tenures in the new units.  

     For example, the two principal cadres of He Xuewen and Chan Yaodong take 

several concurrent posts in the zone (Appendix 1). They hold posts of General 

Commander of the Headquarter of Counterpart Support of Shenzhen to Shanwei, 

and Director of the Management Commission of SSCZ. In this way, they can take 

                                                
38 Usually, one who works at one administrative level may hold a post at the pertinent position level, 
such as working at ‘the central’ and holding a ‘state’ level position. Yet there are also cases of 

malposition, for instance, as usual, head cadres of districts from ordinary cities are qualified as head 
positions at division/county level, yet if such districts locate in some deputy provincial cities, cadres’ 

positions will be promoted to bureau/department level (with deputy positions). Analogous cases can 
also be found in MSLSPs, province-governed cities, and prefectural cities. Cadres at each level are 
further divided into two categories: ‘head’ (zhengzhi) and ‘deputy’ (fuzhi). 
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more consideration for SSCZ while distributing resources of counterpart support 

from Shenzhen. Meanwhile, by taking temporary posts, they also work as members 

of the Standing Committee of Shanwei Municipal Commission, Vice-mayor of the 

Shanwei Municipal Government, and Deputy Secretary General of Shenzhen 

Municipal Government. Whereby, principal cadres could greatly enhance prestige 

in making instructions, and efficiently make negotiations with other state actors 

from Shenzhen and Shanwei,  

     For offering resources for SSCZ, Guangdong takes use of personnel 

arrangement for Shanwei (Appendix 1), especially by rotating transfer. In this 

manner, although cadres seem to have cut off connections with their original posts, 

their previous experiences and relationships would be helpful for their new posts. 

The former Party Secretary of Shanwei, Wen Guohui (2013-2015) once worked as 

the Director and Secretary of the Party Committee of the State-owned Assets 

Supervision and Administration Commission of Guangdong Province (2012-2013), 

was transferred to Shanwei in 2013 as the Party Secretary. This arrangement 

showcases Guangdong’s insertion into Shanwei by appointing personnel from its 

subordinate agency (i.e., the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration 

Commission of Guangdong Province). In addition, the current head cadres of 

Shanwei, Shi Qizhu (Party Secretary) and Yang Xusong (Mayor) were transferred 

from Guangzhou and Shenzhen respectively. As explained by Yang, such rotating 

transfer connotes intentions of reducing regional inequality of the province, cadres 

from more developed cities will bring advanced experiences and resources to 

Shanwei (Zhang & Wu, 2016). For Yang himself, with 25 years’ working 

experience in Shenzhen, he has a clear mind of advantages and development needs 

(especially in industrial transfer) of Shenzhen, which helps to enhance the 

cooperation of two cities. And for Shi, who once worked as Party Secretary of 

Guangzhou Tianhe District, after taking office in Shanwei, he has introduced a 

delegation of Development and Investment Enterprise from Guangzhou 

Development Zone to SSCZ in 2015. 

5.2.1.3 Level the playing field for local governments 

The provincial government of Guangdong makes the final decision on policies, 

plans, laws, and official announcements related to SSCZ (Table 5.14). This power 
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enables Guangdong to maintain a level playing field for local governments which 

involve in the development of SSCZ. This is particularly important for the 

collaboration of Shenzhen and Shanwei, in which Shenzhen acting aggressively to 

maximize its interests.  

Table 5. 14 Several official documents for SSCZ 

Year/month Names 

2011.2 Basic Framework of Shenshan (wei) Special Cooperation Zone  

2012.12 Guangdong Shenshan(wei) Special Cooperation Zone Management 

Service Regulations (review draft) 

2015.7 Guangdong Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone Management 

Service Regulations 

2017.9 Adjustment Plan for the Institutional Mechanism of the Shenshan 

Special Cooperation Zone 

201839 Guangdong Province Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone 

(Development) Ordinance (draft for comments, draft for review I, 

draft for review II) 

Source: the author. 

     Shenzhen’s ambition is explained by its desire to strengthen its control over 

the territory of the four towns through the development of SSCZ. As early as 2011, 

this intention was published in the Basic Framework of ShenShan(wei) Special 

Cooperation Zone (hereafter Basic Framework) which proposed a transfer of the 

four towns to SSCZ and restructured them from ‘towns’ subordinated to Haifeng to 

‘sub-districts’ subordinated to Shenzhen one year after the establishment of SSCZ 

(GPG, 2011). From the perspective of Shenzhen, the transfer will weaken the 

influence of Shanwei over issues related to SSCZ’s development. Shanwei, 

however, refused to give up their administrative rights over the four towns because 

it feared its economic interest, in the form of tax revenue and land, would be lost 

forever (Interview 6).  

     Shenzhen has sought to pursue its ‘territory expansion’ through legal means 

of developing a legal framework. In December 2012, Shenzhen revisited the 

transfer of the four towns through the Guangdong Shenshan(wei) Special 

                                                
39 At least three versions of Ordinance have been made by Guangdong in 2018. 
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Cooperation Zone Management Service Regulations (review draft) (hereafter 

Service Regulations review draft) (GPG, 2012). Compared with the Basic 

Framework, which was basically a memorandum of understanding, the Service 

Regulation (review draft) was a law. This draft law was turned down by the 

provincial government because there were a few disagreements, including the 

transfer of the four towns, between Shenzhen and Shanwei. When the final version 

of the Service Regulation was released in 2015, the transfer of the four towns was 

excluded (GPG, 2015). 

     In 2017, Shenzhen revisited the issue through the Adjustment Plan for the 

Institutional Mechanism of the Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone (hereafter 

Adjustment Plan) (GPG, 2017). Despite the plan was endorsed by the provincial 

government and Shenzhen was given the right to manage SSCZ, the plan did not 

stipulate the transfer of the four towns under the jurisdiction of SSCZ. As a result, 

the four towns remained its status quo, and Shenzhen’s intention to get an overall 

control over these spaces had experienced another setback.  

     After taking over the management of SSCZ, Shenzhen drafted the 

Guangdong Province Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone (Development) 

Ordinance in an attempt to create a legal framework to underpin its future actions 

to strengthen its control over the four towns. Although the Ordinance has 

demonstrated the most powerful legal backup, the legislation of an ordinance is 

never an easy task. In this case, Shenzhen submitted a few versions of the Ordinance 

to the provincial government between 2018 and 2019 but it failed to receive the 

much-needed support. This series of setbacks frustrated Shenzhen to some degree. 

In August 2019, however, taking the opportunity to become a Demonstration Pilot 

Zone for Socialism with Chinese Characteristics, Shenzhen negotiated with the 

provincial government over the Ordinance. This resulted in a legislative 

coordination meeting of the two governments, negotiating issues over the transfer 

of the four towns, the restructuring of the four towns’ administrative status from 

town to sub-districts, the bureaucratic establishment, functions, and change of 

household registration of them.  

     In October 2019, Guangdong eventually approved the restructuring of the 

administrative status of the four towns, upgrading them into the sub-districts (at the 

town/township level). However, instead of transferring these units to SSCZ, as 

Shenzhen desperately wanted, they are still under the administration of Haifeng 
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County. Moreover, the restructuring stipulates the status of the four towns (now 

sub-districts) as the de jure units under the administration of Haifeng County rather 

than SSCZ. Shenzhen’s desire to get an overall control over the territory of the four 

towns was officially ended in failure. This has demonstrated a distribution role of 

the provincial government, which aims to rescale its economy through a balanced 

development between the prosperous Shenzhen and the economically backward 

Shanwei. For Guangdong, the development of SSCZ is a key project to rescale the 

province’s economy, but it is equally important that the rescaling does not 

strengthen the unequal development between the wealthy and poor areas. 

5.2.2 How does Shenzhen build Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone? 

Shenzhen has devoted tremendous efforts to the building of SSCZ. Firstly, it resets 

the institutional structure of SSCZ, through which it intends to strengthen its control 

over the territory step by step. Secondly, Shenzhen constructs the urban 

environment of SSCZ in Shenzhen’ style, and builds facilities directly for its own 

sake. Thirdly, Shenzhen sends a lot of people, investments, and enterprises to the 

zone. Their numbers are much higher than the input of Guangdong and Shanwei. 

5.2.2.1 Institutionalize Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone into Shenzhen’s 

regulation system 

As mentioned, the SSCZ covers an area of 468.3km2, which is bigger than other 

ITPs and accounts for almost one-fourth of Shenzhen’s territory. It is said that 

“Shenzhen chooses this area in accordance to the ‘traditional Chinese geomantic 

omen’ (fengshui), with natural elements of mountain, water, and seashore, and it 

has great ambitions in developing SSCZ into a coastal city under its administration, 

instead of a normal ITP” (Interview 7). In so doing, Shenzhen has configured the 

institutional structure of SSCZ to be one of its ‘functional districts’ (gongneng qu)40 

and tried to incorporate SSCZ into its regulation system, as shown via the Basic 

Framework and the Adjustment Plan.  

                                                
40 The functional district is an informal institution of Shenzhen. Unlike administrative district 
(formal administrative unit), there are no settings of People's Congress, CPPCC, court, procuratorate 
in functional districts. In recent years, some functional districts have been converted into 
administrative districts, like Longhua District, Pingshan District, and Guangming District. 
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     The Basic Framework sets the time frame between Shenzhen and Shanwei at 

30 years (i.e., 2011-2040) (GPG, 2011). In contrast, the Adjustment Plan does not 

indicate any time frame but suggests ‘exploring and establishing long term and 

stable, sustainable and highly efficient institution and mechanism’ (GPG, 2017, 

para. 7). Such an ambiguous term-setting, according to one interview, implies that 

“Shanwei may not get SSCZ back in the short run, because Shenzhen has plunged 

in huge investments, and it will try to gain enough profits from SSCZ before giving 

it back to Shanwei” (Interview 8). This tendency is clearly shown in the aspects of 

institutional structure, personnel arrangement, index of bianzhi, distribution of land 

revenue, and index of GDP (Table 5.15), of which Shenzhen has won a dominant 

control.  

     Initially, the institutional structure of SSCZ was reduced from three levels to 

two levels. The Party Work Commission and Management Commission which 

established according to Shenzhen’s standard are major bodies that hold 

management power over SSCZ. Specifically, the institutional structure follows a 

functional district of Shenzhen, for example, Dapeng New District. The internal 

agencies of SSCZ are analogously organized according to Dapeng’s arrangement. 

And SSCZ follows Dapeng in almost the same way in setting units (of Shenzhen) 

stationed in the zone (Appendix 2). Yet SSCZ is different from Dapeng, its 

institutional structure is simplified to 11 internal agencies (Dapeng: 20), with 6 

municipal stationed units (Dapeng: 7) and no offices (banshichu) (Dapeng: 3). It is 

mainly because there are not enough officials working for SSCZ, and some 

administrative rights have not been converted from Shanwei to SSCZ. For example, 

without authority over the management of hukou and social insurance, the 

(Shenzhen) Municipal Bureau of Social Insurance Fund Management-Shenshan 

Sub-bureau has not been established as Dapeng. In addition, unlike Dapeng, SSCZ 

was authorized to set some special agencies as administrative districts (Appendix 

2). Generally, a functional district differs from an administrative district in its 

missing of people’s congress, CPPCC, courts, and procuratorial organs. In SSCZ, 

however, whilst the former two units are not established, the latter two are in place 

by Shenzhen’s application to Guangdong. To further exert its influence over SSCZ, 

Shenzhen is currently striving to set up sub-agencies of the central state for SSCZ 
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in the areas of customs, inspection and quarantine, and border inspection41 . If 

Shenzhen succeeds, the connection between SSCZ and Shanwei will be further cut 

off, and Shenzhen will have more control over SSCZ. 

                                                
41 Originally, the central state has set such sub-agencies in Shanwei, which are responsible for 
affairs of customs, inspection and quarantine and border inspection in SSCZ. If same sub-agencies 
were reset in the zone, Shanwei will lose more controls over SSCZ.  
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Table 5. 15 Readjustment of SSCZ from the Basic Framework to the Adjustment Plan 
 

The Basic Framework (2011)  The Adjustment Plan (2017)  

Institutional 
structure 

 (a) Provincial Coordination Group for Promoting Construction of the 
Shenshan(wei) Special Cooperation Zone (responsible for coordination at 
provincial level) 

(b) High-level Decision-making Leadership Group of Shenzhen and Shanwei 
(responsible for making decisions) 

(c) Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone Management Commission and Party 
Work Commission) (responsible for regulation)  

 (a) Leadership Group for the Adjustment of the 
Institutional Mechanism of Shenshan Special 
Cooperation Zone (responsible for guidance, 
coordination, and solution on major issues, with 
members from Guangdong, Shenzhen, and Shanwei) 

(b) Party Work Commission and Management 
Commission (set following the functional district of 
Shenzhen) 

 Incorporating current agencies of the four towns and 
Haifeng into SSCZ’s system 

Special 
agencies 

 Separately setting agencies of State Taxation, Local Taxation, and Public 
Security (governed by Guangdong) 

 The People's Congress, CPPCC, courts, procuratorate, and other judicial organs 
remain governed by Shanwei 

 Setting Shenzhen Municipal Public Security Bureau's 
Shenshan Branch  

 Gradually setting Shenshan branches of the detention 
center, and compulsory isolation drug rehabilitation 
center 

 Setting Shenshan Cooperative District Court and the 
Procuratorate (approved by the province) 
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 Transferring regulation of the Local Taxation Bureau 
and State Taxation Administration (in progress) from 
the province to Shenzhen 

 Striving for setting sub-agencies of the central state in 
aspects of customs, inspection and quarantine, border 
inspection, etc.     

Personnel 
arrangement 

 Posts of the Management Commission are mainly recommended by Shenzhen, 
and posts of the Party Work Commission are mainly recommended by Shanwei  

 The internal agencies: head cadres for social management are mainly 
recommended by Shanwei, head cadres for economic management are mainly 
recommended by Shenzhen, and deputy leaders should be cross-recommended 
by negotiation in principle 

 The four towns: principal posts are co-recommended by Shenzhen and 
Shanwei 

Appointed and regulated by Shenzhen according to the 
allocation of the functional district of Shenzhen 

Index of 
bianzhi 

Indexes of bianzhi will be confirmed afterward, and the province will offer 
special supports 

Transferring SSCZ's bianzhi into Shenzhen's system, 
incorporating the current index of bianzhi from the four 
towns and Haifeng into SSCZ’s system 

Regulation 
of finance 

‘Provincial direct management’(shengzhiguan), but entrusted to Shenzhen  Regulated by Shenzhen 
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Distribution 
of land 
revenue 

Shanwei gains 12%: (a) 2011-2015, refunding all the revenue to the zone; (b) 
2016-, decided by Shanwei itself 

Shenzhen takes overall regulation and refunds all the 
revenue to SSCZ, except for some necessary 
expenditure and land requisition investment 

Distribution 
of index of 
GDP 

Shenzhen and Shanwei respectively share 70% and 30% of the index of GDP, 
index of energy consumption should be decided by negotiation of two cities, 
other indexes should be incorporated into Shanwei's system 

Separately calculating the GDP, Shenzhen and Shanwei 
share equal authority in incorporated all the index of GDP 
into in its system42 

Source: summarized by the author from the Basic Framework (GPG, 2011) and the Adjustment Plan (GPG, 2017).

                                                
42 In practice, Shenzhen has taken the GDP into its calculation system, and Shanwei has gave it up. 
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5.2.2.2 Construct Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone in Shenzhen’s style 

Since 2014, Shenzhen has emphasized on the construction of the urban environment 

of SSCZ. There are annual summaries made on urban constructions for SSCZ 

(Table 5.16). For example, the year 2015 is a stage of launching and speeding-up. 

From 2016 to 2018, attention was paid to projects of infrastructures and facilities. 

And recently in 2019, it turns to focus on improving urban quality. During these 

years, lots of projects have been put into schedule, covering urban reconstruction, 

environment protection, and facilities (Table 5.17). These projects are claimed to 

be built in Shenzhen’s style, like facilities should be constructed according to 

‘Shenzhen’s Policy’, ‘Shenzhen's Measure’, ‘Shenzhen's Spirit’, ‘Shenzhen's 

Thinking’, and ‘Shenzhen's Concept’, by absorbing ‘Shenzhen's Element’ and 

‘Shenzhen' Gene’, with ‘Shenzhen's Speed’ and ‘Shenzhen’s Time’, and finally 

meet ‘Shenzhen's Standard’ and ‘Shenzhen's Quality’.  

Table 5. 16 Annual development summaries of urban construction in SSCZ 
(2014-2019) 

Year Discourses 

2014 Year of ‘great exploitation, great construction, great development’ 

2015 Basically complete the layout; entering the fast lane of development (from 

January); starting phase of ‘great construction’ (from August), entering the 

‘worksite era’ (from October) 

2016 Year of ‘project-launching’ 

2017 Year of ‘overcoming difficulties in comprehensive construction’ 

2018 Year of ‘construction for the basic facilities’ 

2019 Year of ‘urban quality improvement’ 

Source: the author. 

Table 5. 17 Urban constructions of SSCZ (2011-2019) 

Types Year Projects 

Urban 

reconstruction 

2016 Street facade renovation 

Environment 

protection 

2017 Protection of Nanmen River 

Facilities 2011 Communication, gas, doctoral service station, talent station 
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2015 Sewage treatment, water and gas supply, school, research 

center, road 

2016 Water plant, cable TV, museum, bus service, road, bridge   

2017 School, bus service and station, road, railway, affordable 

housing 

2018 Cemetery, gas station, reservoir, hospital, school, office 

building, road, affordable housing 

2019 Sea dyke repair, office building, research center, school, 

park, cultural and sports center, reservoir, road, affordable 

housing 

Source: the author. 

     These facilities mainly serve the local needs of SSCZ, yet Shenzhen has 

intended to develop some for its own sake. In education, for example, Shenzhen 

made plans for establishing a ‘high school town’, and building clusters of vocational 

education, colleges with Chinese and foreign characteristics, and city universities 

in SSCZ. Because in Shenzhen, there is not much room left for building these 

education facilities. Taking building high schools as an example, one planner 

explains: “high schools are public necessities for compulsory education in China, 

and the government shoulders responsibility in constructing such facilities. Yet 

district governments of Shenzhen tend to shirk it to the municipal government” 

(Interview 9). Hence Shenzhen turns to make use of the land in SSCZ. In October 

2019, Shenzhen Municipal Bureau of Planning and Natural Resources announced 

that one high school town will be built in SSCZ, covering an area of 0.75 km2. The 

Nanshan District of Shenzhen has already signed an agreement to build the first 

high school in this town. Apart from the cooperation between districts of Shenzhen 

and SSCZ, there are many universities from other cities invited to set research 

branches and graduates in the zone (Table 5.18).  

Table 5. 18 Invitations of universities to SSCZ 

Year 

/month 

Cities/ 

provinces 

Universities Contents of cooperation 

2015.1 Chaozhou/ 

Jiangsu 

Hanshan Normal 

University 

Setting a branch, special colleges, 

and e-commerce training centers 
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2018.7 Xi’an/  

Shaanxi 

Xi’an Conservatory of 

Music 

Setting a branch 

2017.10 Hefei/   

Anhui 

Anhui Jianzhu 

University 

Setting a graduate employment 

base for graduates from Anhui 

Jianzhu University 

2017.12 Xi’an/  

Shaanxi 

Shaanxi Normal 

University 

Practice of talent exchange, co-

building talent training 

cooperation platform 

2019.1 Changchun/ 

Jilin 

Changchun University 

of Science and 

Technology 

Setting a base of ‘industry‐

university‐academy’ 

2019.1 Harbin/ 

Heilongjiang 

Harbin Normal 

University 

Signing the framework agreement 

on co-construction of ‘internship 

& practice and employment & 

entrepreneurship base’ 

Source: the author. 

     In addition to educational facilities, Shenzhen has also planned to construct 

infrastructures of cemetery and housing in SSCZ. In July 2018, there is an 

announcement made by Shenzhen Bureau of Civil Affairs that the city plans to 

invest 0.5 billion for building Shenzhen’s Second Funeral Parlor, and 1.5 billion for 

Shenshan Life Culture Park. These projects locate in Da’an Village of Chishi Town, 

and cover an area of 2 km2. Although the life culture park is titled with ‘Shenshan’, 

not directly with ‘Shenzhen’, the Bureau of Civil Affairs has declared that it is 

targeted at meeting the cemetery needs of Shenzhen in the next 50 years, which has 

far surpassed the cooperation term in 2040. As for housing, according to the Twelve 

Key Tasks in 2016 of SSCZ 43 , the zone was planned as a ‘dormitory town’ 

(wocheng) for Shenzhen. At present, many projects of affordable housing are under 

construction. Shenzhen keeps making rearrangements for these projects. According 

to one urban planner: “Shenzhen originally proposed several programs of 

affordable housing for its citizens, with a good location close to the Shenshan 

Station, yet recently it has readjusted the plan as - ‘primarily satisfying current 

                                                
43 Source: http://www.swsm.net/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=379131 
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needs for workers in the zone, those for Shenzhen citizens can be selected anywhere 

alternatively’” (Interview 10).  

5.2.2.3 Send people, investment, and enterprises to Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone 

Both Shenzhen and Shanwei have contributed to bringing people, investment, and 

enterprises into the zone, yet Shenzhen is always playing a bigger role. 

     Firstly, for people, it includes governmental cadres and talents, both are sent 

by Shenzhen and Shanwei. Compared with Shanwei, cadres from Shenzhen always 

take a greater part in leadership. As early as September 2011, Shenzhen appointed 

23 cadres from its 17 departments and commissions to form the first organization 

of the Preparation Working Group for Cooperation Zone. In the following years, 

both Shenzhen and Shanwei send several batches of cadres to SSCZ. Shenzhen 

transferred two big batches before the handover in 2012 and 2017, each with 25 

cadres. And it continues sending small batches of cadres, such as in April 2016, 8 

cadres are temporarily transferred from Shenzhen to SSCZ (1 for the Management 

Commission, and 7 for the local SOE of Shenzhen Shanwei Investment Holding 

Group Company Limited (SSIHGC)44). While for Shanwei, its first appointment 

went together with Shenzhen in 2012, and the second in 2015, each with 10 cadres. 

Comparatively, in 2012, cadres of Shanwei only accounted for less than one third 

in head posts. And in 2015, there were only 13 cadres dispatched from Shanwei, 

but 27 from Shenzhen. After the handover, Shenzhen has fully taken over the 

personnel arrangement of the zone. For cadres transferred from Shanwei or working 

for the four towns, it is required in the Adjustment Plan that they can be converted 

into SSCZ’s system at their wills (GPG, 2017). Yet these cadres are far from enough 

in satisfying the needs of SSCZ - “we’ve been busy almost every day … especially 

after Shenzhen’s promotion to be a Demonstration Pilot Zone” (Interview 11). 

Shenzhen has therefore come up with other solutions in fulfilling gaps of personnel, 

like a calling for 57 civil servants with bianzhi through public selection (gongkai 

xuandiao) inside or outside Shenzhen in 2019. 

                                                
44 Shenzhen Shanwei Investment Holding Group Company Limited is a local SOE in SSCZ, and it 
is responsible for promoting economic development, and providing infrastructure construction 
investment and financial services. 
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     Unlike governmental cadres, talents are by and large attracted instead of 

appointed to the zone, who pay more attention to standards of salary, welfare, and 

living environment. Both Shenzhen and Shanwei have tried to provide improve 

treatments and living environments for attracting talents, and Shenzhen makes a 

greater contribution. As early as November 2011, the two cities jointly set several 

platforms for talents, including the first Doctoral Service Station of Shanwei, and 

four ‘talent stations’ (rencai yizhan). In the following years, another four platforms 

were built by Shenzhen alone (Table 5.19). Meanwhile, talents are provided with 

similar treatments of welfare and salary as Shenzhen. For example, postdoctoral 

researchers employed in 2016 would enjoy the same treatment by Shenzhen’s 

standard and would be assisted in applying for the additional bonus as those in 

Shenzhen.  

Table 5. 19 Talent platforms set by Shenzhen in 2015 and 2019 

Year Names Founders 

2015 Postdoctoral Innovation Practice 

Base 

SSIHGC45 

2015 Postdoctoral Cooperative Research 

Base 

SSCZ and Shenzhen University 

2015 Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

Incubator Base 

SSCZ and Shenzhen Network 

Merchants Association 

2019 Postdoctoral Cooperative Research 

Base  

Economic Research Center of China 

of Shenzhen University and Smart 

City Research Institute Company 

Limited (from Shenzhen) 

Source: the author. 

     Secondly, for investment, it includes governmental and non-governmental. 

The government investment plays a catalytic role in constructing some basic 

facilities, and offering financial incentives for enterprises (Table 5.20). Shenzhen 

comes first in providing a large amount of government funds for SSCZ, mainly via 

the SSIHGC. However, sometimes Shenzhen is impelled to make such 

contributions. For instance, four days after Hu Chunhua’s visit to SSCZ in 

                                                
45 The SSIHGC was mainly funded by Shenzhen. 
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December 2014, the then-mayor of Shenzhen, Xu Qing (2010-2017), announced a 

new investment of 400 million to SSCZ as an immediate response to Hu’s 

instructions. Although Guangdong seems to have provided many financial 

incentives, such funding mainly serves a broad area of East-West-North Guangdong, 

not necessarily for SSCZ alone. For Shanwei, however, it only makes a few 

contributions in building infrastructures. More specifically, taking establishing 

SSIHGC as an example, it is a local SOE for finance service. In the beginning, 

Guangdong, Shenzhen, and Shanwei would jointly provide investment for setting 

this SOE. However, it takes several rounds of negotiations before reaching 

consensus on the distribution plan: (a) the province: 150 million, Shenzhen: 300 

million, Shanwei: 200 million; (b) the province: 200 million, Shenzhen: 300 million, 

Shanwei: 100 million. Finally, the plan was set as such (Table 5.21): Shenzhen put 

in several rounds of investment with 1,700 million by 2015, accounting for 83.02%, 

and the province contributes 347.8 million in total, taking a ratio of 16.98%. 

Shanwei makes no contributions at all, and even if it undertook the due obligations, 

it cannot provide direct investment but would take a method of ‘transferring state-

owned land use right within a certain period into capital’ (tudi zuojia rugu). 

Thereafter, the SSIHGC works to offer financial services for further development 

of SSCZ, with continuous funding from Shenzhen. In addition, the SSIHGC also 

raised plenty of investments via leveraging state capital, private capital, and other 

social capital, by way of credit extension loan, BOT (Build－Operate－Transfer), 

BT (Build－Transfer), PPP (Public-Private Partnership), and the like. Up to 2017, 

it has successfully raised more than 71.5 billion (Table 5.22). 

Table 5. 20 Governmental funds and investments for talents, industries, and 
facilities 

Year/ 
month 

Sources Amount 
(million) 

Contents 

Supporting funds for enterprises 
2017.3 Guangdong / Promoting the construction of the marine 

industry 
2015.9 Shenzhen / 13 special funds for enterprises relocated in 

SSCZ from Shenzhen 
2014-
2019 

Guangdong / Supporting revitalization and development of 
East-West-North Guangdong 

Guangdong / Supporting the development of industrial zones 
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Guangdong / Supporting industrial agglomeration and 
enterprise innovation 

Shenzhen 44 Supporting fund for loan discount 
2017-
2020 

Guangdong / Incentives for the relocation of enterprises from 
PRD to East-West-North Guangdong 

Investment for facilities 
2011.9 Shanwei 3 Traffic adjustment 
2016.8-
2017.12 

Shanwei 270.3 Houmen 220 kV Power Substation 

2018-
2021 

SSIHGC 1,800 6 power substations (110 kV and above) 

2017.6 SSIHGC 70 Public transportation hub in Houmen  
2018.12 SSIHGC 2,100 Affordable housing in Ebu 

Source: the author. 

Table 5. 21 Components of ‘paid-in capital’ (shijiao ziben)46 for setting the 
Shenzhen Shanwei Investment Holding Group Company Limited 

Year/ month  Sources Amount (million) 
2014.5 /47 8 
2014.11  Shenzhen 300 
2015.5 Shenzhen 400 
2015.10 Shenzhen 1,000 
2014.12 Guangdong 199 
2015.10 Guangdong 148.8 
Subtotal / 2,047.8 

Source: the author. 

Table 5. 22 Calculation of investment from the Shenzhen Shanwei 
Investment Holding Group Company Limited 

Year/ 

month  

Amount 

(million) 

Contents 

2015 4,300 By credit extension loan from and Shanghai Pudong 

Development Bank, Ping An Bank(Shenzhen branch), and 

China Construction Bank (Guangdong branch and Shenzhen 

branch), Agricultural Development Bank of China 

(Guangdong Branch) 

2015 ＞3,000 Establishing an industrial development fund by investment 

from Shenzhen, and Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, 

                                                
46 The ‘paid-in capital’ refers to the amount of capital that received by enterprises from investors. 
47 The 8 million was borrowed from the start-up expenditure of SSCZ. 
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Ping An Bank (Shenzhen branch), and China Construction 

Bank (Shenzhen branch), etc. 

2017 

  

21,500 Investing for 31 projects, such as primary land development, 

marine industry research and development center, brand 

industrial park, Huawei (Shenshan) cloud computing service 

base, etc. 

2017 ＞20,000 Up to 2017, having leveraged social capital by means like PPP 

Source: the author. 

     Thirdly, Shenzhen tried hard to introduce enterprises to SSCZ. Many 

investment-promotion conferences have been held. In 2011, before SSCZ was 

officially established, the first Investment Promotion Conference was held in 

Shenzhen, with around 260 companies’ attendance and 38 strategic cooperation 

framework agreements signed. Thereafter, such activities underwent ups and downs. 

Disputes between Shenzhen and Shanwei led to inefficient investment promotion. 

For example, from March to June in 2012, even though there were 20 conferences 

held with an attendance of 21 industry associations and 185 enterprises, few 

contracts were signed. If it were not for the provincial readjustment of duty 

distribution of the two cities in 2014, such stagnation would last for a longer time. 

Since then till 2016, under Shenzhen’s direct management in economy, four 

Investment Promotion Conferences were held in each year, bringing in lots of 

industrial projects (Table 5.23). In addition to these, principal cadres of Shenzhen 

also introduced enterprises to SSCZ. For example, Ma Xingrui, the then Party 

Secretary (2013-2015), has successfully brought in one of the World's top 500 

enterprises, China Communications Construction Company Limited. 

Table 5. 23 Calculation of projects introduced to SSCZ (2011-2016) 

2011 Projects 2014 Projects 2015 Projects 2016 Projects 

2011.9 38 2014.4 11 2015.4 20 2016.4 19 

2011.9-

12 

14 2014.6 28 2015.6 26 2016.7 13 

/ / 2014.9 16 2015.9 28 2016.10 22 

/ / 2014.12 21 2015.12 21 2016.12 24 

Subtotal 52 / 73 / 168 / 244 
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Source: the author. 
Note: the data of 2012 and 2013 is not available 

     By these efforts, there has been a tremendous increase in the total contracted 

investment (Table 5.24). Especially in 2016, it rose to 465,089 million, about three 

and seven times larger than that in 2014 and 2011 respectively. Unlike other ITPs, 

SSCZ is designated for the relocation of industrial chain, instead of low-end 

industries alone. Many large-scale private enterprises and SOEs have been attracted 

to SSCZ (Interview 12). And more enterprises are coming to SSCZ other than being 

invited. In 2016, for example, the ratio of such enterprises reaches 70%. Since 2017, 

no more promotion conferences were held, but there are continuous visits of 

enterprises, for which Shenzhen has to set more rigid thresholds and standards. 

Thereafter, Shenzhen turns to ensure land supply for enterprises that have signed 

contracts, aiming to speed up the normal production as soon as possible. 

Table 5. 24 Investment from enterprises during 2011-2016 

Year/month Amount (million) Notes 

2011.12 58,300 The total contracted amount of 2011 

2012.7 62,500 The total contracted amount of 2012 

2014.12 115,500 The total contracted amount of 2014 

2015.9 141,500 The total contracted amount since 2014 

2016.4 296,300 The total contracted amount since 2014 

2016.12 465,089 The total contracted amount since 2014 

Source: the author. 

5.2.3 How does Shanwei build Shenshan Special Cooperation Zone? 

With the hope to rescale the local economy through building SSCZ, Shanwei has 

contributed its precious land resources and transferred its administrative rights to 

Shenzhen.  

     In order to provide construction land for SSCZ, Shanwei has made several 

rounds of adjustment to its Land Use Master Plan (2006-2020). In China, before the 

land is used for construction, local governments will match it with a quota of 

construction land. The quota is set by the central state for the purpose of land 

development control and arable land protection. Governments at each level will be 

assigned a yearly maximum quota from governments at a higher level. To meet the 
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amount of construction land set by the quota, local governments are able to convert 

arable land or forest land for construction after approval. In the construction of 

SSCZ, land use quota was assigned and arranged by Shanwei through different 

versions of Land Use Master Plan (2006-2020) (Table 5.25) (Shanwei Municipal 

Government, 2012a, 2012b, 2013, 2017). 

Table 5. 25 Revisions of Shanwei Land Use Master Plan (2006-2020) 

Version / 
year 

Incremental 
quota of 
construction 
land (ha) 

Sources (ha) Reduced 
quotas of 
arable 
land (ha) 

Sources 

Evaluation 
Report / 
2012 

3,000  Guangdong Province 949 Other 
areas of 
Shanwei 

3,000 City center (350); Red Bay 
(100); Lufeng (1200); 
Haifeng (1200); Luhe (150) 

Amendment 
Plan (draft 
for 
comments) / 
2012 

430 City center of Shanwei 1,000 Haifeng 
(467); 
Lufeng 
(533) 

Amendment 
Plan / 2013 

633 Guangdong Province (133); 
City center of Shanwei 
(530) 

1,000 Haifeng 
(467); 
Lufeng 
(533) 

Amendment 
and 
Improved 
Plan / 2017 

1,300 / 118 / 

Source: the author. 

     In 2012, Shanwei estimated that there was a shortage of 3,750 ha of 

construction land for the construction of SSCZ up to 2015. It then proposed two 

ways to increase the land quota to 3,000 ha. They are: (a) improve land-use 

efficiency locally; (b) appeal to the provincial government to increase construction 

land quota. Shanwei also planned to designate an amount of 949 ha of arable land 

for SSCZ. These schemes, however, failed to receive support from the provincial 

government. This resulted in an Amendment Plan, which rearranged 430 ha of 

construction land from the city center of Shanwei, 467 ha of arable land from 

Haifeng, and 533 ha of arable land from Lufeng. Despite this rearrangement, SSCZ 

was still short of construction land. Shanwei therefore negotiated directly with the 
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provincial government which eventually agreed to offer an additional quota of 133 

ha construction land for the construction of SSCZ. Shanwei, at the same time, also 

made a greater contribution by 530 ha. After these adjustments, SSCZ eventually 

received an incremental quota of 663 ha of construction land. 

     Recently in 2015, Guangdong announced the Notice of the Adjustment Plan 

of the Land Use Master Plan (2006-2020) of Guangdong Province (GPG, 2015b) 

for land use arrangement for all cities subordinated to the province. Shanwei was 

granted additional quotas of land, with some quotas specially allocated to SSCZ 

(Interview 13); and was ordered to update its Land Use Master Plan (2006-2020). 

In the next year, Shanwei issued the Amendment and Improved Plan, in which it 

paid more attention to ensure land supply for infrastructure construction in Ebu 

which located in SSCZ. Thus, SSCZ was given a generous amount of 1,300 ha of 

construction land, accounting for 37.71 % of the total planned quota (3,447 ha). 

     After Shenzhen was given the right to manage SSCZ in 2014, Shanwei had 

to transfer a total of 204 items of administrative rights to Shenzhen between 2014 

and 2015. Nevertheless, Shanwei did not hand over all the rights at once, but 

divided them into two rounds (31 in 2014, and 173 in 2015 respectively). Taking 

the first round as an example, the 31 items of administrative rights covered bureaus 

at three levels: province48, prefecture, and county (Table 5.26). As a matter of fact, 

Shenzhen only receives administrative approval rights temporarily by holding the 

‘No. 2 Official Seals’49, which means Shanwei only shares with Shenzhen by rights 

of administrative approval. After 2018, since Shenzhen was authorized to take the 

overall management of SSCZ, thus Shanwei has to grant other rights of social 

management to Shenzhen. Yet until present, as have mentioned above, Shanwei has 

not offered rights on hukou and social insurance to Shenzhen.  

Table 5. 26 The first round of 31 items of administrative rights granted to 
Shenzhen in 2014 

Levels Items Sources and contents (example) 

Province 1 Shanwei Quality and Technical Supervision Bureau: 

management of organization code certificate 

                                                
48 Here, the right of management of organization code certificate was at the province level but 
empowered to Shanwei by Guangdong Province. 
49 The ‘No. 2 Official Seal’ is authorized by governmental units to other units for sharing rights of 

administrative approval.  
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Prefecture 11 Shanwei Commerce Bureau: approval of establishment and 

change of foreign-invested enterprises 

Prefecture 

and county 

18 Shanwei and Haifeng Land and Resources Bureau: approval of 

the withdrawal of state-owned land use right 

County 1 Haifeng County People's Government: approval of non-

agricultural construction by rural collective organizations with 

their unused land  

Source: the author. 

5.2.4 How do Haifeng and the four towns build Shenshan Special 

Cooperation Zone? 

Haifeng and the four towns are the land contributors of SSCZ. Their involvement 

in the building of SSCZ primarily concentrated on land requisition50.  

     At the very beginning, cadres from SSCZ (appointed by Shenzhen) worked 

with Haifeng in forming a Land Requisition Working Group, and started to 

negotiate and persuade local residents and their collective units for land requisition. 

The progress, however, was not smooth. As explained by one cadre, local residents 

of the four towns remained suspicious and hesitated to give up their land-use rights 

to the unknown institution (i.e., the SSCZ) (Interview 14). Thus, from April 2015, 

most cadres of SSCZ withdrew from the frontline and focused on making plans and 

raising funds, while left Haifeng ‘completely responsible’ (baogan) for land 

requisition. In practice, cadres of the four towns were assigned land requisition 

tasks. For example, in 2017, the four towns were required to provide an amount of 

2,506 ha of land, yet none of them fulfilled the task on time, especially Ebu Town 

(Table 5.27). It was mainly because local residents had constructed many illegal 

buildings, aiming for gaining more land compensation fees and resettlement 

subsidies. These buildings occupied lots of collective land and brought many 

obstacles to land requisition. As such, the four towns have formed temporary 

groups/teams to handle illegal land use and illegal construction (Table 5.28). Most 

members come from ‘four leading groups’ (sitao banzi)51 at the town level and the 

                                                
50 In China, the land requisition refers to convert collective land to construction land for meeting 
land demand. The original land owners will be paid with land compensation fees and resettlement 
subsidies. 
51 The four leading groups include Party Commission, People’s Congress, the government; and 

CPPCC. 
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village commissions. For example, the ‘Two Illegalness’ Comprehensive Law 

Enforcement Team of Chishi combines town cadres (Police Station, Power Supply 

Office), village cadres, and some representatives from SSCZ (Land Expropriation 

Office) and Haifeng (Land and Resources Bureau, Housing and Construction 

Bureau Public Security Bureau, and Haifeng County Demolition Company). In 

2016 alone, the team has terminated 200 cases of illegal constructions, and 

demolished 59 cases of illegal buildings.  

Table 5. 27 Land requisition of the four towns in 2017 

Towns Tasks of land 

requisition (ha) 

Amount of completion 

(ha) 

Rate of completion 

(%) 

Ebu 893 461 51.62 

Chishi 255 213 83.53 

Houmen 230 176 76.52 

Xiaomo 1,128 937 83.07 

Total 2,506 1,787 71.31 

Source: data is collected from Haifeng Yearbook 2018 (Haifeng Coutny, 2019). 

Table 5. 28 Temporary groups/teams for land requisition of the four towns 

Towns Temporary and specialized demolition teams 

Ebu  Leading Group for Investigating and Controlling the Illegal 

Constructions 

 Professional Inspection Team 

 ‘Two Illegalness’ Professional Demolition Team 

Chishi  ‘Two Illegalness’ Comprehensive Law Enforcement Team 

 ‘Two Illegalness’ Professional Demolition Team 

Houmen  Professional Teams for Illegalness-inspection 

 Professional Inspection Team 

Xiaomo  Leading Group for Cleaning Up and Rectifying Illegal Land Use 

and Illegal Construction 

 Professional Teams for Inspection and Demolition 

Source: the author. 
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5.3 What is the outcome of rescaling through Shenshan Special Cooperation 

Zone? 

The construction of SSCZ is ongoing. Despite this, the construction has changed 

the power relations among the actors which get involved in the process, and created 

tangible and material effects. The demonstration effects of ‘enclave economy’ 

development have spread out to cities both inside and outside the Guangdong 

Province. During the past decade, SSCZ has attracted many enterprises from 

Shenzhen, and achieved some economic growth. Yet these enterprises have not yet 

generated huge profits. The urban environment in SSCZ has been witnessed an 

ongoing improvement, but recently falls into stagnation because of policy change. 

Based on the current situation, Guangdong has more or less achieved its goal in the 

institutional test through SSCZ, Shenzhen has won controls over SSCZ and 

relocated enterprises there, Shanwei, Haifeng, and the four towns have gradually 

benefited from the improved economic development and the upgraded physical 

environment of SSCZ. Nevertheless, it would take a long time for SSCZ to achieve 

‘Shenzhen’s Speed, Quality and Standard’. All actors would not get great profits 

from SSCZ in a short run.  

5.3.1 Reshuffles of power relations among actors  

The establishment of SSCZ has changed the power relations among Shenzhen, 

Shanwei, Haifeng, and the four towns (now sub-districts) (Figure 5.8). Specifically, 

the relationships embedded in the traditional administrative hierarchy has changed, 

affecting the social and economic interactions between: (a) Shenzhen and Shanwei; 

(b) Shenzhen, Haifeng and the four towns – Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and Xiaomo; 

and (c) Shanwei, Haifeng and the four towns.    
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Figure 5. 8 Reshuffles of power relations among actors before and after the 
establishment of SSCZ 

 

Source: the author. 

     Before the establishment of SSCZ, Shenzhen and Shanwei were two cities 

with few administrative influences on each other. The establishment of SSCZ 

develops a partnership between Shenzhen and Shanwei, allowing them to develop 

institutional relations over economic development, land use, and urban construction 

and management.  

     The four towns were originally under the direct administration of Haifeng. 

However, after Shenzhen was granted the rights to manage SSCZ, the city has won 

most controls of the four towns from Haifeng. The contents of control cover aspects 

of economy and social service, such as public security, education, medical care, etc. 

In contrast, Haifeng only keeps its management over a small scope of matters such 

as hukou management and social insurance. Nevertheless, Haifeng remains holding 

de jure administration over the four towns. This legal administration right was 

further stipulated by Guangdong through the promotion of the four towns to sub-

districts (officially belong to Haifeng) in 2019.  

     Even though the development of the SSCZ has not changed the territory of 

Shanwei, the internal power relations among Shanwei, Haifeng and others have 

been reshuffled. Shanwei’s administration over Haifeng falls into fragmentation 

after Shenzhen was given the management rights of the SSCZ. Haifeng has lost 

most de facto controls of Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and Xiaomo, which have been 

partly ceded to Shenzhen since the establishment of SSCZ. 
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     Although Shenzhen fails to get an overall control over the territory through 

SSCZ for the time being, its ambition has not weakened. In the future, it is possible 

that Shenzhen would get full controls of the four sub-districts, whereby the territory 

boundaries between Shenzhen and Shanwei will be re-delineated. It is also possible 

that when the originally-set cooperation term comes to an end in 2040, Shenzhen 

may have to withdraw its controls from Shanwei’s administration, and Shanwei 

would regain the full controls of its subordinate units. No matter what will happen, 

either of the abovementioned changes would further alter the power relations 

among Shenzhen, Shanwei, Haifeng and the sub-districts. 

5.3.2 Outspread demonstration effects of ‘enclave economy’ 

Up to now, SSCZ has successfully set a model of ‘enclave economy’, for which it 

has received the central state’s recognition. As early as 2017, the Regional 

Economic Department of National Development and Reform Commission has 

absorbed the development experience of SSCZ into the Guidance on Supporting the 

Development of the ‘Enclave Economy’ (State Council, 2019). Recently, the 

central state publishes another document entitled as Guidance on Supporting 

Shenzhen in Building a Demonstration Pilot Zone for Socialism with Chinese 

Characteristics, wherein the SSCZ was directly mentioned by instructions as 

follows: “promote the development of SGH; promote the integration and interaction 

of east and west of the Pearl River Estuary; innovate, improve, explore and promote 

the management system of the SSCZ” (State Council, 2019, para.12).     

Through the central state’s recognition, the development of SSCZ has been 

upgraded as a national strategy. Its development experience has been highly 

publicized. 

     The SSCZ model has attracted visitors from Guangdong and other provinces 

to learn the experience. After 2017, there is a surge of visitors from other provinces. 

These visitors consist of officials from governmental departments and development 

zones. They want to learn the mechanism for regional cooperation, the management 

mechanism, industrial development, and urban construction (Appendix 3). When it 

comes to practice, a few development zones which follow the SSCZ formula has 

been planned and built. For example, in 2017, Shenzhen proposed the Shen-Guan-

Hui Regional Collaborative Development Pilot Zone in areas of Dongguan and 

Huizhou and was approved by the Guangdong Province. In 2018, a more detailed 
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plan revealed that this zone will be built by following the SSCZ model. Likewise, 

in 2018, another two cities within Guangdong - Guangzhou and Qingyuan, have 

proclaimed taking SSCZ as an example to set up the ‘Guangqing Special 

Cooperation Zone’. Furthermore, in Jiangsu Province, two cities of Nanjing and 

Huai’an have already established the Ninghuai Special Cooperation Zone in July 

2019. This zone was declared to be built in accordance with the Guidance on 

Supporting the Development of the ‘Enclave Economy’, and aimed at developing 

into a second special cooperation zone after SSCZ. It follows SSCZ in regional 

cooperation, management mechanisms, developing path, and supporting policies. 

5.3.3 Limited contribution of relocated enterprises and fluctuate economic 

growth 

In terms of economic performance, the SSCZ, a concession of Shenzhen from 

Shanwei, does not achieve the pace of growth and the quality of development that 

is equivalent to Shenzhen, i.e., failing to match the discoursed ‘Shenzhen’s Quality 

and Speed’). In recent years, the economic growth of SSCZ has been fluctuating. 

     Many enterprises have signed contracts with SSCZ, and more than five 

hundred industrial projects were brought into the zone (see Table 5.23). In effect, 

however, before September 2019, less than 80 projects (most are from Shenzhen) 

were provided with construction land, and only a few of the complete construction 

have been put into production (Table 5.29). Enterprises in operation have not yet 

generated full economic benefits for SSCZ. Some enterprises are restricted by rigid 

policies and some pretend to be operated at full capacity. Taking the real estate as 

an example, a policy on forbidding real estate trading was released in May 2017 

and was not abolished until December 2019. Mainly because that in May 2017, 

some individual investors from Shenzhen purchased lots of housing units for 

speculation (Interview 15). In order to stabilize the property market, this policy was 

formulated as a solution. Yet there are many complaints aroused from real estate 

enterprises. In one interview, a manager from the Greenland Holdings Corporation 

Limited (an estate developer), complains that the business in real estate transaction 

was greatly affected: “we feel as if being trapped”, “such rigid controls resemble 

javascript:;
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that of the planned economy as before52” (Interview 16). As also observed by him, 

“there are few new investments since 2018, and the already-relocated enterprises 

gradually lose trusts on SSCZ”. Worse still, although some enterprises claimed to 

have started operation, they are just making illusions. Many already-built factories 

are left in vacancy. Some seem to be in operation, yet the production is superficially 

limited on the first floor in dealing with official inspections, while the rest of the 

building is reserved for commercial offices that have higher economic values 

(Interview 17). It is said some of these enterprises are taking SSCZ as a springboard 

and making use of the preferential policies, and their ultimate destination is the 

more developed Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Modern Service Industry 

Cooperation Zone in Shenzhen (Interview 18).  

Table 5. 29 Calculation of industrial projects with land-provision, from 
Shenzhen and put into production 

Year/month Total number From Shenzhen Put into production 

2017.5 44 39 9 

2017.8 52 48 10 

2017.10 59 55 10 

2018.1 59 55 11 

2018.4 59 55 11 

2018.11 67 61 13 

2019.3 71 64 13 

2019.9 76 69 14 

Source: the author. 

     Enterprises that relocated to SSCZ make very few contributions in pushing 

forward the economic growth. In recent years, the rate of GDP of SSCZ to Haifeng 

remains more or less the same as that of the four towns to Haifeng before 2011(see 

Table 5.10 and Table 5.30). Moreover, by comparing other economic indicators of 

SSCZ with those of Shenzhen and Shanwei, it shows that although SSCZ has 

achieved some improvement in economy, there are huge gaps in reaching 

‘Shenzhen’s Quality and Speed’ (Table 5.31). The fast-growing GDP per capita of 

SSCZ surpasses Shanwei in 2017 and 2018, yet it has a long way to go for catching 

                                                
52 Before 1978, the economic activities in China are rigidly controlled by the state, which was 
named as planned economy. 
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up Shenzhen. The growth of SSCZ’s GDP is not stable in recent years. It can be 

seen in the industrial structure, there is an obvious tendency of weakening of 

industrial development. The zone gradually increases its reliance on primary 

industry, with a much bigger ratio than that of Shanwei and Shenzhen. For other 

industries, by looking at the indicator of the growth rate of fixed asset investment, 

it shows that there is an over-heated of the real estate sector in SSCZ. Such 

investment has proved to be a strong driving force for the economy in a short run, 

yet if it is arbitrarily expanded, it can bring about fluctuations, instabilities, and 

even damages to the market (Liu, Yun & Zheng, 2002).  

Table 5. 30 Comparison of GDP between SSCZ and Haifeng (2014-2019) 

Year GDP (million yuan)  Ratio 

Haifeng SSCZ 

2014 24,028 3,125 13.01% 

2015 26,376 3,900 14.79% 

2016 24,504 4,072 16.62% 

2017 26,714 4,732 17.71% 

2018 27,359 5,313 19.42% 

2019 / 4,680 / 

Source: data is collected from Shenzhen Statistical Bulletin of National Economic and Social 
Development (2017-2019) (Shenzhen Statistical Bureau, 2017-2019), Shanwei Statistical Yearbook 
(2015-2019) (Shanwei Statistical Bureau, 2015-2019), and the official website of SSCZ: 
http://www.szss.gov.cn/sstbhzq/ssw/.  
Note: data of Haifeng in 2019 is not available. 

Table 5. 31 Comparison of some indicators of SSCZ, Shenzhen, and Shanwei 
(2017-2018) 

Year SSCZ Shenzhen Shanwei 

GDP Per capita (yuan) 

2017 62,510 183,127 28,776 

2018 70,746 189,568 30,825 

2019 50,107 203,489 35,958 

The growth rate of GDP per capita (%) 

2017 72.8 4.0 7.6 

2018 13.2 3.2 7.5 

2019 -29.2 3.0 6.0 

 

http://www.szss.gov.cn/sstbhzq/ssw/
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The growth rate of GDP (%) 

2017 17.9 8.8 8.1 

2018 4.0 7.6 8.0 

2019 -11.9 6.7 6.7 

Industrial structure (primary industry: secondary industry: tertiary industry) 

2017 17.7:57.1:25.2 0.1:41.3:58.6 15.1:44.4:40.5 

2018 23.5:53.4:23.1 0.1:41.1:58.6 14.6:44.2:41.2 

2019 32.2:33.5:34.3 0.1:39.0:60.9 14.1:37.3:48.6 

The growth rate of fixed asset investment (real estate) (%) 

2017 11.5 (3,155.9) 23.8 (21.6) 17 (16.2) 

2018 -15 (124.2) 20.6 (23.6) 16.6 (35.1) 

2019 36.8 (63.3) 18.8 (15.9) 15.1 (5.6) 

Source: summarized from Shenzhen Statistical Bulletin of National Economic and Social 
Development (2017-2019) (Shenzhen Statistical Bureau, 2017-2019) and Shanwei Statistical 
Bulletin of National Economic and Social Development (2017-2019) (Shanwei Statistical Bureau, 
2017-2019). 
Notes: fixed asset investment refers to the construction project investment and real estate 
development investment of 5 million yuan and more than 5 million yuan from enterprises, public 
institutions, administrative units, and urban self-employed households that registered in urban and 
rural areas. 

5.3.4 Ongoing urban construction 

In aspects of urban construction, there have been some facilities put into operation 

(Table 5.32). Yet the construction was carried out at a slower pace than that of 

Shenzhen, and the facilities are below the quality of Shenzhen (Interview 19), 

failing to meet ‘Shenzhen’s Speed and Standard’. The early years only witnessed 

some necessary facilities being constructed, like the administrative service hall (in 

2014) and innovation and entrepreneurship incubator base (in 2015). Most facilities 

were put in a halt. Moreover, some facilities are not operated normally. For instance, 

the Peking University Shenzhen Hospital Shenshan Clinic was put into service in 

June 2019. Yet the service was provided with a trial-operation mechanism on 

weekdays, unlike the Peking University Shenzhen Hospital in Shenzhen, which 

operates for a full week. And the clinic is still under development, more 

departments are to be established.  
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Table 5. 32 Facilities under service 

Year/ 
month 

Projects Contents 

2014.10 Administrative office 

facilities 

Administrative Service Hall 

2018.7 Urban General Service Hall 

2016.10 Transportation Two intercity custom chartered lines between 

Shenzhen and the zone 

2017.6 Bus line 1 between Shenzhen and the zone 

2017.9 Bus lines 2 and 3 between Shenzhen and the zone 

2018.2 27 roads (sections) 

2019.1 Public Transport Bub in front of Houmen Station 

2016.9 Municipal facilities Shenzhen cable TV signal, Shenzhen super high-

speed broadband network 

2017.12 Houmen 220 KV Transfer Station 

2018.3 Nanmen River Treatment project 

2018.9 Topway cable TV 

2018.12 6696 meters of gas pipelines 

2019.9 Ebu LNG Gasification Reserve Station 

2019.9 Western Water Plant 

2017.11 Public cultural and 

sports facilities 

Shenshan Easyread Book Bar under Shenzhen 

Book City 

2018.3 The Living Center,  

2018.6 Bianxi Street Park 

2018.9 The City Square 

2015.11 Commercial facilities Shuidi Mountain Hot Spring Resort 

2018.1 Vienna International Hotel 

2019.3 Neighborhood Centre 

2019.4 China Resources Chihe Plaza 

2018.7 Medical Facilities Institutional infirmary 

2019.6 Peking University Shenzhen Hospital Shenshan 

Clinic 

2019.6 Shenshan Bay Party Service Centre 

2015.8 Industrial cultivation 

facilities 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship Incubator Base  

2016.11 Technology Incubator Base 

2019.9 Fashion Brand Industrial Park 

2018.12 Dwelling Chuangye Village 
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2018.10 Urban services 

system 

Postal code from Shenzhen 

2019.3 Telephone area code from Shenzhen 

Source: the author. 
Note: data was collected before October 2019. 

     In August 2018, observation in Ebu (the first town that has started 

constructions) found that although some buildings have been completed, many 

construction activities were pending. They include public facilities and local 

residents’ dwellings (Figure 5.9). Interviews suggest the construction of public 

facilities was put in halt because of management change (Interview 20). As for 

residential dwellings, the halt was resulted from the aforementioned policy to stop 

property speculation. At present, although constructions of facilities and dwellings 

have come back on track, concerning another three undeveloped towns, it would 

necessitate more time for improving the urban environment of all areas of SSCZ. 

This is also confirmed by one urban planner: “it may take another decade or so that 

the zone will be successfully developed into a place like other districts of Shenzhen, 

most people are unwilling to live and work there at present” (Interview 21). 

Figure 5. 9 Some status quo of SSCZ in August 2018 

 

Source: the author. 
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5.4 Summary  

The SSCZ, as an enclave, was developed as a new economic space that breaks the 

rigid administrative restrictions. Actors are gathered for a common goal of 

improving economic capacities. At the provincial level, Guangdong bears bilateral 

pressure from the central state and sub-provincial cities. On the one hand, 

Guangdong was placed great expectations from the central state on moving a step 

ahead in achieving the common prosperity. On the other hand, Guangdong was 

pressured with severe regional inequality between PRD and other regions of the 

province. Thus, Guangdong initiates a strategy of counterpart support, through 

which rich areas are required to give supports to poor areas. Specifically, the SSCZ 

was selected to test the institutional reform on developing an ‘enclave economic 

development model’.  

     At the city level, both Shenzhen and Shanwei follow top-down instructions 

from Guangdong, yet they have different driving forces on their own. For Shenzhen, 

it has exhausted most construction land for supporting the fast economic 

development during the past forty years. In recent years, rigid shortages of land 

supply have driven away some high-end enterprises to nearby cities (like Dongguan 

and Huizhou), which puts Shenzhen at risk of weakening its economic capacity. 

Therefore it has struggled for moving out some low-end industries and saving room 

for high value-added development. Nevertheless, such relocation has no way out to 

surrounding cities (Dongguan and Huizhou) but non-adjacent areas. Hence, 

building SSCZ in Shanwei provides a solution for Shenzhen. For Shanwei, with 

weak industrial foundations and a poor business environment, it remains to be one 

of the most underdeveloped cities of Guangdong in the past decades. However, the 

city is rich for its land resource, which highly matches Shenzhen’s needs. After the 

establishment of SSCZ, its local economy would have chances to get improved by 

winning policy privileges, upgrading industrial structure, attracting investment and 

labor, and developing transportation infrastructures. At the county and town level, 

Haifeng and the four towns aim to share economic spillover and achievements from 

SSCZ. Respectively, Haifeng intends to take advantage of economic spillovers to 

optimize industrial development of other towns of the county, and enjoy financial 

revenues from the zone. The four towns are eager for winning benefits directly from 
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investment and relocation of enterprises from Shenzhen, as well as improving urban 

constructions by Shenzhen.  

     For achieving these goals, actors take different roles for building SSCZ. Even 

though Guangdong does not directly join the construction activity, it adopts other 

approaches to consolidate management and intervention. Principal cadres of 

Guangdong set the institutional foundation and development goals for SSCZ. By 

personnel arrangement, Guangdong offers empowerment and resources to the zone. 

And it also keeps balanced cooperation between Shenzhen and Shanwei by 

authorizing official documents. Compared with other actors, Shenzhen brings the 

greatest impacts on SSCZ. The institutional structure of SSCZ is reset according to 

Shenzhen’s functional districts. The urban environment of SSCZ is designed in 

Shenzhen’s style. Many facilities have been put into schedule by Shenzhen, some 

of which are developed for satisfying Shenzhen’s needs. Moreover, Shenzhen sends 

lots of people, investments, and enterprises to SSCZ. In contrast, Shanwei makes 

fewer contributions. It grants 204 items of administrative rights incompletely by 

‘No. 2 Official Seals’ to Shenzhen. For meeting the need for land use in SSCZ, 

Shanwei rearranges quotas of construction land by several versions of Land Use 

Master Plan (2006-2020), and demands some quotas from the province. Haifeng 

and the four towns take responsibility for converting other lands into construction 

land. Many temporary groups/teams are formed in each town, working for dealing 

with illegal land use and illegal construction.  

     As a result, up to the present, the establishment of SSCZ has changed the 

power relations among Shenzhen, Shanwei, Haifeng and the four towns. Shenzhen 

becomes a partner of Shanwei in administration through SSCZ. Whereby the 

internal power geometry of Shanwei is reconfigured. Both Shanwei and Haifeng 

lost most de facto controls over the four towns. And Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and 

Xiaomo have been transformed as sub-districts. As for tangible and material effects, 

the demonstration effects of SSCZ in ‘enclave economy’ have outspread throughout 

the country, which has also won confirmation of the central state. Many cities, 

inside or outside Guangdong, come to SSCZ for learning experiences of regional 

cooperation, management mechanism, industrial development, and urban 

construction. Several zones following these experiences have been put into the 

schedule in Guangdong, and one in Jiangsu has been officially established. From 

this perspective, Guangdong has more or less fulfilled its goal in setting the ‘enclave 
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economic development model’. For Shenzhen, it has won controls over SSCZ and 

used the land for industrial transfer. On the contrary, Shanwei and Haifeng lost most 

authority of SSCZ, although, along with the four towns, they share the gradual 

improved economic development and the urban environment from SSCZ. In a word, 

since the relocated enterprises have not generated huge economic benefits, and the 

ongoing urban construction in SSCZ has not met ‘Shenzhen’s Speed, Quality and 

Standard’, it would probably take a long time for all actors to gain profits from 

SSCZ.  
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Chapter 6 Discussion and conclusion 

6.1 Theoretical echoes 

6.1.1 Understanding of scale  

The concept of scale in human geography has undergone waves of promotion, 

rejection, and reinvention. It is understood as a geographical and spatial imaginary, 

but too slippery and abstract to be imaged. Scholars try to delineate it via areal units, 

hierarchical levels, and networked relations. The multi-facets of scale have been 

understood as partly powerful, concrete/vague or invisible, and 

bounded/unbounded which represented by metaphors such as a ladder, concentric 

circles, and nesting dolls. Generally, there are two typical features of the scale: 

leveled and relational. For being leveled, spatial differences are distinguished and 

stratified by various metrics. For being relational, these levels are connected by 

social relations. Conventional understanding suggests that scale is not pre-given but 

perpetually (re)produced through ongoing restructuring of social-economic 

activities. During which, scale is both a progenitor and a product, and a cause and 

an outcome. When seen as a progenitor and a cause, scale can function by its 

discursive and rhetorical facet, like scale frames. When seen as a product and an 

outcome, there will be outcomes of tangible and material effects, as well as 

reshuffles of power relations. 

     While putting these understandings into the context of China, the 

administrative structure has been emphasized as a scale in this thesis. It is seen as 

an abstraction of power geometry, and featured with five administrative levels of 

‘nation (central) – province – prefecture – county – township/town’ and interwoven 

power relations between a vertical and a lateral system. The case shows an 

evolutional scalar gestalt (Figure 6.1). It is not pre-given but generated by state 

actors, including officials and governmental institutions of Guangdong, Shenzhen, 

Shanwei, Haifeng and the four towns in an ongoing and contesting process. For 

example, after the creation of SSCZ, the gestalt transfers from Phase A to Phase B, 

and now it is proceeding to Phase C. The gestalt is fluid when such restructuring 

takes place, and meanwhile the existing scale plays a role of a progenitor for 

generating new restructure. As for the discursive and rhetorical facet of scale, it is 

in effect performed by state actors, with means like discourses and negotiations. 
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Finally, there are outcomes of material and tangible effects, like urban constructions 

in SSCZ, as well as restructure of power relations. More specifically, power 

geometry among actors has been reconfigured after the creation of SSCZ. Although 

the zone is not a formal administrative unit, it enjoys certain administrative power, 

partially at prefectural level and partially at county level. And it holds some 

administrative authority over Ebu, Chishi, Houmen, and Xiaomo, which have been 

transferred from towns to sub-districts (at town/township level). Now SSCZ is 

jointly administered by Shenzhen (de facto) and Shanwei (de jure).  

Figure 6. 1 Three phases of scalar gestalt of the empirical case 

 

Source: the author. 

     Such a contextualization of scale by the administrative structure showcases 

how to understand scale in the circumstance of China. While putting local factors 

into consideration, this study also gives a clear and thorough depiction of scale by 

showing the relationships between administrative scale and economic space. SSCZ 

is created as an economic space but a series of administrative arrangements have 

been made to incorporate it into Shenzhen’s administrative system. Such a 

development highlights a unique process in China, where the state plays a leading 

role to facilitate economic development. Whether SSCZ will eventually be 

encroached and become an established unit of Shenzhen is unknown; the formation 

of the SSCZ and its transformation shows a local government’s attempt to 

incorporate an economic space into the administrative scale. This process echoes 
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the idea of administrative zone economy. It is still valid in understanding China’s 

economic space. 

6.1.2 State (re)production of scale from the perspective of scale jumping 

Scale jumping is originally defined as “political claims and power established at 

one geographical scale are expanded to another” (Smith, p.276), which denotes an 

expansion of influences/impacts across scales. It is in general taken as a notion, of 

which the methodological values have not been fully exploited. The thesis tries to 

redevelop it as a research approach that is process-based. It then sorts out several 

key dimensions of scale jumping: (a) actors and their purposes; (b) directions; (c) 

approaches; and (d) outcomes. Through this approach, the thesis further contributes 

to the application of scale jumping (as a tool) in examining the state (re)production 

of scale in China by the empirical case of SSCZ (Table 6.1).  

Table 6. 1 Comparison of scale jumping from literature review and case 
study 

Scale jumping 
as a process-
based approach 

Literature review Case study 

Actors and 
purposes 

The more powerful 
actor: maintaining 
control and existing 
scaled relations 

The less powerful 
actor: breaking out 
limitation; gaining 
advantages; improving 
positions 

 

The more powerful actor: 
maintaining and consolidating 
control (intervening into lower 
administrative levels); readjusting 
scaled relations; making 
institutional tests; promoting 
development; fulfilling assigned 
tasks; breaking out spatial 
limitation 

The less powerful actor: breaking 
out limitation and releasing 
themselves (from lag behind 
economy); gaining advantages 
(financial revenues, economic 
spillover); improving positions 
(economic capacity) 

Both more powerful and less 
powerful actors: expanding their 
economic influences across their 
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existing boundaries; seeking 
horizontal cooperation 

Directions Mainly focused on 
downward and 
upward; briefly 
mentioned outward 
expansion 

Noticeable outward expansion 
through the building of ‘enclave’ 

 

Approaches Making claims and 
expansions; 
(re)framing by 
discourses and 
practice; harnessing 
powers; taking 
advantages of policies, 
technologies, political 
and economic 
regulation means 

Making claims (instructions, 
proposals, etc.) and expansions 
(territory expansion); (re)framing 
by discourses (plans, developing 
goals, etc.) and practice; 
harnessing powers 
(empowerment); taking 
advantages of policies, 
technologies, and political and 
economic regulation means 
(personnel arrangements, 
assigning tasks, setting working 
mechanisms, providing financial 
supports and investments, 
authorization of laws and plans) 

Outcomes Transfer of capitals 
and regulation of labor; 
reshuffles of power 
relationships and 
structures; changes of 
scalar ‘gestalt’ and 

social power geometry; 
dissolving of spatial 
boundaries; tangible 
and material effects 

Transfer of investment, 
enterprises, and people; reshuffles 
of power relations and structures 
(among Guangdong, Shenzhen, 
Shanwei, Haifeng, and the four 
towns), dissolving of 
administrative boundaries 
(Shenzhen and the four towns), 
tangible and material effects 
(economic growth, urban 
construction) 

Source: the author. 
Note: the four towns are transferred as sub-districts in 2019. 

     In the case study of SSCZ, actors mainly refer to officials and governmental 

institutions from local governments of Guangdong, Shenzhen, Shanwei, Haifeng, 

and the four towns (now sub-districts). All actors are driven by the desire to expand 

their economic capacity, but perform in divergent ways. Within a vertical hierarchy, 

actors at higher levels are more powerful than those from lower levels. Unlike 
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keeping existing scaled relations as the existing literature review suggested, in the 

case study, the more powerful actors show stronger inclination to readjust such 

relations, aiming at breaking institutional constraints, promoting development, 

fulfilling assigned tasks, and breaking out spatial limitations. For the less powerful 

actors, previous understandings of their jumping are further verified in the case 

study. These include breaking out limitations for influences, gaining advantages, 

and improving positions. While the case of SSCZ shows differences, the purposes 

of local governments at a lower level are much more economically-oriented. These 

actors are eager to break through limitation of a lag behind economy, to gain 

advantages of financial revenues and economic spillover, and to improve economic 

capacity. More importantly, this thesis goes beyond conventional studies and 

identifies an outward jumping – ‘rescaling across jurisdictional boundaries’. This 

is a key point to understand the (re)production of scale in China. Specifically, actors 

from different jurisdictional territories refer to those who have no direct affiliated 

relations with each other. Such actors are less confined by administrative power 

differences (i.e., their background of different administrative levels plays a limited 

role). For example, officials of Shenzhen Municipal Government (prefectural level) 

cannot easily and directly make orders to those of Haifeng County (county level), 

even though they are administratively at higher levels. Their purposes include 

expanding influences across jurisdictional boundaries, learning experiences, and 

seeking for cooperation. The production of SSCZ is a good illustration.  

     Differentiating actors into ‘the more powerful’, ‘the less powerful’, and ‘both 

more and less powerful’ actually indicate three directions of scale jumping, i.e., 

downward, upward, and outward (Figure 6.2). Within a same jurisdictional territory, 

administrative units at the higher level expand downward influences/impacts to 

those at lower level, and vice versa. While across jurisdictional boundaries, 

regardless of administrative levels, such influences/impacts are brought outward by 

one administrative unit to another across space. Comparatively, downward 

influences/impacts are much more dominant and effective, the upward is weak and 

inefficient, and the outward is less restricted by power differences. In practice, these 

directions always interweave in rescaling. For example, Guangdong expands 

downward influences/impacts through setting the institutional foundation for SSCZ, 

and leveling the playing field for Shenzhen and Shanwei. During these processes, 

Shenzhen and Shanwei generate upward influence/impact by making negotiations 
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with Guangdong on certain issues. Meanwhile, the outward influence/impact is 

produced by Shenzhen and Shanwei via these negotiations as well.  

Figure 6. 2 Three directions of downward, upward, and outward 

 
Source: the author. 

Whilst the approaches employed by actors are much in common with the 

literature review, such as making claims and expansions, (re)framing by discourses 

and practice, and taking advantages of policies, technologies, political and 

economic regulation means, the case of SSCZ enriches existing findings by 

revealing special means. This includes personnel arrangements that taken by 

Guangdong Province. Such a tactic is especially typical in China. 

     When it comes to outcomes of these rescaling, the thesis also enriches 

existing findings from the context of China. By building SSCZ, investment, 

enterprises, and people were transferred to SSCZ; the power relations and structures 

among Guangdong, Shenzhen, Shanwei, Haifeng, and others are reshuffled; the 

scalar ‘gestalt’ is restructured; the administrative boundaries between Shenzhen and 

the four towns (now sub-districts) are somewhat dissolving; and tangible and 

material effects of economic growth and urban construction are produced.  

Overall, the application of the scale jumping approach to the practice of 

SSCZ has proved to be productive. It showcases a dynamic process of scale 

(re)production by the Chinese state – a process of state’s territorialisation (Stephen 

& Menon, 2016). State actors have delineated a new ‘territory’ (that is SSCZ) that 

overlaps with the existing jurisdictional territory of the four towns, over which new 

arrangements of control have been made. A key aspect of this territorialisation lies 

in the redefinition of the geographies of power and its manifestation in the material 

world, i.e., Shenzhen expands its power to Shanwei’s jurisdictional territory and 

makes uses of Shanwei’s resources especially land. 
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6.2 Empirical reflections  

As constrained by administratively-demarcated economic hinterland, Chinese cities 

usually depend on spatial expansion to pursue economic growth. In the past, such 

expansion was by and large realized by annexing/merging nearby areas through 

restructuring of administrative scale; so that its jurisdiction territory, concomitantly 

its economic hinterland, is expanded. By building ‘enclave areas’, a city is able to 

break the restrictions of administrative territory and expand its economic hinterland 

to non-adjacent cities or counties. From the perspective of economically strong 

cities, the making of ‘enclave areas’ is considered to be more attractive than simply 

making investment elsewhere. Not only there is an expansion of economic 

hinterland, but also the potential to encroach these physical areas, especially for 

land-deficient cities like Shenzhen. 

     Shenzhen is the first city in the country to experiment such an ‘enclave 

economic development model’. With a term of 30 years (2011-2040), Shenzhen 

plans to transfer its industries to the SSCZ. This arrangement is expected to trickle 

down manufacturing jobs, investments and development opportunities to the less 

developed Shanwei and Haifeng. Whilst all actors involved in the SSCZ share 

administrative and operational responsibilities, Shenzhen is seeking to dominate its 

management. The city has successfully included SSCZ as a member of the ‘10+1’ 

Districts. This move shows Shenzhen’s intention to develop SSCZ to a coastal city 

rather than keeping it a normal ITP. Shenzhen’s increasing influence on the 

planning and management of the SSCZ and its growing share of economic benefits 

have aroused its ambition to fully control the economic space. Indeed, Shenzhen 

has already worked out a land use plan for SSCZ beyond 2040. Whether Shenzhen 

will eventually get a full control over SSCZ and incorporate it into its administrative 

system is an interesting topic that worth further exploration. 

     Can other Chinese cities duplicate the SSCZ model? The idea of ‘enclave 

area’ is an attractive one to many cities in China, especially those which are in land 

deficiency and eager for bigger economic hinterland. In this regard, some 

implications from the experience of SSCZ can be drawn: (a) it necessitates 

matching resources such as capitals and land, from partners to initiate an ‘enclave’; 

(b) meanwhile, responsibilities and benefits should be distributed among partners 

and carried out efficiently; (c) thereafter, key factors, like preferential policies, 
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industrial projects, people, and investment, are necessary for ensuring a smooth 

operation; (d) lastly, an authority (i.e. government at a higher level) must be entailed 

for arbitration. Specifically, the role played by Shenzhen is another key factor that 

followers have to take into consideration. According to Liu Shilin, a professor from 

Shanghai Jiao Tong University, “to learn from SSCZ, the key point lies in having a 

'secret weapon' like Shenzhen”. This secret weapon refers to Shenzhen’s strong 

economic strength and administrative power. Such advantages are necessary for the 

city to exert deterrence or influence in the building of SSCZ. Therefore, for leading 

cities in building ‘enclaves’ in other parts of China, Liu contends that they have to 

learn from Shenzhen to have similar ‘weapons’ (Pengpai [The paper], 2019). 

     Nevertheless, as an ongoing institutional test, the future of SSCZ has many 

uncertainties. These uncertainties stem from the power relations between 

Guangdong and Shenzhen. Shenzhen is administratively subordinated to the 

provincial government of Guangdong and at the same time, directly affiliated to the 

central state in Beijing. Such a power structure intensifies the conflicts between 

Shenzhen and Guangdong over SSCZ. Shenzhen has been trying to protect its 

interests and grab more profits by seeking supports from the central state instead of 

entirely following instructions of Guangdong. The city’s attempts to increase its 

overall control of SSCZ has been disrupted by the provincial government of 

Guangdong. Despite this, however, it is possible that Shenzhen’s agenda on SSCZ 

would eventually win the support from the central state, especially after the city 

was designated as the Demonstration Pilot Zone for Socialism with Chinese 

Characteristics in 2019. Given the complicated power relations among Shenzhen, 

Guangdong and the central government, to what extend could other followers copy 

the experiences of the SSCZ remains to be seen.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 Changes of personnel arrangement that influenced by Guangdong Province 

Names Position 
levels 

Year 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Wen 
Guohui 

Province       GD1 GD1-GD1+GZ1-GZ1 GZ1 
Bureau/ 
Department 

   GD2 GD2-SW2 SW2- SW3  GZ1-GZ2 GZ2 

Shi Qizhu Bureau/ 
Department 

 
GZ2 GZ2-SW2 SW2 

Yang 
Xusong 

Bureau/ 
Department 

SZ1 SZ1-SZ3-
SW4-SW3 

SW3 

He 
Xuewen53 

Bureau/ 
Department 

   
 SZ2-SW2 SW2-SW2+SZ1+ 

SSCZ1 
SW2+SZ1+ 
SSCZ1 

SW2+SZ1+ SSCZ1 - 
SW1+SZ1+ SSCZ1 

  

Chan 
Yaodong54 

Bureau/ 
Department 

    
   SZ1+SW2  SZ1+SW2- 

SSCZ1 
Division/ 
County 

   SZ4 SZ4- SSCZ3  

Notes: (1) Guangdong-GD, Guangzhou-GZ, Shanwei-SW, Shenzhen-SZ; (2) records are selected one tenure before cadres’ taking-office in Shanwei, and SSCZ; (3) blank 
cells refer to unrecorded tenures; (3) administrative units linked with “-” refer to the cadre is transferring from the former to the latter, suffixal numbers refer to the number of 
posts took by cadres, and bold letters means cadres are holding at least one head post it respondent level, e.g., “GZ2-SW2” refers to the cadre who holds two posts in 

Guangzhou is transferring to Shanwei, where he takes at least one head post (4) posts of army, armed police and security system are not recorded in the table.  

                                                
53 He Xuewen also takes a concurrent post of General Commander of the Headquarter of Counterpart Support of Shenzhen to Shanwei (2014-2016), which is not a formal post. 
54 Chan Yaodong also takes a concurrent post of General Commander of the Headquarter of Counterpart Support of Shenzhen to Shanwei (2016-2019). 
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Appendix 2 Comparison of the institutional structure of SSCZ and Dapeng 

New District 

 SSCZ (2018-) Dapeng New District 

Internal 
agencies 

Discipline Inspection 
Commission (Office of 
Ombudsman, Bureau of 
Audit) 

Commission for Discipline Inspection 
(Office of Ombudsman, Bureau of Audit) 

Party and Government 
Office 

 General Office 

 Office of Politics and Law 

 Bureau of Government Service Data 
Management 

 Institutional Management Center 

Bureau of Organization 
and Personnel (Office of 
the Organizing 
Commission) 

 Bureau of Organization and Personnel 

 Department of Mass Organization 
Work  

Bureau of United Front 
Work and Social 
Construction 

Bureau of United Front Work and Social 
Construction  

Bureau of Development 
and Reform and Finance 
(Statistics Bureau) 

Bureau of Development and Finance 

Bureau of Technology 
Innovation and Economic 
Services  

Bureau of Technology Innovation and 
Economic Services  

Bureau of Public Utility  Bureau of Education and Health  

 Bureau of Housing and Construction of 
Culture, Radio, Television, Tourism, 
and Sports 

Bureau of Housing 
Construction and Water 
Affair 

 Bureau of Housing and Construction  

 Bureau of Water Affairs 

 Department of Construction Public 
Work 

 Department of Baguang Development 
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Bureau of Urban 
Management and 
Integrated Law 
Enforcement  

 Bureau of Urban Management and 
Integrated Law Enforcement  

 Bureau of Planning Land Inspection 

Bureau of Land 
Development  

Bureau of Urban Renewal and Land 
Development  

Bureau of Emergency 
Management 

Bureau of Emergency Management 

/ / 

Offices / Kuiyong, Dapeng, Nanao 

Units (of 
Shenzhen) 
stationed 
in the 
zone/ 
district  

Municipal Bureau of 
Planning and Natural 
Resources - Shenshan 
Bureau of Management  

Municipal Bureau of Planning and 
Natural Resources - Dapeng Bureau of 
Management  

Municipal Bureau of 
Transportation-Shenshan 
Bureau of Management  

Municipal Bureau of Transportation-
Dapeng Bureau of Management  

Municipal Bureau of 
Ecological Environment-
Shenshan Bureau of 
Management 

Municipal Bureau of Ecological 
Environment-Dapeng of Management 

Municipal Bureau of 
Public Security-
Detachment of Traffic 
Police-Shenshan Brigade   

Municipal Bureau of Public Security-
Detachment of Traffic Police-Dapeng 
Brigade   

Municipal Bureau of 
Public Security-
Detachment of Traffic 
Police-Shenshan Brigade   

Municipal Bureau of Public Security-
Dapeng Subbureau   

Municipal Bureau of 
Market Supervision and 
Management-Shenshan 
Bureau of Supervision 

Municipal Bureau of Market Supervision 
and Management-Dapeng Bureau of 
Supervision 

/ Municipal Bureau of Social Insurance 
Fund Management-Dapeng Sub-bureau 

Source: the author. 
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Appendix 3 Visits from other cities to SSCZ 

Year/ 
month 

Cities/ 
provinces 

Visitors or 
institutions 

Contents of experience 
learning  

2012.9 Yunfu/ 
Guangdong 

Party and 
Government 
Delegation 

Comprehensive development 

2015.3 Lufeng/ 
Guangdong 

Mayor and Vice-
mayor 

Plan making, investment 
selection, project construction, 
municipal infrastructure 
construction, etc. 

2015.5 Meizhou/ 
Guangdong 

Special training 
course for industrial 
park construction 
and investment 
promotion 

Planning and construction, 
industrial agglomeration 
development 

2015.6 Chaozhou/ 
Guangdong 

Investigation group 
of Fujian-
Guangdong 
Economic 
Cooperation Zone 
and Chaozhou Port 
Economic 
Development Zone 

Institutional mechanism 
innovation, investment 
promotion, etc. 

2015.9 Jieyang/ 
Guangdong 

Jieyang Da Nanhai 
Petrochemical 
Industrial Zone 

Planning, land use, 
environmental protection, 
transportation, and public utility 
construction, etc. 

2016.9 Quanzhou/ 
Fujian 

Quanzhou Economic 
and Technological 
Development Zone 

Regional cooperation 
management, industrial 
development, industry-city 
integration, investment 
promotion, etc. 

2017.3 Pingxiang/ 
Jiangxi 

Pingxiang Economic 
and Technological 
Development Zone 

Project construction, investment 
promotion, administrative 
management, institutional 
setting, daily operation, etc. 

2017.5 Tianjin Jinnan Economic 
Development Zone 

Advanced experience of the 
PRD 

2017.7 Harbin/ 
Heilongjiang 

Party Secretary of 
Harbin  

Regional coordinated 
development and industrial co-
construction 

2017.8 Bama/ 
Guangxi 

Deputy-governor Management mechanism, 
investment promotion, project 
construction, etc. 
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2017.8 Harbin/ 
Heilongjiang 

Harbin High-tech 
Industrial 
Development Zone 

Management mechanism, 
investment promotion, project 
construction, etc. 

2017.9 Hezhou/ 
Guangxi 

Executive Vice-
mayor of Hezhou 

Comprehensive development 

2018.3 Xiamen, 
Longyan/ 
Fujian 

Xialong Cooperation 
Zone 

Regional coordinated 
development, urban construction 

2018.6 Yunnan Science 
&Technology 
Department of 
Yunnan Province 

Investment promotion, industrial 
cooperation 

2018.10 Anqing/ 
Anhui 

Party Secretary of 
Anqing 

Innovation development and 
construction 

2019.3 Guangxi Vice-chairman of the 
CPPCC of Guangxi 

Investigation on ‘steps of 

eastward integration and 
actively accepting radiation 
from the GBA55’ 

2019.4 Anhui Deputy Secretary 
General of Anhui 

Comprehensive development 

2019.4 Xinjiang The Third Division 
of Xinjiang 
Production and 
Construction Corps 

Institutional mechanism, urban 
construction, industrial 
development, etc. 

Source: the author. 

 

 

 

  

                                                
55 GBA is short for Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area 
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